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Abstract

The work in my thesis is a contribution to the field of chemical dynamics at surfaces.

In this field we seek to develop a detailed microscopic understanding of chemical events

taking place on surfaces. Progress in this field has been spurred by a fruitful inter-

play between experimental work and theory. My work continues in this tradition. The

starting point was a striking theoretical prediction and the measurements I made test

that prediction and also provide many new discoveries which I hope will help stimulate

improvements in theory.

I focused on a hot topic in this field — the breakdown of the Born Oppenheimer

approximation and the role of non–adiabatic electronic energy transfer in surface dy-

namics. Specifically, I studied the scattering of vibrationally excited nitric oxide (NO)

from Au(111), an important and extensively studied model system for non–adiabatic

dynamics. Upon collision with the surface, vibrationally excited NO molecules very

efficiently transfer vibrational energy to electronic degrees of freedom in the metal, a

striking case of electronic non–adiabaticity (Born–Oppenheimer breakdown), which is

believed to be driven by a transient electron transfer (ET).

I measured ro–vibrational state distributions of NO molecules prepared in excited vi-

brational states (vi = 3, 11, and 16) after scattering from Au(111) as function the

incidence translational energy (Ei
trans = 0.05 – 1 eV) and orientation. The goal was to

investigate the influence of these parameters on the ET–driven energy transfer and, on

a more general level, to improve our understanding of the rules that govern the dynam-

ics of molecules at metal surfaces. To make these measurements, I contributed to the

development of two experimental techniques: 1) a new method to orient polar molecules

in the laboratory frame (optical state selection with adiabatic orientation) and 2) a new

method to improve the quantum state purity in optical pumping (pump–dump–sweep).

The effect of orientation is both dramatic and complicated. For NO with vi = 3 and

11, vibrational relaxation is significantly enhanced for molecules pointing with the N–

atom towards the surface compared to molecules oriented with the O–atom towards the

surface. For these states vibrational relaxation is furthermore promoted by incidence



translational energy. Interestingly, for NO vi = 16 neither the orientation or incidence

energy have an effect and all molecules relax to lower vibrational states. NO vi = 16

has no survival probability in its initial vibrational state. Rotational state distribu-

tions of surface scattered molecules exhibit pronounced rotational rainbow structure

that strongly depends on the incidence translational energy, initial orientation, and

final vibrational state. These are the first observation of rotational rainbows for mole-

cules that have undergone vibrational relaxation.

The measurements have a complicated dependence on orientation, initial energy and

vibrational state. Nonetheless, the trends in the vibrational relaxation probability can

be understood in terms of a simple model based on the barrier in the energetics of the

underlying electron–transfer reaction. Vibrational relaxation requires overcoming this

barrier. The barrier decreases as the initial vibrational state increases. This explains

the trend to stronger vibrational relaxation as vi is increased. The variation in barrier

height also explains the fact that translational energy promotes vibrational relaxation

for vi = 3 and 11, but is not required for vi = 16. The barrier is lowered by a favorable

N–atom first orientation, resulting in the dramatic increase in relaxation for N–atom

first collisions.

The experimental data from this work provides a valuable test for theory. Recent

calculations of vibrational relaxation based on electronic friction or independent elec-

tron surface hopping fail to explain the final vibrational state distributions and how

they vary with incidence energy and orientation. My hope is that these measurements

will stimulate further theoretical work and new insight into the dynamics of this im-

portant example of non–adiabatic chemical dynamics at surfaces.

An independent topic covered in my thesis is the generation of a molecular beam of

highly vibrationally excited CO using perturbations. This technique is called pump–

pump–perturb and dump and I demonstrate its successful implementation in our lab-

oratory.



Kurzfassung

Meine Doktorarbeit ist ein Beitrag zum Gebiet der Reaktionsdynamik an Oberflächen.

In diesem Forschungsbereich wird daran gearbeitet, ein detailliertes mikroskopisches

Verständnis von chemischen Prozessen an Oberflächen zu erzielen. Fortschritt resul-

tierte dabei häufig aus der Zusammenarbeit von experimentell und theoretisch arbeiten-

den Forschern und die vorliegende Arbeit führt diese Tradition weiter. Ausgangspunkt

meiner Untersuchungen war eine bemerkenswerte theoretische Vorhersage, die ich ex-

perimentell überprüft habe. Dabei habe ich mehrere neue Beobachtungen gemacht, von

denen ich hoffe, dass sie zu Weiterentwicklungen in der theoretischen Chemie beitragen.

Ein aktuelles und wichtiges Thema auf das ich meine Forschung gerichtet habe, ist

das Versagen der Born–Oppenheimer Näherung und die damit einhergehenden elek-

tronisch nichtadiabatischen Energietransferprozesse an Oberflächen. Dafür habe ich

das Streuverhalten von hoch schwingungsangeregtem Stickstoffmonoxid (NO) an der

(111)–Oberfläche eines Goldkristalls untersucht. Dieses System war bereits vor dieser

Arbeit ein bedeutendes Modellsystem für nichtadiabatische Prozesse an Oberflächen.

Beim Stoß mit der Oberfläche geben die hochschwingungsangeregten NO Moleküle

Schwingungsenergie an elektronische Freiheitsgrade im Metall ab. Dieser sehr effiziente

Energietransfer kann nur im Rahmen eines nichtadiabatischen Effektes (Versagen der

Born–Oppenheimer Näherung) erklärt werden und der aktuelle Stand der Forschung ist,

dass dieser Prozess durch einen transienten Elektronentransfer (ET) von der Oberfläche

zum Molekül verursacht wird.

Gemessen habe ich Schwingungs- und Rotationsverteilungen von in verschiedenen an-

geregten Schwing-ungszuständen (vi = 3, 11, und 16) präparierten NO Molekülen nach

dem Stoß mit der Au(111) Oberfläche. Dabei wurden die einfallende Translationsen-

ergie (Ei
trans) und die Orientierung der Moleküle systematisch variiert. Dies sollte

den Einfluss dieser Parameter auf den durch ET getriebenen Energietransfer aufzeigen,

sowie generell zu einem besseren Verständnis der Gesetzmäßigkeiten beitragen, nach de-

nen Prozesse an Oberflächen ablaufen. Um die angestrebten Experimente durchführen

zu können, habe ich an der Entwicklung von zwei neuen experimentellen Methoden mit-

gewirkt: 1) einer Methode um polare Moleküle in einem elektrischen Feld auszurichten



(
”
Optische Zustandsselektion mit adiabatischer Orientierung“) und 2) einer Meth-

ode für die Unterdrückung von spontaner Emission beim optischen Pumpen (
”
Pump–

Dump–Sweep“).

Der Einfluss der Orientierung ist sowohl drastisch als auch komplex. Für NO in vi = 3

und 11 wird die Schwingungsrelaxation stark durch eine Ausrichtung der Moleküle mit

dem N–Atom in Richtung der Oberfläche gegenüber einer Ausrichtung mit dem O–

Atom in Richtung der Oberfläche verstärkt. Für diese Zustände nimmt die Relaxation

außerdem mit steigender einfallender Translationsenergie zu. Interessanterweise ver-

schwinden sowohl der Einfluss der Translationsenergie, als auch der Orientierung für NO

in vi = 16 und alle Moleküle relaxieren zu niedrigeren Schwingungszuständen. Die Ro-

tationsverteilungen der gestreuten Moleküle hängen ebenfalls stark von der einfallenden

Translationsenergie, Orientierung sowie dem Schwingungszustand ab und zeichnen sich

durch ausgeprägte nicht–thermische Maxima (
”
Rotationsregenbögen“) aus. Dies ist die

erste Beobachtung von Rotationsregenbögen in Molekülen, die zuvor Schwingungsen-

ergie durch einen Stoß mit einer Oberfläche verloren haben.

Die Messergebnisse weisen eine komplizierte Abhängigkeit von Orientierung, Einfallsen-

ergie und Schwingungszustand auf. Trotzdem können die beobachteten Trends in der

Schwingungsrelaxationswahrscheinlichkeit mit einem einfachen Modell verstanden wer-

den, welches auf einer energetischen Barriere der zugrundeliegenden Elektronentrans-

ferreaktion basiert. Die Höhe dieser Barriere nimmt mit zunehmender einfallender

Schwingungsenergie ab. Dies erklärt den Trend hin zu stärkerer Schwingungsrelaxa-

tion, wenn vi erhöht wird. Die Änderung der Barriere erklärt auch, warum die Schwin-

gungsrelaxation für vi = 3 und 11 stark von der Translationsenergie beeinflusst, für

vi = 16 hingegen kaum benötigt wird. Die Barrierenhöhe wird außerdem durch eine

Ausrichtung der Moleküle mit dem N–Atom in Richtung der Oberfläche verringert und

führt zu einem starken Anstieg der Relaxation für diese Orientierung.

Die experimentellen Daten aus dieser Arbeit ermöglichen einen sehr detaillierten Test

für Methoden der theoretischen Chemie. Aktuelle Berechnungen zu dem untersuchten

System basierend auf den Methoden der Elektronischen Reibung (
”
electronic friction“)

oder IESH (
”
independent electron surface hopping “) scheitern bei der Vorhersage der



erzeugten Schwingungsverteilungen und deren Abhängigkeiten von den Bedingungen

des Streuexperiments. Ich hoffe, dass die neuen Daten als Grundlage für weitere the-

oretische Arbeiten dienen, um so noch tiefere Einblicke in dieses bedeutende Beispiel

eines nichtadiabatischen Prozesses in der Oberflächendynamik zu erhalten.

Ein unabhängiges Thema, welches in der vorliegenden Arbeit zusätzlich behandelt wird,

ist die Erzeugung eines Molekularstrahls hoch schwingungsangeregter CO Moleküle.

Dafür habe ich eine Methode entwickelt, die
”
Pump–pump–perturb and dump“ genannt

wird und auf dem optischen Pumpen in erster Näherung dipolverbotener elektronischer

Übergänge beruht. Ich demonstriere die erfolgreiche Implementierung der Methode in

dem bestehenden Versuchsufbau.
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1

Introduction

The wide application and enormous economic importance of surface chemistry have

triggered the desire for detailed and predictive molecular level understanding of how

systems evolve dynamically as a function of time, based on physical concepts such as

quantum mechanics, energy, momentum, electron transfer or the principle of detailed

balance. In order to obtain this understanding, simple systems — small molecules at

clean, well defined surfaces under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions — are studied

and the results are compared to expectations from the above mentioned physical con-

cepts. This research belongs to the field of surface dynamics.

A particular experiment that has created a lot of interest in this field, is the vibrational

relaxation occurring when highly vibrationally excited nitric oxide (NO) is scattered

from a Au(111) surface. Data existing for this experiment prior to my Ph.D. project

is shown in Fig. 1.1. The striking observation is that scattering from the Au (metal)

surface leads to an extremely efficient vibrational relaxation, whereas molecules scat-

tering from the insulator lithium fluoride (LiF) loose almost no vibrational energy to

the surface.(1)

The surface science community explains this difference by electronically non–adiabatic

transitions (Born–Oppenheimer breakdown) induced by a coupling of the nuclear mo-

tion (vibration) to electronic degrees of freedom in the metal.(1, 2) In other words, the

vibrational energy is transferred to electron–hole pairs. Of course, this mechanism is

not possible on the insulator. A concept, that I will support throughout this thesis, is

1



1. Introduction
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Figure 1.1: Vibrational state distributions from the ”Huang experiment” –

Measured vibrational state distributions of NO molecules scattered a) from Au(111) and

b) from LiF at the incidence translational energies EI and the incidence vibrational states

vI as indicated. From (1). Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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that the non-adiabatic energy transfer is driven by an electron transfer event (transient

formation of an anion).

The idea to study the effect of the vibrational relaxation as a function of the inci-

dence orientation of the NO molecule was suggested by theoretical chemists. I would

like to quote N. Shenvi et al., because the quotation nicely describes the initial intention

of my PhD thesis. Regarding the vibrational relaxation of NO scattering from Au(111)

N. Shenvi et al. wrote: (2)

Perhaps most dramatically, we predict much larger vibrational energy loss

for oriented NO beams in which the molecules are aligned to favor N-end

approach of the molecule to the surface. It is our hope that these predictions

will motivate new experiments to test the validity of our mechanism and

ultimately to enhance our understanding of nonadiabatic processes at metal

surfaces.

The first task to meet this challenge was to develop a method allowing for the orien-

tation of the NO molecule.(3) Using this method, it was found, that the general trend

predicted by theory considering the orientation (more vibrational relaxation for mole-

cules oriented with the N-atom towards the surface) proofed to be true.(4) However, it

was also clear at an early stage of this work, that the existing theoretical models also

make wrong predictions.

Because of that, the study of the NO vibrational relaxation on Au(111) was deepened

by systematically changing not only the incidence orientation, but also the incidence

translational energy and the incidence vibrational state of the impinging molecule.

These experiments have been published in a series of experiments (5, 6, 7) and this

thesis attempts to give a clear picture of the system under investigation by comparing

results from these studies from various viewpoints.

Apart from the experiments on the NO/Au(111) system, I have also performed some

additional work during the course of my PhD thesis. In particular, I have contributed to

initial experiments regarding the vibrational excitation of CO (v = 0→ 1) in collisions

3



1. Introduction

with Au(111). That system was later studied in much more detail with another exper-

imental setup in the same laboratory and the results on this topic are well described

in publications(8, 9) and the Ph.D. thesis by Kai Golibrzuch(10). I thus decided not

to cover this topic in this thesis.

Another project (covered in chapter 7) and my first publication (11) was about the

generation of a molecular beam of highly vibrationally excited CO using perturba-

tions. In that work, I prepared CO molecules in a high vibrational state (v =17 and

18) by means of optical pumping using three different laser pulses. The concept for

this technique was developed in cooperation with professor Robert W. Field from the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge (MA, USA) and is called pump–

pump–perturb–dump (P3D).

4



2

Theory and previous results

In this section, I will provide some theoretical background from the field of surface

dynamics and discuss some previous results relevant to this work. In addition, there

is a section dealing with topics related to molecular spectroscopy, which I included as

Appendix A.

2.1 Introdution to electronically non-adiabatic processes

2.1.1 Theory and non-adiabatic effects at avoided curve crossings in

the gas phase

Modern understanding of chemistry is, often without that scientist are aware of it,

based on the concept of the ”adiabatic potential-energy surface” (PES), ε0(R), see

Fig. 2.1. The idea of a PES is that the energy of a molecular system ε0(R) can be

mapped out in terms of the nuclear coordinates (for example the bond lengths R1 and

R2 in Fig. 2.1). For many systems, this representation is a reasonably well description.

In that case, trajectories calculated on this PES — which determines the forces acting

on the atoms/molecules — provide a clear picture how the atoms/molecules move as

a function of time. Thereby it is assumed that, unless the system is electronically ex-

cited with radiation, the molecular system always stays on the PES of the electronic

ground state. However, there can also be cases in which the electronic state changes

non-radiatively during a dynamical event and such an event would be called an elec-

tronically non–adiabatic process.(12)

The term electronically non–adiabatic is a concept of quantum mechanics. When a
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2. Theory and previous results

process (e.g. a chemical reaction) is studied experimentally, it is thus far from trivial

to answer the question, whether it followed an electronically adiabatic or non-adiabatic

pathway. A process in which it is immediately clear, that the system must have under-

gone transitions to excited electronic states is chemi–luminescence: the emission of light

not resulting from heat during a chemical reaction. The emission of light comes from

a radiative decay from one electronic state to another. Thus the system must have

left the electronic ground state in the first place. Well–known examples for chemi–

luminescence are the reactions in glow–sticks(13) or bio–luminescence, e.g. in fireflies

such as the female glowworm Lampyris noctiluca.(14)

To answer the question under what conditions non-adiabatic transitions are likely to oc-

Figure 2.1: Potential energy surface – Schematic of a two-dimensional ”potential en-

ergy surface” (PES). R1 and R2 are bond distances. The solid curves represent contours

of equal energy ε0(R). The PES determines the forces acting in the system and thus the

trajectory (shown as thick black solid line with arrows on top). The PES is a concept based

on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Whenever a system leaves the PES without be-

ing radiatively excited, this is considered an electronically non-adiabatic effect. From (15).

Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

cur, it is necessary to consider theory more carefully. The non-relativistic Hamiltonian

6



2.1 Introdution to electronically non-adiabatic processes

for a molecular system may be written as

Ĥ(r,R) = T̂R + Ĥel(r; R), (2.1)

where R and r are the vectors of the nuclear and electronic coordinates, T̂R is the

nuclear kinetic energy operator, and Ĥel(r; R) it the electronic Hamiltonian. The semi-

colon in Ĥel(r; R) is used to state, that the electronic Hamiltonian depends on r and

only parametrically on R. The electronic Hamiltonian contains the entire Hamiltonian

of the system except for the nuclear kinetic energy operator. It includes the electronic

kinetic energy operator and the Coulomb interactions. This means, that Ĥel(r; R) can

be considered the Hamiltonian for a system with non–moving nuclei, fixed at position

R.

The exact solution Ψ(r,R) diagonalizes the full Hamiltonian Ĥ(r,R)

〈Ψn(r,R)|Ĥ(r,R)|Ψm(r,R)〉 = δnmEn. (2.2)

However, the exact solution Ψ(r,R) is almost always unknown.

Instead, computational chemists diagonalize the electronic Hamiltonian Ĥel(r; R) and

the eigenfunctions φm(r; R) are called the adiabatic (Born–Oppenheimer) electronic

wave functions

〈φk(r; R)|Ĥel(r; R)|φj(r; R)〉 = δkjεj(R), (2.3)

which are the solution of the electronic Schrödinger equation with the eigenvalues εj(R)

Ĥel(r; R) |φj(r; R)〉 = εj(R) |φj(r; R)〉 . (2.4)

The adiabatic PES corresponding to the electronic ground state is ε0(R), the elec-

tronically exited states are εj(R) with j ≥ 1. The exact wave function Ψ(R, r) can

now be expanded in terms of φj(r; R) with the ansatz

Ψn(r,R) =
∑
i

φi(r; R)Ωi(R). (2.5)

Substituting Eq. 2.5 into the Schroedinger equation for the full Hamiltonian from

Eq. 2.1, we obtain (12, 15, 16)[
T̂R + εj(R)− E

]
Ωj(R) = −

∑
i6=j

[
T̂

(1)
ij (R) + T̂

(2)
ij (R)

]
Ωj(R), (2.6)

7



2. Theory and previous results

where

T̂
(1)
ij =

−~2

2µ
〈φi|∇R|φj〉 · ∇R (2.7)

T̂
(2)
ij =

−~2

2µ
〈φi|∇2

R|φj〉 (2.8)

are the first and second order non–adiabatic coupling terms, which are also called

momentum and kinetic energy non–adiabatic coupling terms, respectively. In these

equations, µ is the reduced mass, and ∇R is the nuclear gradient operator. If the right

term of equation 2.6 is neglected — meaning no coupling between different electronic

states —, we obtain [
T̂R + εj(R)− E

]
Ωj(R) = 0. (2.9)

Equation 2.9 means that — in case the non–adiabatic coupling terms are neglected

— the nuclear motion is governed by a Schroedinger equation with a potential energy

ε0(R) that is the solution of the electronic Schroedinger equation 2.4. It is thus possible

to first compute the electronic structure part 2.4 for fixed nuclei and then the nuclear

dynamics part 2.9. This is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.(16)

When does the approximation fail? The answer can be found in the equations for the

non-adiabatic coupling terms. These become large, when 1) the first or second deriva-

tive of the adiabatic wave functions with the nuclear coordinates are large, meaning

simply that a potential has a strong slope or curvature. In addition, the integral is

large when 2) the adiabatic wave functions φi and φj are close in energy.

There is an extensive literature on the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approxima-

tion in gas–phase atomic and molecular collisions (see (17, 18) and references therein).

The most common examples involve systems with multiple potential energy surfaces

which classically would cross. If the symmetry of the curves is the same, the crossing is

forbidden by quantum mechanics, and interactions will prevent an actual crossing. The

situation is particularly simple if we are dealing with atom-atom collisions, in which

case the potential energy surfaces are one-dimensional potential energy curves.

Consider the case of a charge changing collision where two neutral atoms colloid

and an ion pair is formed, e.g. Na + I → Na+ + I−. At large distance, the ionic curve

is above the neutral curve by

∆E = IP − EA

8



2.1 Introdution to electronically non-adiabatic processes

where IP is the ionization potential of the alkali atom and EA is the electron affinity

of the halogen. The ionic and covalent curves which interact to form an ion-pair are

both 1Σ+ states. Since they are of the same symmetry, there will be an avoided curve

crossing at RC = 1/∆E. As the neutral Na and I atoms approach they proceed on

the neutral curve until they reach a distance of RC. At that point they can proceed

adiabatically and move on to the ionic curve or non–adiabatically and stay on the

neutral curve. After reaching the inner turning point of the collision, the two atoms

will again cross the avoided crossing at RC with the possibility of making and adiabatic

or non–adiabtic crossing. Ion pairs result if the two crossings are adiabatic-non–adibatic

or non–adiabatic–adiabatic and the probability of forming an ion pair is given by

Pion–pair = 2p(1− p) (2.10)

where p is the probability of making a non–adiabatic transition at the crossing point.

An approximate expression for p was derived by Landau, Zener, and Stueckelberg(19,

20, 21, 22)

p =
2π
~ H

2
12

d/dR|Vion − Vneut|vR
(2.11)

where H12 is the coupling matrix element (splitting) between the neutral and ionic

curves, Vion and Vneut are the ionic and neutral potential curves, vR is the radial velocity.

There is a large body of measurements of charge transfer collisions that are in good

accord with the Landau–Zener–Stueckelberg theory.(18, 23)

Pioneering work demonstrating non–adiabatic effects at avoided curve crossings in real–

time was performed by A. Zewail and co–workers on alkali halides such as sodium iodide,

see Fig. 2.2 .(24) The adiabatic electronic ground state of the molecule has ionic (Na+

+ I−) character near its equilibrium bond length, and covalent (Na–I) character upon

dissociation. The situation can be described with two diabatic1 potentials (one ionic

and one covalent, shown as solid lines in Fig. 2.2) that cross a bond length of 6.93 Å.

In the adiabatic view (dashed lines), these potentials do not cross (non–crossing rule).

In the experiment, molecules are excited to the first electronically excited adiabatic

state. This is done with a femtosecond laser pulse, that excites to a superposition

of different vibrational states. This superposition can be described by a wave packet,

1The term diabatic means that nuclear kinetic energy operator T̂R is diagonalized (instead of the

electronic Hamiltonian in the adiabatic case): 〈φ′k(r;R)|T̂R|φ′j(r;R)〉 = δkjεj(R).

9



2. Theory and previous results

Figure 2.2: Non–adiabatic transition at a curve crossing in the gas–phase – left:

Potential energy curves and motion of the wave packet for the NaI molecule. At the top of

the figure, the different probed configurations are given. right: Temporal population of the

configurations as shown of the left side. Reprinted with permission from (24). Copyright

1988, AIP Publishing LLC.

travelling back and forth in the excited state with an oscillation period of approximately

1.25 ps. Every time the wavepacket travels back and forth, some molecules undergo a

non–adiabatic transition to the adiabatic ground state. This population transfer can

be detected with transient femtosecond spectroscopy.

The curve crossings at alkali halides are still part of modern research, for example the

photo–dissociation of alkali–halides is studied in helium nano–droplets (25) and the

non–adiabatic transition probability can be tuned with Stark pulses (26). An example

for a non–adiabatic transition in the gas–phase regarding the vibrational dynamics of

the NO molecule has recently been found for the vibrational relaxation in the collsion

system NO(X2Π(v = 1)) + Ar → NO(X2Π(v = 1)) + Ar, which was attributed to a

curve crossing between the (A′′, v = 1) and (A′, v = 0) vibronic states of the collision

system.(27)

2.1.2 Non–adiabatic effects at metal surfaces

So far it was shown that the Born–Oppenheimer approximation works reasonably well

as long as electronic states are well separated in energy and that non–adiabatic transi-

tions occur at avoided curve crossings. The situation in the dynamics at metal surfaces

is more complicated, because metals have a continuum of electronic states and electron–

hole pairs can be excited in the metal. This means that — speaking in terminology of

10



2.1 Introdution to electronically non-adiabatic processes

dynamics in the gas–phase — there is an infinitesimal amount of ”curve crossings”, see

left panel of Fig. 2.3.(28) Already this simple theoretical consideration suggests, that

non–adiabatic processes are important for molecules at metal surfaces. An explana-

tion of how electron–hole pair excitation can occur in a molecule–surface interaction is

given in the right panel of Fig. 2.3. Indeed, there is continuously growing evidence

Figure 2.3: The importance of electron–hole pairs for non–adiabatic effects

at metal surface – (left) The interaction of moleucles with electron–hole pairs at metal

surfaces leads to a continuum of electronically excited states. This leads to an infinite

amount of curve crossings. Fig. from Ref. (28),p.279. (right) Example of how eletron–hole

pairs can be generated in a molecule–metal collision. The figure shows the energetics of

a system with a precursor state (1) with a binding energy Ed at Zr and a second state

(2) that can be accessed via an activation barrier Ea + Ed at Zcr. In case the transition

from (1) to (2) occurs adiabatically, the system follows the dashed line (avoided crossing).

However, in case the electronic structure cannot follow the sudden change of the nuclear

motion, the system follows (1) beyond the crossing point and then makes a transition to

the dashed dotted PES. This way electron–pairs with different energies can be excited.

Fig. from Ref. (29).

for electronically non–adiabatic effects at metal surfaces. The interested reader may be

referred to several review articles and the references therein.(29, 30, 31, 32, 33) Results

for two examples out of many, where electron–hole pair excitation is thought to be

involved in the dynamics on metal surfaces are shown in Fig. 2.4. Panel (A) of Fig. 2.4
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shows results for the chemi–current that can be measured upon adsorption of various

atoms or molecules on Ag/Si Schottky diodes. The adsorption process leads to the

excitation of electron–hole pairs which can be detected as a current. It is found that

all tested adsorption reactions lead to energy dissipation into electron–hole pairs. The

probability of exciting detectable electron–hole pairs with an energy above the Schottky

barrier of 0.2 to 0.3 eV increases linearly with the adsorption energy.(34)

A very recent and important result deals with the interaction of hydrogen atoms with

Figure 2.4: Two experiments clearly showing the importance of electron–hole

pairs in surface dynamics on metals – (A) The absorption of various atoms or mo-

lecules on Ag/Si Schottky diodes excites electron hole–pairs. These can be detected as

chemi–currents. The probability of exciting a detectable electron increases linearly with

the adsorption energy. From (34). Reprinted with permission from AAAS. (B) When H–

atoms are scattered from Au(111) energy is efficiently lost to electronic excitations in the

metal and the H–atoms efficiently loose translational energy to the surface. The measure-

ment was performed at an incidence translational energy of 2.72 eV and an incidence angle

of −45◦. Scattered molecules were detected at an angle of 45◦. Figure from Ref. (35).

Reprinted with permission from O. Bünermann.

a Au(111) surface, see panel (B) of Fig. 2.4. In the experiment, hydrogen atoms with a

well defined incidence translational energy of 2.72 eV (black line) were scattered from a

Au(111) surface (red, solid line) as well as from a Xenon–covered Au surface (blue line).

After the collsion, the kinetic energy distributions of surface scattered molecules was

measured. The Xenon–covered surface can only take up energy in form of phonons. As

the coupling between these phonons and the H–atoms translation is rather weak, the
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H–atoms are scattered back with only little loss of translational energy. For H–atoms

scattered from the clean Au(111) surface, energy can also be non–adiabatically trans-

ferred to electron–hole pairs. This coupling seems to be very strong, and the scattered

H–atoms loose a lot of their translational energy to the surface.(35) This experiment

might also explain the high sticking probability of H–atoms on many metal surfaces.

The two experiments discussed up to this point show, that the generation of electron–

hole pairs for reactions at metal surfaces are the rule rather than the exception and

that non–adiabatic effects can play an important role for chemical reactivity.

2.2 Electron transfer energetics at metal surfaces

The result that electron–hole pairs are important in surface dynamics and are generated

by non–adiabatic transitions poses the question: What is the nature of these non–

adiabatic transitions? In other words: Between which potentials do the non–adiabatic

transitions occur?

I have already discussed the gas–phase example of the avoided curve–crossing in the NaI

molecule (Fig. 2.2). In this example, the non–adiabatic transitions were due to electron

transfer. Upon vibration of the molecule, the adiabatic potentials rapidly change from a

covalent (NaI) character to an ionic character. The inability of the electronic structure

to adapt to the change of internuclear separation induced non–adiabatic transitions.

Indeed, it is believed that electron transfer also plays an important role for many non–

adiabatic effects in gas–metal surface interactions.(29, 32) A characteristic feature of

metal surfaces is that they can be directly involved in electron transfer reactions and

that they stabilize ions in their vicinity due to the image–charge effect (28). This

stabilization of ionic species can lead to additional curve crossings to the potential

energy landscape.

In order to obtain an estimate in which systems of gas–metal surface dynamics electron

transfer might be important, it is useful to study some theory on the energetics of

electron transfer at metal surfaces. A positive point charge q at a distance z in front of a

metal surface induces a polarization cloud of opposite charge on the surface (Fig. 2.5A).

According to the method of image charges in electrostatics, the field lines outside the

metal can be described as if the positive charge was interacting with its negative image

charge −q at distance −z inside the surface (Fig. 2.5B).
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Figure 2.5: Electron transfer energetics at metal surfaces – (A) A positive charge

(blue) at a distance z from a metal surface induces negative (red) surface charge. (B) The

electric field lines outside the metal are as if a negative charge was placed at position −z.
(C) For a molecule far from a metal surface, the energy required to transfer an electron

from the metal to the molecule (the formation of an anion) is given by the difference of the

surface work function φS and the electron affinity of the molecule EA. This difference has

to be overcome by image charge stabilization to make electron transfer (ET) feasible. As

the affinity level is stabilized upon approach of the molecule to the surface, the affinity level

broadens as the lifetime decreases. The blue function indicates the density of states in the

metal. (D) The energetics for possible ET reactions are compared for different systems. The

smaller the value φS−EA the more likely is the anion formation. In a similar way, one can

argue that cation formation is energetically feasible for small values of a difference between

the first ionization potential IP and the surface work function φS . The NO/Au(111)

system energetically allows for anion as well as for cation formation. Values for φ are for

face centered cubic (111) surfaces from Ref. (36). Values for IP are experimental values

from NIST webbook of chemistry(37). The EA values are computational values (composite

Gaussian–4 theory) (37), except for the EA of methane, which is taken from Ref. (38).
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To a fist approximation the interaction between the charge and its image charge

can be described by a Coulomb interaction. In a more detailed study(39), Appelbaum

and Hamann showed that the energy of a point charge q at a distance z greater than

2 Å from a surface (more exactly the distance from the jellium edge) is given by

E(z) = − 1

4πε0

q2

4 (z − d)
, (2.12)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, and d is an origin shift, which is a function of the

electron density at the metal surface.

The image charge effect promotes electron transfer between a metal surface and an

approaching atom or molecule (Fig. 2.5C). The energy released when an electron from

the vacuum is added to a neutral atom or molecule is the electron affinity EA.

X + e− → X− + EA (2.13)

The energy that is required to remove an electron from the Fermi level at the Fermi

energy (εFermi) is the surface work function φS . This means, that the energy required

to transfer an electron from the surface to an atom/molecule far from the surface is

given by the difference φS − EA. However, the electron affinity level is energetically

stabilized upon approach of the molecule. Eventually, the affinity level might cross

the Fermi energy at a certain critical distance z∗ and electron transfer from the metal

to the molecule becomes energetically possible. The stabilization due to image charge

effect is limited due to quantum effects (formula 2.12 is only a good approximation for

z > 2 Å), and the electron transfer energetics are more complex than the pure image

charge effect. Nevertheless, values of φS − EA can be used as a predictor whether

electron transfer (anion formation) is likely to be involved in a particular gas–surface

interaction (Fig. 2.5D).(40) The NO/Au(111) system studied in this work has favorable

energetics for anion formation due to the large electron affinity of NO (+0.03 eV)

compared to other diatomic molecules, the work function of Au(111) is 5.31 eV1. The

image charge effect does also stabilize cations in front of a surface. In this case, the

relevant measure for the energetics is the difference of the first ionization potential (IP )

1Values for the electron affinity are typically negative for diatomic molecules, e.g. -3.155 eV for

H2-, -1.967 eV for N2 or -0.531 eV for HCl. The values φS of the surface work function are relatively

similar for the different metals, ranging from 4.24 eV for Al(111) to 5.7 eV for Pt(111). See the caption

of Fig. 2.5 for references.
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and the surface work function φS. Although the energetics would seem not to rule it

out, to my knowledge, there are no known examples of ET at surfaces involving cation

formation. With respect to this work, it should be noted, that the stretched bonds of

highly vibrationally excited NO molecules favor anion formation. I will return to this

point in section 2.4.2.

2.3 Vibrational dynamics at metal surfaces

In this section I summarize previous results for the vibrational dynamics at metal

surfaces relevant to this work.

2.3.1 Vibrational dynamics of adsorbed molecules

A lot of our understanding of how a molecules vibration couples to surface degrees of

freedom comes from the study of molecules adsorbed on surfaces. Vibrational dynam-

ics of adsorbates have been heavily studied with spectroscopic methods like reflection–

adsorption IR spectroscopy (RAIRS), surface–enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS),

sum-frequency generation spectroscopy (SFG), two–photon photoemission spectroscopy

(2PPE), high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) or X–RAY spec-

troscopy. Many of these methods can also be used for realtime measurements using

pump–probe techniques. See Ref.(41) for a recent review on the topic.

Important to this work is that the adsorbates vibration can couple either to phonons

or (for metal or semi–conductor surfaces) to electronic excitations in the metal. While

the coupling to phonons is an adiabatic process, the coupling to electron–hole pairs is a

non–adiabatic process. For d–band metals, the coupling of the adsorbates vibration to

electrons 1/τel is found to be very fast (τel is on the order of 0.1 to 1 ps) compared to the

coupling of the vibration to phonons (τph ≥ 1 ps), see Fig. 2.6. The coupling between a

molecules vibration to phonons on a nearby solid surface kph = 1/τph can be estimated

with models such as Silbey’s phonon relaxation model(44). This classical model treats

the vibration to phonon coupling as a radiative energy transfer between an oscillating

dipole moment (the molecule) and a receiver (the surface) which is characterized by its

complex dielectric constant. Within this model, kph is proportional to 1/ν̃3, meaning

that vibration to phonon coupling decreases rapidly for large vibrational frequencies ν̃.

This is also supported by the consideration that a high frequency stretching mode (e.g.
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Figure 2.6: Processes and associated timescale for adsorbates on metal surfaces

– The vibrational motion of an adsorbate is coupled to electrons (electron–hole pairs) with

the time constant τel and to phonons τph. The adsorbates vibration can trigger chemical

reactions, but also other processes such as surface diffusion(42). The energy dissipation or

reactions can be probed by exciting the vibrational modes of the adsorbates. However, it

is also possible to use intense fs–laser rediation to create a hot electron distribution in the

metal. The electron distribution is then described with a temperature Tel which is different

from the phonon temperature Tph. These experiments also provide insight into the relative

rates of energy transfer. Figure from Ref. (43).

2078 cm−1 for the C–O stretch in the CO molecule) would have to simultaneously ex-

cite several low frequency phonon modes typically available on metals (≤ 200 cm−1) to

allow for energy transfer. This means that vibration to phonon coupling is unlikely for

systems with a large frequency mismatch between these modes. For example, the life

time of the CO(v = 1) stretching mode on Cu(100) was found to be τ = 2± 1 ps (main

channel of energy transfer is via τel).(45) In contrast to that, CO(v = 1) adsorbed on

the insulator NaCl(100) has a vibrational lifetime of τ = 4.3 ms.(46) This difference in

lifetime of more than by a factor of 109 is largely due to the fact, that NaCl does not

offer the possibility of taking up vibrational energy as electronic excitations.

By now, all four vibrational modes of CO on Cu(100) have been studied. These are the

internal C–O stretch vibration (2078 cm−1), the perpendicular frustrated translation

(345 cm−1), the frustrated rotation (288 cm−1) and the parallel frustrated transla-

tion (32 cm−1). Modern calculations, using methods such as molecular dynamics with

electronic friction (MDEF), are capable of accurately calculating the non–adiabatic

couplings for the electron–hole pair induced vibrational energy transfer and the mode–

specific lifetimes of diatomic molecules on different metal surfaces on an ab initio

level.(47, 48) A physical explanation of the relaxation process is that the relaxation

results from a damping of the vibrational mode due to electronic friction. When the
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C–O bond is streched during the vibration, the anti–bonding 2π∗ level is lowered in

energy allowing for charge flow from the metal in that molecular orbital. This charge

flows back after the bond compression. As this nuclear motion is too fast for the elec-

trons to follow this motion adiabatically, there is ”electronic friction”. This leads to

a damping (damped oscillating dipole moment) of the vibration and the generation of

electron–hole pairs.(41, 49)

2.3.2 Adiabatic versus non–adiabatic vibrational dynamics in gas–

surface collisions

The vibrational dynamics of molecules scattering from metal surfaces are more com-

plex than for adsorbed molecules. For example, the dynamics depend on details of

the scattering conditions such as the molecular orientation or the position where the

molecule approaches the surface (e.g. top or hollow sites). In addition, the molecule

has additional degrees of freedom such as translational and rotational excitation, which

leads to additional channels for energy transfer. Nevertheless, there are examples in

which adiabatic and non–adiabatic vibrational dynamics could be clearly distinguished.

I want to explain this on the example of the vibrational excitation in gas–surface col-

lisions in two systems: the scattering of NH3 from Au(111) and of NO from Ag(111),

see Fig. 2.7.

Kay et al. studied the vibrational excitation of the umbrella mode in NH3, which

becomes excited when NH3 in its vibrational ground state is scattered from Au(111).

It was found, that the vibrational excitation probability is largely independent of the

surface temperature. Instead, the vibrational excitation sets in when the incidence

translational energy exceeds a threshold corresponding to the vibrational spacing in

NH3 (Fig. 2.7D). A further increase of translational energy leads to a linear increase

of the excitation probability. The interpretation of this experiment was, that the col-

lision with the surface induces an energy transfer between translational energy (prior

to the collision) and vibrational energy (after the collision). This energy transfer can

be explained without the involvement of electron–hole pair excitation and is believed

to be the result of an adiabatic, mechanical excitation mechanism.(50) As opposed

to this, the vibrational excitation of NO scattering from Ag(111) is believed to result

from an electronically non–adiabatic process. In this case, the vibrational excitation
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Figure 2.7: Adiabatic vs non–adiabatic vibrational excitation in gas–surface

collisions – The vibrational excitation of NO scattering from Ag(111) (panels (a) and (b))

proceeds via a non–adiabatic mechanism in which energy of thermally excited electron–hole

pairs in converted into vibration of the molecule. The process is thus strongly temperature

dependent.(51) As opposed to this, the excitation of the ν2 umbrella mode in NH3 in

collisions with Ag(111) results from an adiabatic mechanism and the excitation energy

comes from the molecules incident translational energy (panels (c) and (d)).(50) This leads

to translational thresholds in the excitation probalilties, corresponding to the uptake of

vibrational energy. Reproduced from Ref. (52) with permission of The Royal Society of

Chemistry.
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excitation probability was found to increase exponentially with the surface tempera-

ture TS . This could be well described by an Arrhenius function with an activation

energy of the vibrational spacing. This TS–dependence is believed to be the result of

a vibrational excitation mechanism that requires thermally excited electron–hole pairs.

In this case, the vibrational excitation probability was still found to increase with the

incidence translation, but no threshold behaviour was observed.(51) The examples are

discussed in more detail in Ref. (52).

2.3.3 Vibrational dynamics of NO scattering from Au(111)

Cooper et al. measured the excitation probability of NO v = 0 → 1 and v = 0 → 2

upon collision with Au(111) as function of the incidence translational energy and surface

temperature, see Fig. 2.8. (53) The results are very similar to those of NO scattering

Figure 2.8: Vibrational excitation for NO scattering from Au(111) – Left: Mea-

sured vibrational excitation probability of NO v = 0 → 1 and v = 0 → 2 (symbols) as

function of surface temperature TS and incidence translational energy Ei. The excitation

probabilites P01 and P02 are fitted with Arrhenius functions (solid lines) of the functional

form P01 = A01 · exp
− 0.236eV

kBTS and P01 = A01 · exp
− 0.476eV

kBTS , respectively. The vibrational

excitation probabilities increase strongly with the surface temperature TS and also with

incidence translation. Right: The Arrhenius pre–factors A01 and A02 are plotted as func-

tion of the incidence translation. Reprinted with permission from (53). Copyright 2012,

AIP Publishing LLC.

from Ag(111), with clear signatures of an electronically non–adiabatic excitation mech-

anism. The vibrational excitation probability was found to increase exponentially with
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the surface temperature TS . This could be well described by an Arrhenius function with

an activation energy of the vibrational spacing (0.236 eV for v = 0 → 1 and 0.476 eV

for v = 0→ 2). It was also found, that the vibrational excitation probability increases

with incidence translational energy. In the Arrhenius description this was modeled by

an Arrhenius–prefactor that depends on the non–adiabatic coupling strength which in

turn depends on the translational energy. The vibrational excitation experiments have

recently been extended to the NO v = 0 → 3 excitation channel and compared to

theoretical calculations.(10, 54)

The vibrational relaxation of vibrationally excited NO scattering from Au(111) has

been measured by Huang et al. for the incidence vibrational state vi = 2 (55) and

recently by Golibrzuch et al. for vi = 3 (56): These vibrational states can be accessed

via overtone pumping with infrared laser radiation. Due to the large background of

molecules in v = 0 in these experiments, it was not possible to evaluate absolute relax-

ation probabilities. Thus, the results are described in terms of branching ratios, that

indicate the relative population among the scattered vibrational states, see Fig. 2.9. In

contrast to the vibrational excitation, the vibrational relaxation is only weakly depen-

dent on the surface temperature (see the branching ratio of v = 1/v = 2 (relaxation)

on the left panel in Fig. 2.9). Although both processes are believed to be the result of

a non–adiabatic energy transfer, the temperature is rather unimportant for the relax-

ation, because an energy transfer to electrons does not require them to be thermally

excited. The relaxation was found to be strongly influenced by the translational en-

ergy. For vi = 3, the fraction of molecules scattered in the vibrational elastic channels

(v = 3→ 3) compared to the vibrational inelastic channels (v = 3→ 2 and v = 3→ 1)

was found to decrease from 0.8 at 0.1 eV incidence translational energy to 0.4 at 1.0 eV.

This was attributed to an increased coupling between the molecular vibration to surface

electrons at high incidence translational energy, as the NO molecule penetrates closer

into the electron cloud.

The observation of the very efficient coupling of the vibrational motion in the NO

molecule to electron–hole pairs (e–h pairs) in the metal has triggered the desire to

prove that the e–h pair excitation occurs more directly. In principle, this could be

done using chemi–current detection, e.g. with Schottky diodes (compare Fig. 2.4),
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2. Theory and previous results

Figure 2.9: Vibrational relaxation of NO (v = 2 and v = 3) scattering from

Au(111) – Left: Branching ratios giving the relative populations of (v = n/v = 2 with

n = 1 and 3) for NO(v = 2) scattering from Au(111) as function of the incidence transla-

tional energy and for different surface temperatures TS . Reprinted figure with permission

from (55). Copyright 2000 by the American Physical Society. The vibrational relaxation

(branching ratios (v = 1/v = 2)) as well as the excitation (branching ratios (v = 3/v = 2))

increase with incidence translational energy. The vibrational excitation requires thermally

excited electron–hole pairs and is thus strongly dependent on TS. The relaxation is rather

independent of TS . Right: Branching ratios (v = n/(v = 1 + v = 2 + v = 3)) for NO

vi = 3 scattering from Au(111). Reprinted with permission from (56). Copyright 2014,

AIP Publishing LLC.
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but this has not been tested so far. Instead, e–h pair excitation was verified via elec-

tron emission. In this approach, the work function φS of the gold surface was lowered

from 5.3 eV (clean Au(111)) to 1.6 eV via adsorption of sub–monolayers of Cs. If

was found, that molecules prepared in a vibrational state higher than the surface work

funtion result in the emission of electrons into the vacuum, see Fig. 2.10A. This could

only be explained via a mechanism, in which the vibrational energy is transferred to

a single electronic excitation that allows for an electrons to cross the energetic bar-

rier of the surface work function.(57) Katz et al. suggested a reaction mechanism in

which a long–range harpooning electron transfer to a molecular ion. The ion is then

accelerated towards the surface and an electron is released upon impact of the accel-

erated ion.(58) The suggestion of the coupling of multiple vibrational quanta to a

single electron was further supported by measurements of the kinetic energy of the

emitted electrons (Fig. 2.10B).(59) Interestingly, the quantum yield was found to be

decreasing with increasing incidence translational energy of surface scattered molecules

(Fig. 2.10C). This is the opposite trend that has been observed for the efficiency of

vibrational excitation and relaxation discussed previously. This inverse velocity depen-

dence of the electron emission has been explained in a special mechanism vibrational

autodetachment mechanism, in which electron emission only occurs before a certain

critical molecule–surface distance.(60)

2.4 The Huang experiment

The vibrational relaxation experiment of NO (v = 15) upon scattering from Au(111)

— which I named the Huang experiment in the introduction of this thesis — provided

the foundation this work is based upon. In this section, I will discuss this experiment

in more detail.

2.4.1 Energy transfer in the Huang experiment

As already described in Fig. 1.1 the scattering of NO(v = 15) with Au(111) leads

to a very efficient vibrational relaxation. Huang et al. (1) further measured angular

distributions of surface scattered molecules. These were found to be very narrow,

consistent with a direct scattering process (not trapping followed by desorption). This

means, that the vibrational energy is lost on a sub–ps timescale (the collision time).
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2. Theory and previous results

Figure 2.10: Results for the electron emission for NO scattering from a low

work–function Cs/Au surface – (A) Probability of eletron emission for NO scattering

from a low work–function Cs/Au surface as function of the NO vibrational state. The

emission probability increases rapidly when the incident vibrational energy exceeds the

surface work function of 1.6 eV (NO vi = 6 corresponds to a vibrational energy of 1.34 eV

and vi = 7 corresponds to 1.55 eV). Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers

Ltd: Nature (Ref. (57)), copyright (2004). (B) Kinetic energy distributions of the emitted

electrons produced by collisions of NO(vI = 16). The translational energy is high. The

most probable kinetic energy of 0.5 eV corresponds to an energy transfer in which 64 %

of the vibrational energy available in the collision is transferred to the electron. This sug-

gests the coupling of several quanta of vibrational energy to a single electronic excitation.

Reproduced from Ref. (59) with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies. (C) The

quantum yield of the electron emission for vi = 18 was found to increase linearly with the

inverse velocity of the molecular beam. From (60). Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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2.4 The Huang experiment

How do we know, the loss of vibrational energy is transferred to electron–hole pairs

and thus is non–adiabatic?

In order to answer this question, it is important to understand that any gas–surface

collision conserves the total energy of a system. The molecule in its electronic ground

state has vibrational energy Evib, rotational energy Erot and translational energy Etrans.

If the sum of these energies is different prior and after a collision with a surface, it means

that energy ∆E was transferred to the surface.

Ei
vib + Ei

rot + Ei
trans = Es

vib + Es
rot + Es

trans + ∆E (2.14)

This energy can be taken up in the form of phonons Eph or electronic excitations Eeh.

∆E = Eph + Eeh (2.15)

Prior to the collision, the NO molecule in the Huang experiment has energies of Ei
vib =

3.12 eV(v = 15), Ei
rot ≈ 0 eV (rotational ground state) and Ei

trans = 0.05 eV. After

the collision, the most highly populated vibrational state measured was vs = 7 (Es
vib =

1.55 eV). The rotational excitation was measured and mentioned to be small, but not

explicitly given by Huang et al.. In this work it will be determined to Es
rot ≈ 0.03 eV

under similar conditions. The translational energy of scattered molecules has not been

measured. However, for vi = 3 it was recently found (61) that the final translational

energy — at least to a first approximation — follows the expectation from a hard sphere

collinear collision model (the Baule limit) given by (62)

Es
trans = Ei

trans

(
mAu −mNO

mAu +mNO

)2

≈ 0.5Ei
trans. (2.16)

This gives a value of Es
trans ≈ 0.03 eV. Although there are small deviations in detail,

the incidence translational energy is to a first approximation divided into the scattered

translation and rotational excitation of surface scattered molecules. This means, that an

energy of ∆E ≈ Ei
vib−Es

vib is transferred to the surface. For vs = 7 this corresponds to

∆E ≈ 1.55 eV. For comparison, the energy of a C–C single bond (a bond that chemists

typically like to form or break) is approximately 3.6 eV.

Already the comparison of the vibrational relaxation on Au(111) to the relaxation

on LiF (almost no relaxation, see Fig. 1.1) suggests that the very efficient energy

transfer cannot result from phonon excitation. Indeed, the coupling to phonons would
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be expected to be stronger for LiF than Au, because LiF has higher energy phonon

modes according to its phonon dispersion curve (highest frequency LiF: < 667 cm−1

(63), Au: < 160 cm−1 (64)). This means, that the frequency mismatch between the

phonon modes to the NO stretch (≈ 1904 cm−1) is even larger for Au then for LiF.

Thus, the vibrational energy must be transferred to electronic degrees of freedom. This

picture is consistent with the other experiments for the vibrational dynamics of NO

scattering from Au(111) described in section 2.3.3.

2.4.2 Electron transfer in the Huang experiment

Following previous theoretical work for the explanation of the vibrational energy trans-

fer on metal surfaces (65), Huang et al. suggested, that the non–adiabatic vibra-

tional relaxation was driven by an electron transfer event between the molecule and

the surface.(1) To support this picture, Huang et al. analyzed the electron transfer

energetics of the NO on Au(111) system, see Fig. 2.11. The left panel of Fig. 2.11

Figure 2.11: Electron transfer energetics for NO scattering from Au(111) –

Left: Ab intio calculations of NO (solid line) and NO− (dashed line) potentials. The inset

shows the difference between the potentials or — in other words — the vertical electron

binding energy (VEBE). The VEBE is strongly dependent on the molecule–surface distance

and changes sign between the inner and outer classical turining points of the vibration

(labeled as r<(v = 15) and r>(v = 15), repsectively). Right: Energetics of the NO−+M+

and NO+M potentials (M stands for metal). The N–O separation is contrained to the

molecules equilibrium bond length (1.15 Å) in (A) and to the outer classical turning point

of the vibration (r>(v = 15) = 1.6 Å) in (B). The barrier for electron transfer vanishes for

the extended bond length. Both figures from (1). Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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2.4 The Huang experiment

shows the energy of NO and NO− species in the gas–phase. Depending on the N–O

separation, energy is gained or lost when an electron is attached/detached to the NO

molecule.

The energetics of the NO molecule/ion near a Au(111) surface (metal M) are described

in the right panel of Fig. 2.11. The difference between the anionic NO−+M+ poten-

tial and the NO+M potential in the limit if a large NO–M separation is given by the

difference of the surface workfunction φS = 5.3 eV and the vertical electron binding

energy (VEBE). When the molecule approaches the surface, the anionic potential is

stabilized by the image charge effect (see section 2.2). This brings the neutral and

anionic potentials closer in energy. When the NO molecule is at its equilibrium bond

lengths (1.5 Å), there is an energetic barrier towards electron transfer (1.1 eV within

this simple model). However, this barrier vanishes, when the N–O bond is stretched.

This means, that at a close molecule–surface distance the vibration induces a charge

flow between the molecule and the surface. Following the work of Huang et al., I will

label this transient, but significant transfer of electronic charge as electron transfer.

2.4.3 Theoretical calculations for the Huang experiment and their

predictions

The
”
Huang experiment“ motivated several workgroups from computational chemistry

to simulate the scattering experiment with calculations applying methods that go be-

yond the Born–Oppenheimer approximation.(2, 66, 67, 68, 69) I would like to briefly

introduce the two most recent studies(2, 69). Both of them reproduced the experimen-

tal results available before I started my PhD and made some testable predictions for

how the vibrational relaxation should change under different experimental conditions,

such as the incidence translational energy of the NO molecules.

The study from Shenvi et al. from the group of J. Tully (Yale University) used an algo-

rithm called Independent Electron Surface Hopping (IESH)(70) to account for electron-

ically non–adiabatic transitions between different electronic potential energy surfaces

(points for the adiabatic PES of the ground state were calculated with density func-

tional theory).(2, 67) This six–dimensional calculation (frozen surface approximation)

assumed that the molecule can exist in only two configurations (neutral and anionic)

and treats the motion of the atoms classically. It was predicted, that the amount of

vibrational energy transferred to the surface should
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2. Theory and previous results

1. be strongly orientation dependent and higher for an N–atom first approach than

for an O–atom first approach

2. be higher for molecules with low incidence translational energy than for molecules

with high incidence translation (the study compared molecules with Ei
trans=0.05 eV

and 0.8 eV).

These trends were explained by the finding that — within the model — the relax-

ation strongly depends on how close the molecule/ion approaches the surfaces and how

much charge is transferred, see Fig. 2.12. According to the calculations, NO molecules

oriented with N–atom towards the surface approach the surface much closer and the

wavefunctions have stronger anionic contributions, than for molecules oriented with the

O–atom towards the surface. The explanation for the prediction, that slow molecules

should relax better was that faster molecules do not necessarily penetrate closer to the

surface than slower molecules. Instead, the authors suggested, that dynamical steering

effects at low translational energy reorient an incident molecule to a more favorable

configuration for close approach.

In the second study from Monturet and Saalfrank (Universität Potsdam) non–

adiabatic couplings were introduced via electronic friction based on a perturbative

treatment of weak vibration–electron couplings.(69) In this purely quantum mechani-

cal, first principles calculation the only degrees of freedom were the molecule surface

distance and the internuclear separation. The potential V (z, r) was calculated with an

orientation fixed with the N–atom oriented end–on towards the surface (molecular axis

perpendicular to the surface), with a position over the surface given by the minimum

energy adsorption site. Within this model, the loss of vibrational energy occurs step-

wise (as opposed to the direct multi–quantum relaxation within IESH), meaning that

the molecule looses one quantum of vibrational energy at a time. The model predicts

the most efficient vibrational relaxation at low translational energies (just as in the

IESH model) as this gives the molecule more time in the vicinity of the surface. The

influence of orientation was not investigated.
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2.4 The Huang experiment

Figure 2.12: Theoretical treatment of the vibrational relaxation of NO on

Au(111) within a theoretical model using the IESH algorithm – The oscillating

curves show sample trajectories of vibrating NO molecules (the initial vibrational energy

corresponds to a vibrational state of vi = 15). The molecular axis is oriented along the

surface normal either with the N–atom towards the surface (top panel) or with the O–atom

towards the surface. r is the N–O internuclear separation and z is the distance of the in-

coming molecule (center of mass) from the surface. The background colours in the figure

indicate the partial negative charge on the NO molecule (meaning the partial anionic char-

acter of the wave function). According to the model, molecules exibit stronger vibrational

relaxation when oriented with the N–atom towards the surface, as the molecule enters

deeper into the region of strong non–adiabatic coupling. The calculation was performed

for an incidence translational energy of 0.05 eV at normal incidence above a three–fold

hollow site. From (2). Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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Figure 2.13: Vibrational relaxation of NO on Au(111) within friction theory –

(left) Calculated vibrational state distributions for different incidence vibrational states and

translational energies. The model predicts less vibrational relaxation at higher incidence

translational energy, compare panels (a) and (b). (right) Development of the vibrational

state distribution as function of time. At t = 0, only the 15th vibrational state is occupied.

Figures reprinted with permission from (69). Copyright 2010 by the American Physical

Society.

2.4.4 The challenge of testing the theoretical predictions

The theoretical calculations I just reviewed made predictions regarding the dependence

of the vibrational relaxation effect on the incidence translational energy and one of them

also suggested a strong dependence on the molecular orientation. Why did Huang et

al. not vary these parameters earlier?

One of the main problems of the experiment in the way it was done by Huang et al.

in 2000 was that the experiment took an incredible long time. Although Huang et al.

provided data for the vibrational states between v = 5 and v = 15 only, determining the

population of these vibrational states with resonance enhanced multi photon ionization

(REMPI) spectroscopy required spectra in a wavelength brange between 270 nm and

350 nm (frequency doubled), which corresponds to a range of 540 nm to 700 nm in the

fundamental. This was done with a dye laser. Covering this wavelength range with

reasonable laser power required the use of approximately 10 different laser dyes and

measuring the one vibrational state distribution they published took approximately

one year. For the work presented in this thesis, a more modern solid state laser sys-

tem was purchased which can cover the entire wavelength range without changing laser
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2.5 Orientation in surface dynamics

dyes (section 3.3.4). Another problem was that the technique used for the vibrational

state preparation — Stimulated emission pumping (SEP) — produced a background in

undesired vibrational states in the optical pumping. The way we solved this problem

is explained in chapter 5. Finally, investigating the influence of the molecular orienta-

tion in molecule–surface scattering experiment is experimentally challenging and also

required some method development. I will address this topic in chapter 4.

2.5 Orientation in surface dynamics

The importance of molecular orientation has been extensively studied previously for

several systems within the field of surface dynamics and has been reviewed previously

(71). These experiments use an orientation method based on hexapole state–selection,

see section 4.2. The molecular orientation has been found to influence sticking probabil-

ities. In particular, the sticking of NO on Ni(100) and Pt(100) as well as the dissociative

adsorption of NO on Si(111)(7×7) were found to occur at higher probability for mole-

cules oriented with the N–atom towards the surface than for molecules oriented with

the O–atom towards the surface.(72, 73, 74) A weak orientation dependence has also

been found for the sticking probability of CH3Cl on Si(100), which was observed to be

higher for a Cl–end collision in comparison to a CH3–end collision.(75) The influence

of the orientation has also been studied for the formation of CO2 when an oriented NO

molecular beam impinges a CO covered Pt(111) surface. In this case, the orientation

effect is strongly coverage dependent. At high CO coverage the CO2 formation is en-

hanced by N–atom first orientation and is believed to proceed dominantly in a direct

scattering process via an Eley–Rideal mechanism.(76, 77)

Brandt et al. measured the electron emission in collisions of vibrationally excited N2O

(one quantum excitation in the ν2 bending mode) with 1 monolayer of Cs on Pt(111),

see Fig. 2.14.(78) They found, that the electron emission is strongly enhanced for

O−–end collisions and only occurs for the vibrationally excited molecule. Brandt et al.

suggested a mechanism for the electron emission that involves a harpooning electron

jump from the surface to the O end of the N2O molecule, followed by dissociation of

the molecule and O− hitting the surface. In their mechanism, the hole on the O− 2p5

ion dives to energy levels deeper than the work function and an electron is emitted in

an Auger type mechanism with the formation of a closed–shell O2− like ground–state.
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Figure 2.14: Orientation dependent electron emission when a Cs/Pt(111) sur-

face is oxidized by NO2 – Left: The top panel shows the electron yield when NO2

(ν2 = 1) is scattered from a Cs/Pt(111) surface either pointing with the O–end towards

the surface or isotropically oriented. The bottom panel shows the corresponding anisotropy

as defined in the figure legend. Right: Proposed mechanism for the electron emission. The

N2O molecule is resonantly ionized and the attraction between the negative charge on the

N2O− anion and the hole in the surface accelerate the anion (harpooning mechanism).

The anion dissociates (N2 leaves) and O− hits the surface. The O− anion is reduced to

O2− and an electron is emitted in an Auger process. Reprinted figures with permission

from (78). Copyright 1998 by the American Physical Society.
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This argumentation is however still controversially discussed.(79)

In any case, it is well known from other fields of chemistry, that energy transfer as well

as electron transfer are strongly orientation dependent. For example, Förster energy

transfer favors specific relative directions of each molecule’s transition dipole (80) and

electron transfer in the gas–phase is explained in terms of the relative orientation of

donor and acceptor orbitals(81).

2.6 Rotational excitation in gas–surface collisions

The incidence molecular orientation was also found to have a strong impact on the

rotational excitation in gas–surface collsions. This topic created a lot of interest in the

1980s and early 1990s and was referred to as rotational rainbow scattering. I would

like to explain this on the example of the scattering NO (v = 0) from Ag(111). This

and other examples can be found in a review article from A. W. Kleyn.(82)

Figure 2.15 shows early results from Kleyn et al. for the rotational state distributions

when NO scatters from Ag(111). (83) The rotational excitation was found not to result

from equilibration with the surface temperature and actually non–thermal; the excita-

tion increases with the incidence translational energy. This was explained by a direct

scattering process in which incidence translational energy in converted to rotational

energy of surface scattered molecules. An interesting feature of the rotational state

distributions was that they appeared to have two components: one component at low

rotational energy (originally labelled as thermal) and one component with a maximum

at high rotational energy which was called rotational rainbow. Already in this early

work it was suspected, that the rotational structure could only be explained by an

interaction potential between the NO molecule and the surface that strongly depends

on the orientation angle.(83)

The orientation dependence of the rotational excitation was later confirmed in exper-

iments using oriented NO molecular beams. Fig. 2.16 shows results for the scattering

of NO from Ag(111) from Geuzebroek et al. for the highest incidence translational

energy of 0.34 eV where orientation could be achieved with the hexapole orientation

technique. The data proves, that the high J component of the rotational state distri-

butions results predominantly from collisions in which the O–atom in pointing towards

the surface, whereas N–atom first collisions produce population in lower rotational
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Figure 2.15: Boltzmann plot of the rotational state distributions of NO scat-

tering from Ag(111) – Rotational–state distributions for NO scattered from Ag(111) as

a function of internal energy (bottom scale) or rotational quantum number J (top scale).

The J–scale shown applies to the Ω = 1/2 spin–orbit state. From top to bottom: Ei
trans

= 1.0 eV, θi = 15◦; Ei
trans = 0.75 eV, θi = 15◦; Ei

trans = 0.32 eV, θi = 15◦; Ei
trans =

0.32 eV, θi = 40◦. The energies given as En–labels are the components normal to the

surface. Molecules were detected at specular angle. Reprinted (abstract/excerpt/figure)

with permission from (83). Copyright 1981 by the American Physical Society.
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states.(84) The rotational rainbow scattering was also discussed in several theoretical

Figure 2.16: Rotational state distributions for oriented NO scattering from

Ag(111) – The top panels show the scattering of a molecular beam with enhanced N–

atom first orientation and the bottom panels for enhanced O–atom first approach. The

molecules impinge the surface at an incidence scattering angle of -45◦ at a translational

energy of 0.34 eV. The data is given for scattering angles of 35◦ (towards the surface

normal, a), 53◦ (b), and 70◦ (towards the surface, c). The strongest high J rotational

rainbow is observed for O–atom first collsions for molecules scattered towards the surface

(bottom right panel). Reprinted with permission from (84). Copyright (1991) American

Chemical Society.

studies (see (82, 85, 86, 87) and references therein). All of these studies reduced the

problem to the elastic scattering of a rigid rotator from a flat surface (no surface corru-

gation and no surface motion) and two dimensional (orientation angle θ and molecule

surface distance z) model potentials were developed. These were refined by comparing

the results of classical or quantum mechanical trajectory calculations to the experimen-

tal rotational state distributions.

One of the most recent model potentials was suggested by Tenner et al.(87, 88) in 1990.

This potential refines a model potential originally developed by Voges and Schninke (VS

potential)(85) with the addition of a second term for a deeper attractive well depth and

is thus called VSW potential. This potential reproduces experimental results for the

orientation dependent scattering of NO from Ag(111) reasonably well. Fig. 2.17 shows
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Figure 2.17: Theoretical explanation of the orientation dependent rotational

excitation – (left): Contour representation of a model potential energy surface for the

NO/Ag(111) interaction. The potential has an attractive well of 0.2 eV and is strongly

asymmetric with respect to the orientation angle (here labelled as γ and called θ elsewhere

in thesis). (right) Classical molecular dynamics simulations on the PES show that the

scattered rotational energy (here Erot) of the initially non–rotating molecule is also strongly

orientation dependent. The calculation was done on an initially stationary surface cube

of mass 240. The scattered energy Es is also slightly orientation dependent, but always

close to the Baule limit of approximately 0.1 eV. The remaining energy (Es−Er) is in the

final translation Ef. The orientation angle is defined as in the left panel. Reprinted from

Publication (88)Classical trajectory study of the interaction of oriented NO and Ag(111),

242/1–3, Tenner et al., 376 – 385, Copyright (1991), with permission from Elsevier.
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a contour plot of the VSW potential as function of the orientation angle and the energy

transfer predicted by the model. The potential has an attractive well of 0.2 eV and

is strongly asymmetric (more repulsion for an O–first than for an N–first orientation).

According to molecular dynamics simulations on that potential, the highest rotational

energy is obtained for an orientation angle of approximately 50◦ on a scale where 0◦

corresponds to an O–atom first end–on collision and 180◦ to an N–atom first end–on

collision. End–on collisions never lead to rotational excitation for any V (z, θ) potential,

as no torque is exerted to the molcule.

An open question is how the rotational state distributions evolve, in case molecular

collisions lead to a change of the vibrational state. Rettner et al.(89) measured very

similar rotational state distributions in v = 0 and v = 1 in vibrational excitation ex-

periments for NO v = 0 scattering from Ag(111), which lead to the conclusion that

“rotational and vibrational excitation mechanisms are decoupled and that rotational

rainbows are formed in an identical way for both v = 0 and v = 1.”(82) As opposed to

this, Wodtke et al. found that NO (v = 2) scattering from Au(111) lead to less rota-

tional excitation in the vibrationally inelastic channels (v = 2 → 1) and (v = 2 → 3)

compared to the vibrationally elastic channel (v = 2 → 2). This was referred to as

Rotational cooling associated with vibrational relaxation and was attributed to either

an effect of the molecular orientation or the surface corrugation.(90)
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3

Experimental

3.1 Vacuum chamber with molecular beam

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the surface scattering apparatus used in my Thesis. A

pulsed molecular beam of rotationally cold (rotational temperature ≈ 5 K) nitric oxide

(NO) is generated in a supersonic jet expansion into vacuum through a piezoelectric

valve (1 mm diameter nozzle, 10 Hz repetition rate, 3 atm stagnation pressure, approx-

imate opening time 170 µs).

The velocity of the molecular beam is controlled by seeding NO in different carrier

gases. The beam velocities vf were determined experimentally, but can be approxi-

mately estimated with the equation (91)

vf =

√
2

m̄
c̄pT0, (3.1)

where m̄ is the average mass of the molecules expended, c̄p is their average heat capacity

at constant pressure and T0 is the nozzle temperature, which was room temperature in

this work. 3 cm downstream from the nozzle, the beam passes a 2 mm electro-formed

skimmer (Ni Model 2, Beam dynamics Inc.) and enters the differential chamber. This

chamber is used for preparing the NO molecules in excited vibrational states. This is

done via vibrational overtone pumping to v = 3 with pulsed infrared laser radiation

(the laser system is described in section 3.3.1) or with several UV-Vis laser pulses

with the Pump-Dump-Sweep technique (see section 5). In order to control the optical

preparation, the chamber is equipped with a photo-multiplier tube detector (PMT,

Hamamatsu, R7154).
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup – The molecular beam originates at the nozzle on the

left side of the figure. Molecules are optically pumped to excited vibrational states in the

differential chamber next to the photomultiplier tube (PMT). A high voltage electrode in

the surface chamber allows for the orientation of NO molecules prior to their collision with

the Au(111) surface. Ar-Ion gun, Auger spectrometer and residual gas analyser (RGA) are

attached to the machine to ensure the cleanliness of the Au(111) surface. The pressures

in the chambers when the molecular beam is running are given as labels. The positions,

where pump laser(s) for the vibrational excitation of the NO molecules and the UV REMPI

laser for probing scattered state distribtuions cross the molecular beam are shown as blue

arrows in the enlargement of the surface chamber (right panel). Defining the nozzle to be

at position x = 0 (with x being along the axis of the molecular beam), the skimmer is at

x = 3 cm, the pump lasers cross at x = 12 cm and the surface at x = 32 cm.
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The molecules then pass through a 2 mm aperture and enter the surface chamber,

where they scatter from a clean Au(111) single-crystal surface at normal incidence. The

number density at the maximum of the molecular beam pulse close to the surface can

be calculated from the pressure rise induced by the molecular beam and the pumping

speed in the UHV chamber to 1011 molecules/cm3.

The setup also allows for orienting the NO molecule in the laboratory frame prior to

the collision (see section 4). This requires a high voltage electrode, which is mounted

in front of the grounded gold crystal. Voltages between +15 kV and -15 kV can be

applied to electrode, generating an electric field of up to ±33 kV/cm (15 kV at 4.5 mm

electrode-surface distance). Vibrationally elastically and inelastically scattered mole-

cules are eventually detected by means of resonance enhanced multi photon (REMPI)

spectroscopy. Ions created by the laser pulses are accelerated onto a micro-channel

plate detector (Tectra MCP 050 in chevron assembly). Approximately 1µs prior to

the REMPI detection, the electric field is pulsed to ground with a high-voltage switch

(Behlke, HTS 300). The setup uses the principle of differential pumping to maintain a

high vacuum in the surface chamber (p ≈ 1.0 · 10−9 Torr with running molecular beam

and ≈ 1.0 · 10−10 Torr without molecular beam). This is achieved with four different

turbo–molecular pumps which are backed up by rotary-vane pumps. The source and

differential chambers are pumped by a 400 l/s (Osaka Vacuum Ltd., TS443) and a

360 l/s (Leybold, Turbovac 360CSV) turbo–molecular pump, respectively. The UHV

chamber uses a 420 l/s (Osaka, TMP062) turbo–molecular pump, which is backed by

a 170 l/s turbo–molecular pump (Pfeiffer, TPU 170).

3.2 Surface preparation and verification of cleanliness

Every day before scattering experiments were performed, the Au(111) crystal was

cleaned by sputtering for 15 minutes with an Ar-ion gun (LK Technologies, model

NGI 3000-SE, beam voltage 3.0 kV, emission current 20 mA). An ion current of 10 mA

is reached at an Argon pressure of 1.5 · 10−6 Torr. The surface was then annealed for

20 min at a temperature of 970 K via resistive heating with tungsten wires. Surface

cleanliness was regularly tested using Auger electron spectroscopy with an Auger spec-

trometer (Staib Instruments, ESA 100). After any exposure of the Au(111) surface to

atmosphere (e.g. after opening the machine for modifications on the setup), sputtering
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of the Au surface was essential. Fig. 3.2 shows an Auger spectrum of a Au crystal after

exposure to atmosphere which was only cleaned by annealing (red solid line). The

spectrum reveals surface coverage with carbon and calcium. Sputtering of the Au crys-

tal and subsequent annealing completely removed these impurities below the Auger

detection limit (red solid line). I found that a Au(111) only cleaned by annealing
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Figure 3.2: Demonstration of the importance of Ar sputtering in the surface

cleaning procedure of Au(111) – The red solid line shows an Auger electron spectrum

of a Au(111) surface after exposure to air, and subsequent annealing for 15 min at 700 ◦C

under UHV conditions. It shows coverage from carbon and calcium. These impurities can

be removed by sputtering with an Ar–ion gun and subsequent annealing under the same

conditions as previously (black solid line). Red labels indicate the electron energy of Auger

peaks assigned as belonging to impurities (carbon and calcium), while black labels belong

to peaks from Au. The values in brackets are literature values(92) for the electron energy

of the assigned peaks.

behaves almost like an insulator regarding the NO vibrational relaxation experiments

(almost no vibrational relaxation of NO molecules prepared in vi = 11 at an incidence

translational energy of 0.48 eV). This underlines the importance of Ar sputtering in

the cleaning procedure. A Au(111) surface cleaned with the sputtering and anneal-
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ing procedure was observed to remain clean according to Auger electron spectroscopy

and vibrational relaxation probability for weeks. The daily sputtering procedure was

nonetheless maintained.

In the current setup it is not possible to characterize the surface structure, e.g. by

low–energy electron diffraction (LEED). However, it is well known that Au(111) sur-

faces form a 22×
√

3 “herringbone“ reconstructed surface (see Ref. (93) and references

therein). While the surface is mostly characterized by an face centered cubic (fcc) top–

layer alignment, there are smaller fractions with hexagonal–close–packed (hcp) surface

sites. These regions are connected via straight ridges visible with a scanning tunnelling

microscope. Existing computational work on the NO/Au(111) (see Section 2.4.3) does

not take this reconstruction into account.

3.3 Laser systems

The vibrational relaxation experiments described in this work were performed using

several laser systems for the optical preparation of NO molecules in high vibrational

states and the detection of ro–vibrational state distributions after the collision with

the Au surface. In particular, molecules were excited to the vibrational state vi = 3

with a Fourier–transform limited infrared source (subsection 3.3.1). The preparation

of high vibrational states (vi = 11 and vi = 16) was achieved with two home–built,

injection seeded optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) (subsection 3.3.1). The quantum

state purity in the excited high vibrational states was improved with the output of a

commercial dye laser (subsection 3.3.1) in the sweep step of the pump–dump–sweep

approach. Finally, the scattered ro–vibrational state distributions were probed with

a commercial solid–state OPO laser system (Continuum, Sunlite Ex OPO with FX–1

UV frequency extension) that is widely tunable in frequency. These laser systems are

briefly described in this section and references for further reading are provided. All

laser systems have in common, that they are pumped by the second or third harmonic

of a Nd:YAG laser at a repetition rate of 10 Hz.

3.3.1 Fourier–transform limited IR source

For vibrational overtone pumping of NO molecules from the vibrational ground state

to v = 3, I used a high power ns infrared laser system with nearly Fourier–transform
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limited bandwidth. This complex laser system consists of

1. a continuous wave (cw) Nd:YLF laser (Coherent, Verdi–10)

2. a cw ring dye laser (Sirah, Matisse DR)

3. a five stage pulsed amplifier (Sirah, PulsAmp 5X), which is pumped by the second

harmonic of an injection–seeded, pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics, Quanta–

Ray Pro–230)

4. a combined difference frequency mixing and parametric amplification unit (Sirah,

DFM–2400-T and Sirah, DFA–2400–T)

The laser system actually belongs to a different experimental setup in the same

laboratory (the Beamer 1 machine) and has been extensively described in the PhD

thesis from Kai Golibrzuch(10). For the purpose of understanding my Thesis, it is suf-

ficient to know that it is capable of producing intense infrared laser pulses (≈ 20 mJ at

1.8 µm with 0.006 cm−1 linewidth). This resolution and power is sufficient to populate

either the (e) or the (f) parity state in v = 3 by saturating either of the transitions

NO X2Π1/2(v = 0, J = 0.5, e) → X2Π1/2(v = 3, J = 0.5, f) (the Q11(0.5)e line) or

NO X2Π1/2(v = 0, J = 0.5, f) → X2Π1/2(v = 3, J = 0.5, e) (the Q11(0.5)f line), see

Fig. 6.1 for an energy diagram and Fig. 6.2 for examples of scans of the infrared laser

system.

3.3.2 Home–built narrow–bandwidth optical parametric oscillators

For the optical pumping of high vibrational states, we used two very similar home–

built optical parametric oscillators (OPO) laser systems generating tunable, narrow–

bandwidth (< 0.01 cm−1 at 206 nm), nanosecond, laser pulses with high output power.

Following the work of Velarde et al.(94) and Mahnke et al. (95), I built one of these

OPOs from scratch for my masters thesis(96). The optical design of the OPOs is

shown in Fig. 3.3. Two KTP crystals (Altechna Co. Ltd., θ = 70◦) mounted in a

planar ring cavity (mirrors M1 to M4) are used for the parametric amplifcation. To

achieve single–mode operation, the OPOs are seeded with external cavity diode lasers

(ECDL, Toptica Photonics, DL Pro 100, 875–940 nm). The concept used for frequency

locking is a derivation of the ”intensity dip” method introduced by He and Orr(97),
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Figure 3.3: Optical layout of the injection seeded OPO – EDCL = external cavity

diode laser, DAQ = data acquisition card, PZT = piezoelectric transducer, BD = beam

dump, OI = optical isolator, PD = photo diode, SMF = single–mode fiber, LV Amp = low

voltage amplifer. Figure from my maters thesis (96).
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which is also referred to as ramp, hold and fire technique. The OPOs produce Fourier

transform limited laser pulses in the infrared (OPO signal), tunable in the range of 875–

940 nm with the current laser diode. This infrared radiation can be used in frequency

mixing. In this work, frequency doubling of the IR signal as well as sum–frequency

generation with the second or fourth harmonic if the Nd:YAG laser was performed.

Both OPOs were pumped by the second harmonic of the same Nd:YAG laser and it was

thus possible to perform the pump as well as the dump step in the optical preparation

of high vibrational states (section 5) with the same Nd:YAG radiation source.

3.3.3 Dye laser

A Nd:YAG (PRO–270, Spectra Physics) pumped dye laser (Sirah, Precision scan,

PRSC–DA–24) was used for the sweep step in the optical preparation of high vibra-

tional states. The bandwidth of ≈ 0.1 cm−1 is achieved via a holographic grating (2400

lines/mm, 1st order) at grazing incidence. The laser was typically operated with a

solution of C–450 (Exciton, coumarin dye) in methanol to generate radiation in the

range between 445 nm and 455 nm.

3.3.4 Sunlite Ex OPO with FX–1 UV frequency extension

In order to be able to perform scans over very broad wavelength ranges to probe many

scattered vibrational states of the NO molecule via REMPI spectroscopy, an OPO

laser system (Continuum, Sunlite Ex) pumped by the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG

laser (Continuum, Powerlite DLS 9010) was purchased in 2012. Similar to the dye

laser, this all solid–state laser uses a holographic grating to achieve its linewidth and

thus achieves approximately the same bandwidth (0.1 cm−1). The OPO signal (445

to 710 nm)1 or alternatively the OPO idler (710 to 1850 nm) can be used directly

or alternatively frequency doubled in a frequency conversion unit (Continuum, FX–1

conversion unit).

1The lowest wavelength of 445 nm corresponding to 225.5 nm after frequency doubling is the

specification given by the company. In daily use, the OPO works stable at wavelengths above 235 nm.
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3.4 Data acquisition and processing

Many parts of the setup are controlled by virtual instruments (VIs) programmed in

LABVIEW. For example, these VIs start and stop scans of the laser systems, control the

temperature of the surface and read out the oscilloscopes (LeCroy Waverunner LT344

and Tectronix DPO 4104), which get signals from the micro channel plate detector

and the photomultiplier tube. In addition, laser powers are constantly monitored. The

frequencies of the lasers are measured with a wavemeter (WS7, High Finesse GmbH)

using fiber optics for light transport and a multi–channel switch (High Finesse GmbH,

MC8) allowing for the simultaneous measurement of up to eight different frequencies.1

Using this wavemeter, the frequencies of the home–built OPO lasers as well as the IR

light source were locked to chosen frequencies for optical pumping.

The temporal delays in the experiments — including the pulsing of the piezo nozzle for

the supersonic jet expansion, the firing of flash lamps and Q-switches of the Nd:YAG

lasers as well as the pulsing of the MCP detector and the electric field — are controlled

via four delay generators (Stanford Research Systems, DG535). The relevant time

delays are explained in Appendix C.

1It is important to use this multi–channel switch at the lowest possible pulsed laser power. The

switch is designed for cw lasers rather than for pulsed ns–lasers. The laser power should be such that

the wavelength can only be read out after approx. 10 laser pulses (1 second acquisition time), otherwise

the channels break. The wavemeter itself is rather robust. The correct procedure is to couple the light

into the wavemeter (< 100 µJ), adjust the laser power and only then to couple light into the fiber

switch.
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4

Orienting polar molecules

without hexapoles

As described in section 2.4.3, a major prediction of theoretical work regarding the

”Huang experiment” was that the vibrational relaxation of NO scattering from Au(111)

should be strongly dependent on the molecular orientation with respect to the surface.

While orienting a molecule in an ab initio calculation is relatively easy (it is a matter of

defining starting parameters in a computer code or selecting specific trajectories after

the calculation), achieving control over a molecules orientation in an experimental way

is much more challenging.

All of the results for the investigation of oriented molecules in surface dynamics I re-

viewed in section 2.5 used an orientation method based on a state selection with an

electrostatic hexapole(98) and subsequent orientation in an electric field.(99). However,

this traditional approach has some limitations. Among others, the technique is — at

least for molecules with a small dipole moment such as NO — limited to molecular

beams with low translational energy.

We thus developed an alternative orientation technique in which the hexapole state

selection is replaced by an optical state selection.(3) This technique is smaller and

simpler than the hexapole approach and works over a wide range of translational en-

ergies. With respect to our goal of preparing not only oriented but at the same time

vibrationally excited NO molecules, the approach is even more advantageous, because

optical pumping is a necessary step anyhow.

In this chapter I will first review the theory of orienting molecules in molecular beams.
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I will then compare the new orientation method with the traditional approach and

furthermore demonstrate the successful implementation of the new method using the

example of orienting the NO molecule in its X2Π1/2(v = 16, J = 0.5) state.

4.1 Theory

A symmetric top molecule — or a molecule with a rotational wave function described

by a linear combination of symmetric top wave functions such as NO in its X2Π state

— with an electric dipole moment µ will be oriented when introduced into an electric

field. A molecule with an electric dipole moment µ can interact with an electric field

with the electric field strength E via the linear Stark effect. If the external electric field

is much smaller than the internal electric field of the electron–nuclei interaction (which

is usually the case), this can be treated with first order perturbation theory with the

operator (100, 101, 102)

Ĥ
(1)
Stark = −µ ·E = −µzEZ cos θ = −|µ||E| cos θ, (4.1)

where we define the electric field to act along the space–fixed Z–axis. By symmetry,

the dipole moment of a molecule must lie along the molecule fixed z–axis. The angle θ

is the angle between the dipole moment and the electric field and at the same time the

Euler angle θ (see Appendix A.3).

We now consider a symmetric top wave function with the rotational quantum number

J (total angular momentum) that makes a projection Ω on the body fixed z–axis and a

projectionM on the space fixed Z–axis (see equation A.29 and Fig. A.1 in the appendix)

ψJΩM (φ, θ, χ) = |JΩM〉 = (−1)Ω−M
[

2J + 1

8π2

] 1
2

DJ
−Ω−M (φ, θ, χ) , (4.2)

where DJ
ΩM (φ, θ, χ) are the elements of the (2J+1)× (2J+1) Wigner rotation matrix,

and θ, χ, and φ are the Euler angles. The Stark operator acts on a symmetric top wave

function as

∆W
(1)
Stark = 〈JΩM |Ĥ(1)

Stark|JΩM〉

= −|µ||E|
∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0
ψ∗JΩM (φ, θ, χ) cos θψJΩM (φ, θ, χ) dφ sin θdθdχ

= −|µ||E| 〈cos θ〉 , (4.3)
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where integration yields that the expectation value for the cosine of the orientation

angle θ is given by

〈cos θ〉 =
MΩ

J(J + 1)
. (4.4)

In order to describe rotational energy levels of a symmetric top molecule, it is

necessary to define stationary states of defined parity (eigenfunctions of the inversion

operator and the rotational Hamiltonian), which are constructed as linear combinations

of symmetric top wave functions

|J, |Ω| ,M,±〉 =
1√
2

(|J,Ω,M〉+ ε |J,−Ω,M〉) , (4.5)

where ε = ±1 gives the parity of the state, labelled with (e) and (f) according to the

convention of e(ε = +1) and f(ε = −1).

Elements of the linear Stark effect Ĥ
(1)
Stark are only non–zero for states of opposite

parity:(102)

〈JΩM ± |Ĥ(1)
Stark|JΩM∓〉 = −|µ||E| MΩ

J(J + 1)
. (4.6)

In the X2Π1/2 ground state of the NO molecule, rotational levels belonging to the same

J are in the absence of an electric field split by the Λ–splitting EΛ. These states of

opposite parity of the Λ–doublet are those that first mix at low electric field strength,

as they are close in energy.(102) Thus, we can write an effective 2 × 2 Hamiltonian of

the form

H =

(
EΛ
2 −|µ||E| MΩ

J(J+1)

−|µ||E| MΩ
J(J+1)

−EΛ
2

)
. (4.7)

This Hamiltonian has the eigenvalues

U = ±

√(
EΛ

2

)2

+

(
|µ| MΩ

J(J + 1)
|E|
)2

(4.8)

and the eigenfunctions

|Ψ±〉E =
1√

α(E)2 + β(E)2
(α(E) |J, |Ω| ,M,+〉 ± β(E) |J, |Ω| ,M,−〉) . (4.9)

The mixing coefficients αE and βE strongly depend on the reduced electric field strength
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Ered = 2∆W
(1)
Stark/EΛ, meaning the ratio of the Stark energy relative to the Λ–splitting.

α(E) =

√√√√1

2
+

1

2
√

1 + E2
red

(4.10)

β(E) =

√√√√1

2
− 1

2
√

1 + E2
red

(4.11)

In case of a strong electric field, the mixing coefficients approach α(E) = β(E) = 1√
2

and the wave functions reduce to

|Ψ±〉E→∞ =
1√
2

(|J, |Ω| ,M,+〉 ± |J, |Ω| ,M,−〉) . (4.12)

The degree of orientation is finally obtained by calculating the expectation value 〈cos θ〉
for the wave function as given in equation 4.9, which can be evaluated to (103)

〈cos θ〉 = 2α(E)β(E) 〈cos θ〉max , (4.13)

where

〈cos θ〉max = 〈cosθ〉E→∞ =
MΩ

J(J + 1)
(4.14)

is the expectation value for the cosine of the orientation angle in the limit of a complete

mixing of the opposite parity rotational states due to the Stark effect. Thus, 2α(E)β(E)

is a measure representing the degree of orientation on a scale between 0 and 1. A value

of 0 means no orientation while a value of 1 corresponds to the maximum possible

orientation for a given quantum state. By combining equations 4.10, 4.11 and 4.6 we

obtain:

2α(E)β(E) = 2

√
(|µ||E| 〈cosθ〉max)2

E2
Λ + 4 (|µ||E| 〈cos θ〉max)2 = 2

√√√√√√
(
|µ||E| MΩ

J(J+1)

)2

E2
Λ + 4

(
|µ||E| MΩ

J(J+1)

)2 . (4.15)

This means, that the degree of orientation is a function of the electric field strength,

the Λ–splitting, the dipole moment and the quantum numbers J , Ω and M . Fig. 4.1

shows how the Stark splitting and the degree of orientation evolve as a function of the

electric field strength for NO molecules in their electronic and vibrational ground state

X2Π1/2(v = 0, J = 0.5). In its vibrational ground state the NO X2Π1/2(v = 0) molecule

has a Λ–splitting of EΛ = 0.012 cm−1(104) and a dipole moment of -0.159 Debye

(N−O+ polarity)(105).
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Figure 4.1: Stark effect and orientation in the electronic ground state of the NO

molecule – (top) Energy separation of the (e) and (f) parity states (black and red color,

respectively) of NO X2Π1/2(v = 0, J = 0.5) as function of the electric field strength. The

energy is calculated according to equation 4.8 with a Λ–splitting of EΛ = 0.012 cm−1 and

a dipole moment -0.159 Debye (N−O+ parity). (middle) Expectation values for the cosine

of the orientation angle 〈θ〉 for the two parity states as calculated with equation 4.13. The

states evolve adiabatically into oriented states in the electric field. At higher field strength,

the value 〈cos θ〉max = ±1/3 is approached (shown as dashed lines). (bottom) The degree

of orientation can also be described in terms of the quantity 2α(E)β(E) as calculated by

equation 4.15. This value approaches the value 1 when the maximum possible orientation

is achieved. The sketch in the panel shows the orientation angle θ, which is the angle

between the dipole moment (lying along the bond axis) and the electric field and at the

same time the Euler angle used for rotating a space–fixed to a molecule–fixed coordinate

system. Electric field strength of 30 kV/cm (maximum of the shown plot) can be easily

generated with high voltage electrodes, if great care is taken to avoid voltage flashovers.
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At electric field strength of 20–30 kV/cm the maximum degree of orientation for

these states 〈cos θ〉max = ±1/3 is approached (J = |Ω| = |M | = 0.5). This corresponds

to values for the orientation angle of cos−1 (1/3) = 70.5◦ and cos−1 (−1/3) = 109.5◦,

respectively. Alternatively, it is also possible to calculate the expectation values 〈θ〉max,

which give values of 67.5◦ and 112.5◦ for the different parity states, respectively.

4.2 The traditional approach: Orientation via hexapole

state selection

So far it has been shown, that opposite parity states of symmetric top molecules, or

molecules described by symmetric top wave functions such as the X2Π1/2(v = 0, J =

0.5) state of NO, can be oriented in an electric field. However, the different parity states

are oriented in opposite direction. As these states are close in energy (which they need

to be for effective mixing in the electric field via the Stark effect), they are thermally

or even after a supersonic jet expansion almost equally populated. This means, that a

net orientation can only be achieved in case a single parity state is prepared or filtered.

In the traditional approach this is done via state selection with a hexapole, see Fig. 4.2.

Hexapole state selection uses an inhomogenous electric field created by the alternating

Figure 4.2: Classical orientation approach using a hexapole. – (left) The hexapole

creates an inhomogeneous electric field. (right) The hexapole refocusses upper Stark states

of the molecular beam and defocuses the other Stark states. The state selected molecular

beam is then introduced into a homogeneous electric field and an the polar molecules are

oriented. Reproduced from Ref. (106) with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

positive and negative voltages applied to the six rods of the hexapole. It can be shown,

that Stark states which are stabilized in energy due to the Stark effect (lower Stark

states, which are also called high–field seeking) are always deflected. As opposed to

this, for molecules in the upper Stark state (the one increasing in energy in the electric
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field, low–field seeking state) the electric field in the hexapole exerts a force toward the

propagation axis. Due to the length of the hexapole it is necessary to refocus molecules

of the low–field seeking state of a divergent molecular beam (molecules have a small

velocity component perpendicular to the beam propagation) at the end of the hexapole.

This is achieved when the condition(99)

lhex =

√
π2r3

0

3

J(J + 1)

MΩ

0.5mv2

|µ|V0
∝

√
kinetic energy

Stark energy
(4.16)

is fulfilled, where lhex is the length of the hexapole, m is the mass of the molecule and

v is its velocity. V0 is the voltage of the hexapole (alternating (+) and (−)–polarity

on the rods of the hexapole) and r0 is the distance between the hexapoles axis of sym-

metry and the rods. As a consequence, the hexapole only refocuses molecules of a

single velocity and a velocity spread in the molecular beam rapidly reduces the state

resolving power of the hexapole. Thus, orientation experiments may require using a

velocity selector.(98, 107) In addition, as the Stark energy is typically small (10−4 eV,

depending on the dipole moment), the length of the hexapole required for refocussing

increases unfavourably with the kinetic energy. For the NO molecule in its electronic

and vibrational ground state X2Π1/2(J = 0.5) the typical length of the hexapole (1 m)

can only refocus relatively slow beams with a kinetic energy smaller than 0.4 eV. Re-

focussing a beam with an increased kinetic energy by a factor of 2.5 (to achieve 1 eV)

would require an increased length of the hexapole by a factor of 2.52 = 6.25.

4.3 The new approach: Optical state–selection with adi-

abatic orientation

We developed an alternative approach to the orientation of polar molecules, where we

replace hexapole state selection with an optical state selection using optical pumping to

excited single parity states energetically split at zero electric field (e.g. the Λ–splitting

separating (e) and (f) parity states in NO X2Π1/2). Similar to the classical approach,

the state–selected molecules then enter a region of a static electric field (e.g. between

a high voltage electrode and a grounded surface) and evolve adiabatically into oriented

states, see Fig. 4.3. The concept was inspired by previous work, where lasers were used
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to optically excite specific M–states, whose degeneracy was broken by the external

electric field to orient CO molecules in the metastable a3Π state.(108)

For example molecules in the third excited vibrational state of NO X2Π1/2(v = 3, J =

Figure 4.3: Optical state selection with adiabatic orientation – Optically excited

molecules of single parity fly through an orientation electrode into a region of a static

electric field (between the orientation electrode and the grounded surface). The selected

states evolve adiabatically into orientated states. This way it is possible to orient the NO

molecule preferentially with the O–atom or with the N–atom towards the surface.

0.5) can be parity selectively ((e) or (f)–parity) prepared via vibrational overtone

pumping with the Fourier–transform limited infrared laser source. The initial prepara-

tion method (hexapole vs optical state selection) does not influence the final molecular

orientation. Thus both methods generate the same orientation distributions.

The approach using optical state selection has advantages and disadvantages com-

pared to the hexapole state selection, which I would like to briefly discuss.

The main drawback of the optical approach is that only those molecules excited by

the optical preparation are oriented and other states are not filtered out. For example,

the molecular beam expansion of NO in this work not only produces molecules in the

electronic and vibrational ground state NO X2Π1/2(v = 0, J = 0.5), but also in other

rotational states (approx. 50%, mostly in v = 1.5 and 2.5(96)) in the other spin–orbit

state X2Π3/2(v = 0) (approx. 35%) and in X2ΠΩ(v = 1) (approx. 0.01%). In addition,

population in X2Π1/2(v = 0) is equally divided (the energy splitting is small) into the

two different parity components. Only a fraction of one of these components is opti-
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4.3 The new approach: Optical state–selection with adiabatic orientation

cally excited to a higher vibrational state and the excited molecules will have a net

orientation.

As opposed to this, the hexpole technique can create molecular beams consisting ex-

clusively out of one quantum state, as other ro–vibrational or spin–orbit states are

defocused by the hexapole. In addition, the carrier gas, — which typically does not

have a dipole moment and is thus not affected by the Stark effect — can be blocked by

introducing a beam dump on axis in the center of the hexapole.(109)

The most important advantage of the optical state selection is that it works indepen-

dently of the velocity and the velocity spread of the molecular beam. The only criterion

that has to be considered is that the energy ramp of the electric field has to be slow

enough not to introduce non–adiabatic transitions between the high and low–field seek-

ing states. This condition is however easily satisfied (3, 102). In reaction dynamics,

studying oriented molecules at high translational energy can be particularly interesting,

when long–range reorienting forces (steering effects (5, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114)) are in-

volved. Here, faster molecules are less likely to become reoriented than slow molecules,

as the interaction time with the surface is reduced.

Another advantage is that the optical approach is smaller and simpler. In particular for

experiments where an optical excitation of molecules is desired anyhow, it makes sense

to avoid using a hexapole. As the laser excitation requires little space, it is possible

to keep the distance between the nozzle and the surface in a molecular beam surface

scattering experiment short, which is important to achieve high beam densities(91)

(although this effect is partially compensated in the hexapole approach due to the re-

focusing effect).

A third advantage of the optical approach is that both the high–field and the low–field

seeking state can be optically prepared, which the hexapole will always transmit the

low–field seeking state only. This means, that the orientation can be optically flipped

by changing the excitation wavelength.(4)

Although we developed the novel orientation technique with the specific goal of

orienting vibrationally excited NO molecules, it should also be extendible for orienting

other molecules (see Ref. (3) for a detailed discussion). The orientation method requires

a symmteric top molecule or molecules described as symmetric tops (e.g. NO in the X2Π

state or CO in the a3Π state) or near–symmetric (asymmetric) tops (e.g. H2CO). In
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4. Orienting polar molecules without hexapoles

addition, an energetic separation of different parity states and an electric dipole moment

are necessary. In case the energy separation is too small to be resolved under field free

conditions, there is always the opportunity of performing the optical preparation within

the electric Stark field.

4.4 Testing the method and determining the achieved de-

gree of orientation

After developing the concept of the new orientation technique with the optical excita-

tion, it was successfully implemented in our laboratory. (3)

It was tested for NO molecules prepared parity selectively ((e) or (f)–parity) in a high

vibrational state X2Π1/2(v = 16, J = 0.5) by stimulated emission pumping (SEP) via

the B2Π1/2(v = 3) state, see Fig. 4.4. The experimental setup was as follows: a pulsed

supersonic molecular beam of rotationally cold NO molecules (Trot = 6 K) was gener-

ated by expanding a mixtures of either 60% NO/Kr (Etrans = 0.035 eV) or 1% NO/H2

(Etrans = 1.0 eV) into vacuum. In the differential chamber molecules were prepared in

either of the parity states ((e) or (f)–parity) of X2Π1/2(v = 16, J = 0.5) by excitation

with one of the home-build OPO laser systems via the B2Π1/2(v′ = 3)← X2Π1/2(v′′ =

0)R11(0.5) (PUMP) transition at 206.15 nm followed by de–excitation with the second

harmonic of a dye laser via the B2Π1/2(v′ = 3) → X2Π1/2(v′′ = 16)R11(0.5) (DUMP)

transition at 458.1 nm. The NO molecular beam then entered the surface chamber and

passed along the symmetry axis through the cylindrical, 7 cm long, orientation elec-

trode. In the region between the electrode and the grounded surface (in this particular

experiment the electrode–surface distance was 1 cm) electric fields of up to 18 kV/cm

were generated. In the region of the electric field, NO(v = 16) was detected by laser

induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy via the A2Σ+ state,1.

Panels a) and c) of Fig. 4.5 show LIF spectra in the absence of an electric field for

molecules prepared either in the (e) or (f)–parity state of X2Π1/2(v = 16, J = 0.5),

respectively. The LIF spectra mainly show the transitions allowed due to selection

rules, which are the unresolved R11(0.5)/Q21(0.5) line in panel a) and the R21(0.5) and

1LIF spectroscopy used a photomultiplier tube (PMT) in the surface chamber. The PMT has

not been mentioned in the experimental section of this thesis, because it was later replaced by the

micro–channel plate detector for the surface scattering experiments.
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4.4 Testing the method and determining the achieved degree of orientation

Figure 4.4: Energy diagram explaining the spectroscopy of the orientation

experiment – In the differential chamber molecules were prepared in either of the parity

states ((e) or (f)–parity) of X2Π1/2(v = 16, J = 0.5). This was done via excitation with one

of the home–built OPO laser systems via the B2Π1/2(v′ = 3) ← X2Π1/2(v′′ = 0)R11(0.5)

(PUMP) transition followed by de–excitation via the B2Π1/2(v′ = 3) → X2Π1/2(v′′ =

16)R11(0.5) (DUMP) transition. The resolution of the PUMP laser (250 MHz) is sufficient

to pump either the R11(0.5)e or the R11(0.5)f transition. Due to the parity selection rule

(e↔ e, and f ↔ f but not e= f) the parity is also conserved after the broadband (3000

MHz) DUMP transition. Population in X2Π1/2(v′′ = 16, J = 0.5) is then probed via laser

induced fluorescence via the A2Σ+(v = 2) state. Allowed transitions in zero electric field

are labeled. The R11(0.5) and Q21(0.5) transitions originating from the (e)–parity state

in X2Π1/2(v′′ = 16, J = 0.5) are not resolved by the probe laser (also 3000 MHz) due to

the small spin–rotation interaction (γ = 2.718 · 10−3 cm−1)(104) separating the F1 and F2

levels in the A2Σ+(v = 2) state.
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4. Orienting polar molecules without hexapoles

Q11(0.5) lines in panel c). The spectra also show small contributions originating from

the other parity states, due to imperfections in the optical preparation method.1 In

case the electric field of 18 kV/cm is applied (panels b) and d)), the Stark effect mixes

the states of different parity and zero–field forbidden transitions become allowed due

to the mixing of zero field wave functions (intensity borrowing).

The transitions in the LIF spectra of Fig. 4.5 were not saturated. For example, the

2:1 intensity ratio of the R11(0.5) line to the R21(0.5) line in panel d) reflects the

Hönl–London factors of these transitions. In this case, it is possible to derive the mix-

ing coefficients α(E) and β(E) by fitting the measured LIF spectra with appropriate

Voigt profile functions (convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian profile) and then

comparing the spectral contributions of both parity states in the spectra with and

without electric field (see Ref. (3) for details). As described in section 4.1, the mixing

coefficients α(E) and β(E) fully describe the degree of orientation of the molecule,

which is often described on the 2α(E)β(E) scale. Fig. 4.5 shows the mixing coeffi-

cients α(E)2 and 2α(E)β(E) as function of the electric field strength. It is found,

that at the maximum applied electric field strength of 18 kV/cm almost full orienta-

tion (〈cos θ〉 > 0.9 〈cos θ〉max) was achieved in the experiment and that the degree of

orientation is independent of the kinetic energy of the NO molecules in the molecular

beam. Furthermore, the measured orientation is in good agreement with how it should

theoretically evolve as function of the electric field strength according to equation 4.15

(shown as black solid lines in Fig. 4.6).

4.5 Orientation for different vibrational states in the NO

molecule

For NO molecules prepared in v = 16, the electric field of 18 kV/cm was sufficient to

almost fully saturate the degree of orientation (〈cos θ〉 > 0.9 〈cos θ〉max). However, as

described by equation 4.15, the strength of the electric field needed to achieve a certain

orientation strongly depends on the Λ–splitting and the electric dipole moment. While

the Λ–splitting is only weakly dependent on the vibrational state (EΛ ≈ 0.12 cm−1

1It should be pointed out, that these imperfections were not present in the scattering experiments

using orientated beams, as molecules were later prepared in excited vibrational states with the pump–

dump–sweep technique via the A2Σ+(v = 2) state or via vibrational overtone pumping. Both of these

techniques produce neglectful contributions of the other parity state.
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4.5 Orientation for different vibrational states in the NO molecule

Figure 4.5: Mixing of opposite parity wavefunctions demonstrated by laser

induced fluorescence spectroscopy – The figure shows LIF specta of the A2Σ+(v =

2)← X2Π1/2(v′′ = 16) band in NO. In the left panels ((a) and (b)) (e)–parity states have

been prepared via stimulated emission pumping (SEP) and in the right panels ((c) and

(d)) (f)–parity states have been prepared. In case an electric field of 18 kV/cm is applied

(panels (b) and (c)) contributions of the other parity state are observed. This demonstrates

the mixing of the opposite parity states of the Λ–doublet, meaning that the NO molecule

is oriented in the laboratory frame. Reprinted from Publication (3), with permission from

Elsevier.
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Figure 4.6: Degree of orientation as function of the electric field strength –

The degree of orientation 2α(E)β(E) and the square of the mixing coefficient β(E)2 are

plotted as function of the electric field strength for molecules prepared in NO X2Π1/2(v =

16, J = 0.5). Black solid circles denote (e)–parity state prepared molecules with 35 meV

translational energy, black open circles denote (f)–parity state prepared molecules with

35 meV translational energy, red solid stars denote (e)–parity state prepared molecules with

1 eV translational energy and red open stars denote (f)-parity state prepared molecules

with 1 eV translational energy. The black solid lines show calculated values from molecular

constants according to equation 4.15, using the molecular constants EΛ = 0.012 cm−1 and

|µ| = 0.13887 Debye. Reprinted from Publication (3), with permission from Elsevier.
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4.5 Orientation for different vibrational states in the NO molecule

(104)), the dipole moment is strongly dependent on the nuclear separation and thus on

the vibrational state. The dipole moment even changes sign from N−O+ polarity at

vibrational states below v < 9 to N+O− polarity for v ≥ 9, see Fig. 4.7 .

We prepared NO v = 3, 11 and 16 molecules for surface scattering experiments (see
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Figure 4.7: Dipole moment of nitric oxide – Dipole moment of nitric oxide X2Π as

function of the N–O bond speration (panel a) and the vibrational state (panel b). The

dipole moment was given in a functional form in Ref. (105).

chapter 6). Among these states, v = 11 has by far the smallest dipole moment with

0.04064 Debye. Thus, while the first scattering experiments with NO(v = 3) were

performed with an electric field of 21.4 kV/cm, the field strength was increased to

33 kV/cm for v = 11 and 16 (which was the strongest field strength we managed to

generate). Table 4.1 gives dipole moments |µ|, the Λ–splitting EΛ and the degree of

orientation 2αeβe calculated for the different vibrational states at these electric field

strengths.
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4. Orienting polar molecules without hexapoles

Table 4.1: Parameters relevant for calculating the degree of ori-

entation in NO X2Π1/2(J = 0.5) for different vibrational states

v with electric field strengths as used for the scattering experi-

ments.

v |µ| / Debyea) EΛ / cm−1b) |E| / (kV/cm)c) 2αeβe
d)

3 -0.125 0.012 21.4 0.932
11 0.041 0.011 33.3 0.800
16 0.139 0.011 33.3 0.978

a) from Ref. (105).

b) from Ref. (104).

c) for v = 3: 15 kV at 7 mm distance between electrode and

surface, for v = 11 and 16: 15 kV at 4.5 mm.

d) Calculated from equation 4.15 .

It is also possible to calculate the exact orientation distributions P (θ). These are

obtained by integrating the square of the wavefunction over all Euler angles except for

the orientation angle θ

P±(θ) =

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0
Ψ∗±Ψ±dφ sin θdχ. (4.17)

For J = |Ω| = |M | = 0.5 this integral can be evaluated to

P±(θ) = 0.5 sin θ ± α(E)β(E) cos θ sin θ, (4.18)

and the orientation distributions are plotted in Fig. 4.8. At the electric fields applied

for the surface scattering experiments, the orientation distributions are calculated to

be close to the maximum possible orientation for the prepared quantum states. Never-

theless, a nominal N–atom first orientation distribution does always also contain some

molecules with the bond axis oriented with the O–atom towards the surface and vice

versa. A complete N–atom or O–atom end–on orientation is impossible due to the un-

certainty principle in quantum mechanics. Knowledge of the orientation distributions

as shown in Fig. 4.8 is important in order to perform quantitative comparisons between

experimental data and ab initio theory.
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4.5 Orientation for different vibrational states in the NO molecule

Figure 4.8: Orientation distributions for the NO scattering experiments – Top

panels: Calculated orientation distribution functions (P+(θ) in the left panel and P−(θ) in

the right panel) for the different vibrational states of NO X2Π1/2(v, J = |Ω| = |M | = 0.5)

in v = 3,11, and 16 are shown as blue, green and orange solid lines, respectively. The

electric field strengths for these calculations are those used in the scattering experiments

(chapter 6) and are given in the figure legend as well as in Table 4.1. The red and black

dashed lines show orientation distributions in the limit of a strong electric field (maximum

orientation) and field free (unoriented molecules), respectively. Bottom panels: Orientation

distributions in the high–field limit (again P+(θ) in the left panel and P−(θ) in the right

panel) are given as polar plots. The black arrows indicate the expectation values 〈θ〉max

given by 67.5◦ and 112.5◦ for the two orientations, repectively.
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5

Suppression of spontaneous

emission in the optical pumping

of molecules: Pump–dump–sweep

Optical pumping with laser radiation is an important tool for studying properties of

excited electronic or vibrational states.(115, 116) In particular, highly excited vibra-

tional states are typically prepared by stimulated emission pumping (SEP). SEP is a

two–step optical pumping method via an excited electronic state to produce highly

vibrationally excited molecules in the electronic ground state (see panel A of Fig. 5.1

for an example).

When we started to study the dynamics of highly vibrationally excited NO scattering

from Au(111), we were however confronted with a major drawback of this incoherent

method: the competition of stimulated and spontaneous emission leads to the popu-

lation of not only the desired, but also a host of untargeted vibrational states. We

thus developed a novel approach that improves the quantum state purity in the optical

pumping by suppressing spontaneous emission. Subsequent to optical pumping similar

to SEP, we depopulate the excited electronic state with a third laser pulse (the sweep

step) that resonantly excites to rapidly dissociating states. We call this method pump–

dump–sweep.

In this chapter, I will introduce the new method and demonstrate its successful ap-
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plication for preparing NO molecules in X2Π1/2(v = 16) by optical pumping via the

A2Σ+(v = 2) state. Here, the sweep step can reduce spontaneous emission from A2Σ+

state by more than 90%, thereby vastly improving the achieved quantum state purity.

Furthermore, I will demonstrate the advantageous effect of this improved quantum

state purity on a scattering experiment with the Au(111) surface. In the last section,

I will compare our pump–dump–sweep results to those from an alternative approach

for improving quantum state purity, namely stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STI-

RAP).

5.1 Introduction and description of the pump–dump–sweep

concept

Stimulated emission pumping (SEP) is a very powerful technique that allows access to

highly vibrationally excited states in the electronic ground state of molecules.(117, 118)

These states can hardly be populated by direct optical pumping via overtone ex-

citation, as oscillator strengths fall rapidly with increasing vibrational target state.

While SEP was first used in the field of molecular spectroscopy in molecular beams1

(see (117) and references therein), it has also been applied to study resonant v −
v energy transfer(119), the role of highly vibrationally excited O2 in stratospheric

ozone formation(120, 121, 122), or the infrared lifetimes of highly vibrationally excited

molecules(105). The electron emission experiments for highly vibrationally excited NO

scattering from a low–workfunction Au surface (57, 59, 60) as well as the Huang exper-

iment (1) also used SEP.

Fig. 5.1A shows how population in the 16th excited vibrational state of NO X2Π1/2(v =

16) can be produced via SEP. In a first step, molecules are excited via a rotationally

resolved line of the A2Σ+(v′ = 2)← X2Π1/2(v′′ = 0) band (pump step) and are subse-

quently de–excited via the A2Σ+(v′ = 2) → X2Π1/2(v′′ = 16) band (dump step). The

general problem with this technique is that — due to the competition of stimulated

absorption and emission processes — population remains in the upper A2Σ+(v = 2)

state after the Pump and Dump laser pulses have been fired. This is a fundamental

1Among others, supersonic molecular beams offer the advantages, that the cooling of the rotation

upon expansion allows for a high population in a starting level, that collisions are reduced, that the

molecule density is high, and that the directed molecular beam can be excited under conditions with

minimum Doppler broadening. This is very advantageous for optical pumping experiments.
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problem of incoherent optical pumping, as population remaining in the upper state is

then transferred to untargeted vibrational states of the electronic ground state via spon-

taneous emission following the Franck–Condon factors of the X2Π(v′′)← A2Σ+(v′ = 2)

system.

To overcome this issue, we developed a new technique called pump–dump–sweep (Fig. 5.1B).

Figure 5.1: Stimulated emission pumping and pump–dump–sweep on the ex-

ample of the NO molecule – (A) Stimulated Emission pumping (SEP) in the NO

molecules can be performed via excitation to the A2Σ+(v′ = 2)–state (pump step) deexci-

tation to an excited vibrational state of the electronic ground state, e.g. to X1Σ+(v′′ = 16)

(dump step). However, after the laser pulses have been fired, population remaining in the

upper state (which has a lifetime of approx. 200 ns) is transferred to untargeted vibra-

tional states. (B) In pump–dump–sweep, the fluorescence is suppressed by state–selective

photodissciation (sweep step) with a laser that is fired after the pump and dump pulses.

This vastly improves the quantum–state purity.

Since the population transfer from the A2Σ+(v′ = 2) by fluorescence is rather slow (the

A2Σ+(v′ = 2) state has a lifetime of 200 ns) compared to the optical pumping (ap-

prox. 6 ns pulse width for all lasers), there is a time window to suppress fluorescence

by depopulating the A2Σ+(v′ = 2) state after the pump and dump steps. This can be

achieved with a third laser pulse that transfers population out of A2Σ+(v′ = 2) to a

higher electronic state that rapidly dissociates. The dissociation prevents competition
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of absorption and stimulated emission in this transition and population in A2Σ+(v′ = 2)

can be removed efficiently.

5.2 Implementation of the method and quantifying quan-

tum state purity

The first step to implement the pump–dump–sweep method was to find a suitable sweep

transition. Therefore, a molecular beam of rotationally cold (Trot ≈ 5 K) NO molecules

was produced in a supersonic jet expansion of 5 % NO seeded in H2 (Ei
trans = 0.68 eV)

and molecules were electronically excited (pump step) in the differential chamber via

the A2Σ+(v′ = 2) ← X2Π1/2(v′′ = 0)Q11(0.5) transition at 204.708 nm (λ1) using a

home–built OPO laser systems with a pulse energy of 0.3 mJ. The fluorescence of the

A2Σ+(v′ = 2) state was monitored with the photo multiplier tube and a dye laser

(8 mJ/pulse) was used to perform fluorescence depletion spectroscopy. Fig. 5.2 shows

the fluorescence depletion spectrum for a wavelength range betwen 445 and 455 nm.

Within this wavelength range, we found five transitions with fluorescence depletions

greater than 50%. We decided to use the line with the strongest fluorescence depletion

at 450.87 nm as a sweep transition. This transition was later tested to be saturated

with pulse energies as small as 300 µJ at 5 mm beam diameter. This transition has not

been assigned but is likely to excite to a rapidly dissociating state of one of the many

electronically excited doublet states of NO above 6.5 eV(123).

Fig. 5.3 shows the effect of the pump–dump–sweep approach in more detail. The left

main panel shows the spontaneous emission transient observed on a PMT induced by

the pump laser pulse. The characteristic decay time (τ = 200 ns) reflects the lifetime

of the A2Σ+(v′ = 2) state (124, 125, 126, 127). For the middle panel, a dump laser

pulse dumping the A2Σ+(v′ = 2)→ X2Π1/2(v′′ = 16)Q11(0.5) transition at 450.503 nm

with the second home–built OPO with an energy of 0.5 mJ/pulse. The dump pulse

was overlapped in space and time with the pump laser and leads to a depletion of the

spontaneous emission by 20 %. This is a typical value for SEP (the maximum depletion

that can be theoretically achieved by incoherent optical pumping is 33 % for a coupled

three–level system). In contrast to that, the sweep laser (right panel) resonant with the

450.87 nm sweep transition, fired 13 ns after the pump and dump pulses, suppresses

spontaneous emission by more than 90 %.
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Figure 5.2: Scan of the sweep laser to find a sweep transition with strong

fluorescence depletion – The graph shows the integrated laser induced fluorescene from

the A2Σ+(v′ = 2) state. The sweep laser which is overlapped with the pump laser in

time and space is scanned and resonances with other states lead to a depletion of the

fluorescence signal. The peak marked as ”D” is the transition used as a DUMP step in

SEP to prepare molecules in X2Π1/2(v′′ = 16, J = 0.5). The line labeled with S is the

chosen sweep transition. The inset shows an enlargement of the wavelength range around

the sweep transition, scanned at lower scanning speed and with optimized spacial overlap

between the two lasers. A depletion greater than 90 % is observed.
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The insets of Fig. 5.3 show the population distributions produced in these three ex-
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Figure 5.3: Fluorescence of the A2Σ+(v = 2) state observed with a photomul-

tiplier tube – (Left) Spontaneous emission from A2Σ+(v = 2) induced by the pump laser

(Franck–Condon pumping). (Middle) Fluorescence transient observed in a conventional

SEP experiment, in which pump and dump lasers are simultaneously fired. The observed

fluorescence depletion is 20%. The theoretical maximum depletion is 33%. (Right) Fluores-

cence transient observed in a pump–dump–sweep configuration. The sweep laser removes

population from A2Σ+(v = 2) after the population transfer from the pump and dump laser

has taken place. The insets show the calculated population distributions in each case. The

use of the sweep laser gives rise to a great improvement in quantum state purity. Adapted

with permission from (128). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

periments as calculated from Franck-Condon factors and the fluorescence traces. The

interested reader can find the calculation in the Bachelor thesis of Sven Meyer(129).

For conventional SEP (middle panel), the summed population of molecules in v = 6−13

(produced by spontaneous emission) is comparable to the population of v = 16, mostly

produced by stimulated emission. In contrast to that, the sweep pulse (right panel)

leads to a dramatic improvement in quantum state purity.

5.3 Effect of the improved quantum state purity on molecule–

surface scattering experiments

In order to further demonstrate the effect of the improved quantum–state purity, we

scattered NO molecules prepared in X2Π1/2(v = 16, J = 0.5) from a clean Au(111)

surface at normal incidence. The collision populates a host of different vibrational
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Figure 5.4: Energy diagram for the pump–dump–sweep–probe experiment in

NO – Similar to Fig. 5.1B the figure shows the optical preparation of NO X2Π+(v′′ = 16)

by optical pumping through the A2Σ+(v = 2) state followed by photo–dissociation of

A2Σ+(v = 2)(sweep step) to suppress fluorescence. The collision of NO(v = 16) with a

crystalline Au(111) surface populates a host of different vibrational states due to energy

transfer between the molecule and the surface. In the experiment, we probe population in

X2Π(v = 6) by resonantly ionizing via the A2Σ+(v = 0) state (red arrows). The potentials

(except for the still unassigned predissociative state) are calculated using NO molecular

constants and the Rydberg–Klein–Rees method (RKR–method) for determining potential

energy curves of diatomic molecules. Adapted with permission from (128). Copyright 2013

American Chemical Society.
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states due to energy transfer between the molecule and the surface. Scattered molecules

were then probed with REMPI spectroscopy in a wavelength region mostly probing

population in the vibrational state X2Π(v = 6) by ionization via the A2Σ+(v = 0)–

state, see Fig. 5.4.

Fig. 5.5 (left column) shows measured REMPI spectra, where molecules are pre-

pared via SEP (without using the sweep pulse). Naively, one would expect the signal

to reflect the probability for the relaxation channel NO X2Π(v = 16 → v = 6) (upper

left panel). However, the signal does not vanish when the dump laser (which creates

population in X2Π(v = 16)) is blocked (lower left panel). This is because the probed vi-

brational state v = 6 is not only populated by the scattering channel X2Π(v = 16→ 6)

but also by scattering channels originating from untargeted vibrational states produced

by SEP such as X2Π(v = 6 → 6, v = 7 → 6, v = 8 → 6), and so forth. This means,

that the scattering experiment is ruined by spontaneous emission.

As can be seen from the right panels of Fig. 5.5, the impact of the sweep laser is

dramatic. In this case, the desired pump–dump–sweep–probe signal is much stronger

than the background produced by spontaneous emission. This reveals the collision in-

duced X2Π(v = 16 → 6) channel. Only this tremendous amount of improvement of

signal to background allows for answering detailed questions about the collision process

such as the influence of the incidence molecular orientation, translational energy or the

rotational state distributions of surface scattered molecules (see chapter 6).

5.4 Comparison of the pump–dump–sweep approach to

stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP)

Pump–dump–sweep is not the first approach to suppress spontaneous emission in opti-

cal pumping. An alternative method is stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP),

see reviews (130, 131, 132) and references therein. STIRAP is a method based on co-

herent optical pumping, which allows for a complete population transfer from an initial

state |1〉 to a final state |3〉, see Fig. 5.6. STIRAP uses a counter–intuitive pulse se-

quence in which a Stokes pulse coupling the levels |2〉 and |3〉 with the Rabi–frequency

ΩS precedes the the pump pulse coupling the levels |1〉 and |2〉 with the Rabi–frequency
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Figure 5.5: Application of the pump–dump–sweep approach to a gas–surface

scattering experiment – The figure shows results from a pump–dump–probe experiment

where NO X2Π1/2(v = 16, J = 0.5) is produced by SEP. The molecular beam then col-

lides with the (111) surface of a clean gold crystal. The probe laser (which is scanned in

the spectra shown) detects population in NO (X2Π(v = 6) with (1+1)–REMPI via the

A2Σ+(v = 2) state. The many lines result from the rotational resolution in the experi-

ment. For the two panels on the left side, the sweep pulse is not used. In this case, the

effect of the dump laser (dumping to X2Π(v = 16) is difficult to discern. This is because

the REMPI signal is dominated by population from molecules that were not dumped to

v = 16, but instead were produced in other vibrational states due to spontaneous emission

and ended up in v = 6 after the collision with the surface. The right panels demonstrate

the effect of the sweep laser on the scattering experiment. In this case, spontaneous emis-

sion is efiiciently suppressed and the influence of the dump laser is clearly seen. This way,

the specific scattering channel v = 16→ v = 6 is revealed. Adapted with permission from

(128). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 5.6: Concept of stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) – (left)

Schematic of a three–level system coupled by the pump pulse with Rabi–frequency ΩP and

the Stokes pulse with the Rabi–frequency ΩS . (right) As displayed in the top panel, the

Stokes pulse preceedes the pump pulse in time and the pulses overlap only partially. The

bottom panel shows the time evolution of the states |1〉, |2〉 and |3〉. In the ideal case, an

complete population transfer between the initially populated state |1〉 and the final state

|3〉 is achieved.
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ΩP . Solving the time–dependent Schrödinger equation for this coupled three–level sys-

tem within the rotating–wave approximation yields, that the entire population from

level |1〉 is transferred to level |3〉 at appropriate time delay. During this process, the

intermediate level |2〉 is a dark state and never gets populated. Thus, no spontaneous

emission to untargeted states can occur.

STIRAP requires highly coherent light sources and is thus most straight–forward using

single–mode cw–lasers. Here, STIRAP has been successfully applied in many different

fields such as chemical reaction dynamics (133), ultra–cold atoms (134) or atom optics

(135). Unfortunately, current high–power and high–resolution cw–laser technology is

limited to wavelengths longer or within the visible region and only few molecules have

low–lying electronic states, which make them suitable candidates for STIRAP.

The alternative to STIRAP with cw–lasers is to use pulsed lasers, which are avail-

able in the ultra–violet but have inferior coherence properties (136, 137). Indeed,

pulsed STIRAP has been used previously to prepare NO molecules in X2Π1/2(v =

6, J = 0.5) (138, 139). Following this work, we tested pulsed STIRAP to prepare

molecules in NO X2Π1/2(v = 11, J = 0.5) using our home–built OPO laser systems

for the pump and Stokes transitions. The interested reader will find details on this

experiment in the masters thesis from Bastian Krüger.(140) Briefly, we pumped the

A2Σ+(v′ = 2) ← X2Π1/2(v′′ = 0)Q11(0.5) transition at 204.708 nm (0.5 mJ/pulse,

1 mm beam diameter) with one OPO and used the other OPO as a Stokes laser for

the A2Σ+(v′ = 2)→ X2Π1/2(v′′ = 11)Q11(0.5) transition at 336.101 nm (0.5 mJ/pulse,

2 mm beam diameter). Molecules were prepared in the differential chamber and pop-

ulation in the target state was probed 20 cm downstream in the surface chamber with

REMPI spectroscopy. We then changed the delay between pump and Stokes lasers

with a manual delay stage (3 m long) and detected the population in v′′ = 11 with and

without blocking the Stokes pulse, see Fig. 5.7.

Unfortunately, we did not manage to increase the transfer efficiency by firing the Stokes

laser before the pump laser. Instead, the transfer efficiency behaved as expected for

incoherent pumping.

Although we did not try STIRAP for a long time (we stopped testing it once we found

that pump–dump–sweep works nicely for our scattering experiments), our unsuccessful

first attempt shows, that pulsed STIRAP can be challenging to implement. A possible

issue is that pulsed STIRAP requires highly coherent laser radiation, strong transitions
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Figure 5.7: Unsuccessful attempt to implement STIRAP – The figure shows the

relative transfer efficiency as function of the delay between pump and Stokes lasers. A

negative delay means, that the Stokes laser preceeds the pump laser (both lasers have a

pulse duration of approx. 6 ns). The relative transfer efficiency is given on a scale that

compares the REMPI signal detecting population in the targeted final state |3〉 (here NO

X2Π1/2(v = 11, J = 0.5)) produced with Stokes laser to the population produced without

Stokes laser (Franck–Condon pumping). Experimental data from this work is given as red

solid squares. For comparison the graph also shows arbitarily rescaled values calculated

by Schiemann et al.(138) for incoherent optical pumping (calculated using rate equations,

blue open triangles) and coherent pumping (which corresponds to STRIRAP in the delay

range between −5 and −2 ns, blue open circles). It is found, that the attempt to implement

STIRAP has not been successfull.
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for the optical pumping steps and high laser power to satisfy the criterion for adiabatic

following. For pulsed lasers, this criterion is given by (138)

Ω2
eff∆τ > 100

1

∆τ

(
1 +R2

)
, (5.1)

where ∆τ is the pulse length of the laser pulse (∆τ = 6 ns for Nd:YAG pumped

laser systems), Ωeff is the effective Rabi–frequency, and R = ωL
ωTL

is the ratio of the

actual laser bandwidth (ωL, 250 MHz for our home–built OPOs) to the transform–

limited bandwidth (ωTL). The transform–limited bandwidth is for idealized Gaussian

shaped pulses given by ωTL ≈ 0.44/∆τ and gives a value of 73 MHz for ∆τ = 6 ns.

The effective Rabi–frequency Ωeff can be calculated from the Rabi–frequencies for the

pump and Stokes transitions according to Ωeff =
√

Ω2
P + Ω2

S. The Rabi–frequency for

on–resonance excitation is given by

Ω =
µ12 · E

~
, (5.2)

where µ12 is the transition dipole moment between two states (it can be calculated

from the Einstein coefficients (141)) and E is the electric field amplitude created by

the laser radiation. The electric field amplitude is connected to the irradiance I of the

laser pulse via the speed of light c and the vacuum permittivity ε0 (141)

I =
1

2
cε0E

2. (5.3)

The irradiance is time dependent, but an average value can be calculated from the

pulse energy Epulse, the pulse length ∆τ and the area A of the laser pulse I =
Epulse

∆τA .

For our STIRAP test, I calculated the left side of equation 5.1 to Ω2
eff∆τ = 4.87·1012 Hz

and the right side to 100 1
∆τ

(
1 +R2

)
= 2.09 · 1011 Hz. This means, that the adiabatic

criterion should in principle have been fulfilled in the experiment. Up to this point, it

is thus not clear to me, why we did not observe any signature of a STIRAP process.

As already mentioned, Schiemann et al. (138) managed to implement STIRAP for

the preparation of NO X2Π1/2(v = 6, J = 0.5). The authors reported that the Stokes

laser induced a fluorescence depletion from the intermediate state |2〉 of 40% in their

experiment. The finding that the fluorescence was not depleted by 100% was attributed

to “fluorescence from the spatial wings of the pump laser, where the maximum Rabi

frequency is too low for the STIRAP process but high enough to populate level |2〉”
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(138). Compared to this, the fluorescence depletion of 90% we observed with the pump–

dump–sweep approach is far superior.

This means, that pump–dump–sweep (PDS) can for some experiments be an interesting

alternative to STIRAP. STIRAP has the the advantages that 1) it in principle (meaning

for cw–lasers) allows for a full population transfer, and that 2) it uses two laser systems

instead of the three laser required for PDS. PDS can be an attractive alternative for

optical pumping in particular in the UV (where cw–lasers are not available) and has the

advantage, that it is based on incoherent optical pumping and is thus less challenging

to implement. The generality of the PDS approach depends on the question of whether

appropriate strong sweep transitions for photo–dissociation can be found. In case no

such states are available, it could also be possible to use alternative approaches for a

state–selective extinguishing of population in the intermediate state (e.g. by resonant

ionization) or state–selective deflection (e.g. by electric or magnetic fields).
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6

Vibrationally inelastic scattering

of oriented NO from Au(111)

This chapter contains results and discussion of scattering experiments for vibrationally

excited NO colliding with a Au(111) surface. I will first (section 6.1) show results

for NO initially prepared in vi = 3 by means of vibrational overtone pumping and

then (section 6.2) show the results for the scattering of NO initially prepared in high

vibrational states (vi = 11 and 16). The vibrational relaxation depends strongly on

the molecules orientation, the incidence vibrational state and incidence translational

energy. Furthermore, very interesting effects regarding the rotational state distributions

— namely the observation of strong rotational rainbows, and the effect of rotational

cooling upon vibrational relaxation — are observed. I will explain the origin of these

effects according to my current understanding and also compare the results to recent

ab intio calculations in the discussion (section 6.3). We already published some of the

data and ideas presented in this chapter (4, 5, 6, 7).

6.1 Vibrationally inelastic scattering of NO (v = 3) from

Au(111)

6.1.1 Experimental

For the molecular beam scattering experiments described in this section, we generated

pulsed supersonic molecular beams with different translational energies by expanding
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mixtures of NO in different carrier gases (Table 6.1) into vacuum. The table also con-

tains data for the gas mixtures used in the experiments with high vibrational states

which will be described in Section 6.2.

Table 6.1: Incidence translational energies Etrans of the different NO/carrier gas mix-

tures used for molecular beam surface scattering experiments with NO prepared in

vi = 3,11 and 16. The translational energies slightly vary for the formally similar gas

mixtures due to uncertainties in the preparation. The molecular beams have a spread

of the translational energy of ≈ 15% (FWHM).

Mixture Ei
trans(vi = 3)/eV Ei

trans(vi = 11)/eV Ei
trans(vi = 16)/eV

1 % NO in H2 — 0.95 0.97
2% NO in H2 0.89 — —
5% NO in H2 0.68 0.69 0.66

10 % NO in H2 0.48 0.51 0.52
25 % NO in H2 0.27 — 0.23
60 % NO in H2 — 0.14 —
60 % NO in Ar 0.08 — —
60 % NO in Kr — 0.05 0.05

Part of the NO population is transferred to NO(v = 3) by means of vibrational over-

tone pumping with the IR–laser system (see section 3.3.1). The excellent resolution

and power of the IR–laser system (130 MHz linewidth, >17 mJ/pulse in the IR at

around 5544 cm−1 were focussed on the molecular beam with a f=500 mm cylindrical

lens) allows for exciting either the high field seeking (e)–parity or the low field seeking

(f)–parity state in NO X2Π1/2(v = 3, J = 0.5) via the X2Π1/2(v = 3) ← X2Π1/2(v =

0)Q11(0.5)e/f transition, see Fig. 6.1. Molecules then fly into the surface chamber

and are oriented by the electric field generated by the high voltage electrode. Volt-

ages of up to ±15 kV were applied to the electrode, generating electric fields up to

± 21.4 kV/cm at an electrode–surface distance of 7 mm (the electric field strength

was verified by measuring the Stark splitting for a system with known molecular con-

stants). The orientation distributions under these conditions have been calculated in

section 4.5. The collision with the clean Au(111) surface at normal incidence and room

temperature leads to energy transfer and many rotational levels of v = 3, 2, 1, and 0

become populated. 1 µs after the collision, the electric field is pulsed to ground with

the high–voltage switch and the population in different ro–vibrational states is probed
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Figure 6.1: Pump–probe scheme of the performed experiment. – In a first step,

the IR laser excites either the high field seeking state or the low field state in v = 3 by

vibrational overtone pumping via the Q11(0.5)e or Q11(0.5)f transition, respectively. By

applying and electric field prior to the collision, these states evolve into oriented states

before scattering from the Au(111) surface. After scattering, the electric field is pulsed

to ground and the population of NO molecules in different rotational states of v = 3, 2, 1

is probed by (1+1)–REMPI spectroscopy via the A2Σ+(v = 0)–state. The dotted arrows

illustrate the two different approaches towards demonstrating the influence of the molecular

orientation. In method 1, the pump laser is scanned over the Λ–doublet, while the probe

laser is fixed, detecting a specific ro–vibrational state. Alternatively, in method 2, the

pump laser is fixed at either the low or the high field seeking state (corresponding to the

different orientations) and the probe laser is scanned. Reproduced with permission from

(5). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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with REMPI spectroscopy via the A2Σ+(v = 0) state (Fig. 6.1, right). For REMPI

spectroscopy, molecules were resonantly ionized close to the surface with the second

harmonic of the Sunlite system (2 mJ/pulse @ 255 nm) with a large 4 mm beam di-

ameter. This way, we detect an average of molecules scattered in all scattering angles

(although the scattered angular distributions are narrow anyway (10)). Molecules re-

laxing to v = 0 cannot be detected due to a large background in the REMPI signal

from molecules not excited by the IR laser (v = 0 → 0 scattering channel) and also

REMPI spectra probing population in NO v = 1 have significant background due to

the scattering channels v = 1 → 1 (as some population in v = 1 is also generated in

the supersonic jet expansion) and v = 0→ 1 (vibrational excitation).

6.1.2 Probing the steric effect using method 1

The direction in which the NO molecules point (N–first vs. O–first orientation) or

more exactly the direction with higher probability as shown in the orientation distri-

butions depends on the combination of 1) the selected state in optical pumping ((e)

vs. (f)–parity), 2) the direction of the dipole moment (given in Fig. 4.7) in the se-

lected vibrational state and 3) the polarity of the voltage applied to the orientation

electrode. NO (v = 3, J = 0.5) prepared in the low-field seeking (f)–parity state via

the Q11(0.5, e) line at 5544.0039 cm−1 is orientated with the O–atom pointing towards

the surface, if the voltage on the electrode is positive. The orientation of incoming NO

molecules can be switched by either changing the polarity of the electric field (”flipping

via field polarity”, as done in hexapole orientation experiments) or by pumping the

other component of the Λ–doublet (”optical flipping”) at 5544.0321 cm−1.

Fig. 6.2 shows an illustrative example of how the steric effect in a gas–surface collision

can be probed. The left panels show the REMPI signal detected when the UV laser

was fixed at a REMPI transition probing population in one particular ro–vibrational

level of scattered NO. At the same time, the IR laser is scanned over the Λ–doublet

to optically flip the molecular orientation. This corresponds to method 1 as depicted

in Fig. 6.1. In the particular example, we probe population in the highly rotationally

excited state NO (v = 3, J = 35.5) produced by collisions of NO (v = 3, J = 0.5) with

an incidence translational energy of 0.89 eV. Without an electric field (left, center

panel) the optical pumping of either of the components of the Λ–doublet generates

the same isotropic orientation distributions and the magnitude of the REMPI signal
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Figure 6.2: Demonstration of orientation dependent scattering: detecting a sin-

gle, scattered ro–vibrational state – (left panels) REMPI signal detecting the popula-

tion of NO X2Π1/2(v = 3, J = 35.5) produced by the collision of NO X2Π1/2(v = 3, J = 0.5)

with the Au(111) surface (indicated as method 1 in Fig. 6.1 and in the text). The two

features (marked as dark and light shaded areas, respectively) in the IR overtone spec-

trum (Λ–doublets) correspond to optical pumping of opposite parity states, which evolve

to states of different orientation after the molecule enters the electric field. The different

panels are for different voltages applied to the orientation electrode. The high rotational

state detected (v = 3, J = 35.5) is more preferably populated by molecules incident with

the O–atom oriented towards the surface than for molecules incident with N–atom towards

the surface. Thus, pumping the lower wavelength component leads to more REMPI in-

tensity at positive voltages and pumping the higher wavelength component at negative

voltages (both combinations lead to an O–first orientation). The substructure in each of

the Λ–doublets results from partially resolved hyperfine splitting(142, 143, 144) due to

the nuclear spin in the molecule. (right panel) Ratio of the integrated intensities of each

of the Λ–doublet components as function of the electric field strength. At high electric

field strength, the asymmetry approaches saturation, as the maximum possible degree of

orientation is achieved.
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is independent of which of the components is pumped. This changes dramatically in

case oriented samples are produced by applying a voltage to the electrode. Here, we

find that the REMPI signal is much higher if molecules are oriented with the O–atom

towards the surface. This reflects that the detected high rotational state is more likely

populated by O–first collisions than by N–first collisions. The intensity ratio between

both bands can be measured as function of the electric field strength. In agreement

with the measurements determining the degree of orientation explained in section 4,

the orientation and therewith the asymmetry in the detected REMPI signal approaches

saturation at the highest electric fields ±21.4 kV/cm (right panel of Fig. 6.2).

As the NO X2Π1/2(v = 3, J = 35.5) level is more populated by O–first collisions than

by N-first collisions, there necessarily must be other ro–vibrational states preferably

populated by N–first collisions. Fig. 6.3 shows that there are indeed ro–vibrational

states (e.g. the (v = 2, J = 15.5) shown in panel B) with opposite asymmetry in the

observed spectra.

6.1.3 REMPI spectra from oriented scattering using method 2

For the results shown so far, the REMPI laser was set to a fixed transition and the IR

pumping laser was tuned over the Λ–transition (method 1 of Fig. 6.1). More information

can be obtained, if the IR laser is locked to excite to either of the different parity states

and instead the UV laser is scanned over entire ro–vibrational bands (method 2 of

the same figure). Fig. 6.4 shows resulting REMPI spectra for each orientation at five

different incidence translational energies between 0.08 eV and 0.89 eV. The IR laser

is locked to a transition inducing either N–first (left panels) or O–first (right panels)

orientation at an electric field strength of 21.4 kV/cm (method 2 ). The UV laser scans

over the A2Σ+(v = 0)← X2ΠΩ(v = 2) and A2Σ+(v = 0)← X2ΠΩ(v = 3) bands. The

REMPI spectra have been normalized to the laser power according to an experimentally

determined linear power dependence.

In the REMPI spectra, the A2Σ+(v = 0) ← X2ΠΩ(v = 2) and A2Σ+(v = 0) ←
X2ΠΩ(v = 3) bands are well separated. The many lines in the spectra belong to the

different rotational branches in these bands. Even a visual inspection of the spectra

reveals strong effects of the incident orientation and translational energy. Firstly, the

A2Σ+(v = 0) ← X2ΠΩ(v = 2) band gains significantly in intensity compared to the

A2Σ+(v = 0) ← X2ΠΩ(v = 3) band when the translational energy is increased. This
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Figure 6.3: Orientation dependence of NO scattering from Au(111) probed for

different ro–vibrational states. – Just as in Fig. 6.2 the population of specific ro–

vibrational states of surface scattered molecules is probed by resonant ionization, while the

IR laser is scanned over the (3–0) Q11(0.5) transition. Measurements were performed with

an orienting field of +21.4 kV/cm (positive voltage on the electrode, red solid line), -21.4

kV/cm (black solid line), and field free (black dashed line). In panel A, the REMPI laser

probes the population in the (v = 3, J = 35.5) level (which belongs to the vibrationally

elastic v = 3 → 3 channel), and in panel B the (v = 2, J = 15.5) level (vibrationally

inelastic channel). The orientiation in the molecule can be changed by either tuning the IR

laser to the other parity component of the Λ–doublet (”optical flipping”) or by changing

the field polarity (”flipping via field polarity”). Figure adapted from Ref. (4).
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)
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6.1 Vibrationally inelastic scattering of NO (v = 3) from Au(111)

means, that the vibrational relaxation probability NO (v = 3 → 2) increases with

incidence translation. This effect has been known previously from experiments on

the ”Beamer 1” setup (10, 56), see Fig. 2.9. However secondly, the intensity of the

A2Σ+(v = 0) ← X2ΠΩ(v = 2) band is also enhanced by N–first orientation, meaning

that the relaxation probability is higher for this orientation. Thirdly, the rotational

structure of the A2Σ+(v = 0)← X2ΠΩ(v = 3) band strongly depends on the incidence

translation and orientation. This effect is not observed for molecules that underwent

vibrational relaxation to v = 2 and are probed in the A2Σ+(v = 0) ← X2ΠΩ(v = 2)

band.

6.1.4 Analysis of ro–vibrational state distributions

Fig. 6.5 shows the rotational state distributions obtained by analyzing the REMPI

spectra presented in Fig. 6.4. The analysis is performed by fitting individual non–

overlapping rotational lines. The intensities are corrected for the different rotational

branches for Hönl–London factores, intermediate state alignment and partial saturation

effects using the expression of Jacobs, Madix and Zare(145, 146) 1 Furthermore, I

applied a density–to–flux correction. The density–to–flux correction accounts for that

REMPI detection is sensitive to the density of the molecules, which has to be multiplied

by the speed of the molecules to obtain a flux. Unfortunately, we cannot measure

scattered speed distributions of the oriented scattered molecules. However, work from

Golibrzuch et al. (10, 149) showed that the translational energy of molecules scattered

from Au(111) with isotropic incidence orientation distributions is slightly enhanced

by vibrational relaxation (translation–vibration coupling) and reduced upon rotational

1The exact treatment by Jacobs, Madix and Zare requires measuring REMPI spectra under

isopower–conditions, meaning that several data pairs of laserpower and REMPI signal need to be

recorded at each wavelength and the intensity is interpolated to a fixed laser power. In this experi-

ment, the REMPI laser was instead continuously scanned and we correct for an experimentally derived

linear power dependence at each data point. The correction was done assuming a photo–ionization

cross section σ of 7 · 10−19 cm2 (147) with a fraction of parallel character Γ = 0.446 (145), and an

average laser power of 11 mJ cm−2. The proportionality constant C01 was determined to 1 cm2/mJ

and the Hönl–London factors were calculated from Ref. (148). The correction was tested with REMPI

spectroscopy on a thermal NO(v = 0) rotational state distribution generated by leaking NO into the

chamber. The correction leads to an overlap of corrected peak intensities belonging to the same ro–

vibrational and spin–orbit state. This allows for a better averaging of the data from different rotational

branches, but has small impact on the final rotational state distributions a depicted in Fig. 6.6.
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)

excitation (translation–rotation coupling). The experimental data is over the range

between reasonably well reproduced by the formula

Ef
trans/eV = A · Ei

trans/eV +mTV

[
Ei

vib − Ef
vib

]
/eV +mTR

[
Ef

rot

]
/eV, (6.1)

where Ef
trans and Ei

trans are the final and incidence translational energies, A = 0.601

is a constant close to the Baule limit, Ef
rot is the final rotational energy, and Ef

vib and

Ei
vib are the final and incidence vibrational energies, respectively (energies in electron

Volt, eV). The values for the translation–vibration coupling mTR and the translation–

rotation coupling mTV are approximately given by

mTR = −0.575 + 0.631 · exp

[
− Ei

trans

eV · 0.20834

]
(6.2)

mTV = +0.01881 + 0.2091 · Ei
trans/eV. (6.3)

The density–to–flux conversion is performed by multiplying the measured peak inten-

sities by the square–root of Ef
trans which is proportional to the speed of the scattered

molecules. The density–to–flux conversion has almost negligible effect on the final vi-

brational state distributions. In the rotational state distributions, the population of

high rotational states is slightly shifted to lower values compared to the population of

low rotational states.

There are several important observations to note in the rotational state distribu-

tions from Fig. 6.5. Firstly, the rotational state distributions in the vibrationally elastic

channel (panels (a) to (e)) show very pronounced rotational rainbow structure (inten-

sity peak at high J). These rotational rainbows are observed in both spin–orbit states

(population in Ω = 1/2 and Ω = 3/2 are given with solid and open symbols, respec-

tively), and are most heavily pronounced for O–atom first collisions (red symbols) and

weak for N–atom first collisions (blue symbols). Furthermore, the maximum of the

O–first rainbow shifts from approximately J = 40.5 at an incidence translational en-

ergy of 0.89 eV to lower J–states with decreasing incidence translation. At the lowest

measured incidence translational energy (0.08 eV) no roational rainbow is observed.

In contrast, rotational state distributions of molecules scattered in the vibrationally

inelastic channel (v = 3 → 2, panels (f) to (j)) have no rotational rainbow structure

for any incidence orientation or translational energy. The relative population of the
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6.1 Vibrationally inelastic scattering of NO (v = 3) from Au(111)
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Figure 6.5: Experimentally derived rotational state distributions for NO

X2Π1/2(v = 3, J = 0.5) scattered from Au(111) – Measurements were performed

at five different incidence translational energies given as labels. The colors denote N–first

(blue), isotropic (green), and O–first (red) orientation of incident molecules. The filled

symbols represent population in the Ω = 1/2 and open symbols in the Ω = 3/2 spin–orbit

state. Whereas molecules scattered in the vibrationally elastic channel v = 3 → 3 show

pronounced rotational rainbows, these rainbows do not appear in the v = 3→ 2 relaxation

channel. The insets show the integrated band intensities (relative to the band intensities

for isotropic scattering) for both orientations and thus reflect the relative survival and re-

laxation probabilities. A simplified figure only showing data on the Ω = 1/2 state without

a density–to–flux conversion has been published as Fig. 5 in Ref. (5). Unfortunately, the

original figure was reported with an error, as the population distributions were converted

from the representation as function of J to a representation as function of the rotational

energy without accounting for the appropriate Jacobian.
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)

vibrational states v = 3 and v = 2 for different orientations can be derived by in-

tegrating over the entire band intensities of the A2Σ+(v = 0) ← X2ΠΩ(v = 3) and

A2Σ+(v = 0)← X2ΠΩ(v = 2) bands, respectively. These band intensities were normal-

ized to 1 for the molecules scattered with an isotropic incidence orientation distribution

and are given as insets in Fig. 6.5. It is found, that vibrational relaxation is clearly

enhanced by an NO orientation in which the N–atom is pointing towards the surface.

6.1.5 Rotational cooling upon vibrational relaxation

Fig. 6.6 shows the mean rotational energy Ef
rot of the initially non–rotating surface

scattered molecules as function of the incidence translational energy.

The rotational energy in the vibrationally elastic channel (v = 3 → 3) is strongly

dependent on the incidence translation and is higher for O–first collisions, than for

N–first collisions. As opposed to this, molecules in the vibrationally inelastic channel

(v = 3→ 2) are rotationally much colder, except at the lowest incidence energy of trans-

lation. It should be pointed out that (a least above the lowest measured translational

energy) we can exclude that this is the result of a trapping–desorption mechanism,

as scattered molecules were found to 1) have narrow angular distributions 2) scatter

from the surface in accordance with specular scattering, and 3) generally have higher

translational and rotational energy than expected for a thermalization with the surface

(kBT = 0.026 eV at room temperature). The effect that molecules that underwent

vibrational relaxation are rotationally colder compared to vibrational elastically scat-

tered molecules is known as rotational cooling upon vibrational relaxation and will be

discussed together with the rotational rainbow structure in more detail in section 6.3.2.

6.1.6 Incidence energy of translation dependence of the steric effect

Following previous work, it is also possible to describe the steric effect in terms of an

asymmetry parameter A defined as

A =
IO − IN

IO + IN
, (6.4)

where IO and IN are the populations produced by O–atom first and N–atom first

collisions, respectively. Positive values of the asymmetry parameter (the maximum

value of A is +1) indicate that population in the probed state is enhanced for O–first
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6.1 Vibrationally inelastic scattering of NO (v = 3) from Au(111)
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Figure 6.6: Mean rotational energies – Average rotational energies of initially non–

rotating NO in vibrationally elastic (v = 3 → 3) and vibrationally inelastic (v = 3 → 2)

collisions with Au(111) as function of the incidence translational energy and incidence

orientation. The colors denote scattering with N–first (blue), isotropic (green) and O–

first (red) orientation. Lines are drawn to guide the eye. The rotational energy in the

vibrationally elastic channel (v = 3→ 3) strongly increases with the incidence translation,

whereas the rotational energy of inelastically scattered molecules (v = 3 → 2) increases

only little with the incidence translation. The figure is adapted from Fig. 7 of Ref. (5),

but now includes the density–to–flux correction. Unfortunately, the original figure was

reported with an error, as the mean rotational energies were calculated from rotational

state distributions generated without using the appropriate Jacobian.
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)

collisions, while negative values (the minimum value of A is −1) represent an enhanced

population by N–first collsions.

Fig. 6.7 shows asymmetry parameters for the vibrational states v = 3, 2 and 1 as
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Figure 6.7: Experimentally derived asymmetry parameters – The asymmetry

parameters A = (IO − IN)/(IO + IN) are given as function of the incidence translational

energy. Molecules were initially prepared in NO X2Π1/2(v = 3, J = 0.5) and scattered

from a clean Au(111) surface at normal incidence. Reproduced with permission from (5).

Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

function of the incidence translational energy. The asymmetry parameters given as

black triangles (for v = 3) and red stars (for v = 2) are calculated from the integrated

band intensities for the A2Σ+(v = 0)← X2ΠΩ(v = 3) and A2Σ+(v = 0)← X2ΠΩ(v =

2) bands, which have already been given as insets in Fig. 6.5. Unfortunately, it is

difficult to evaluate the asymmetry parameter in v = 1 for this method, because REMPI

spectra have a large background from thermally populated v = 1 that is scattered in

the v = 1→ 1 channel. It is however possible to determine asymmetry parameters for

single rotational states with IR scans in method 1 as shown in Fig. 6.3. This has the

advantage, that scanning the IR laser back and forth over the Λ–doublet allows for a

repeated flipping of the orientation and good averaging of the small signal on top of the

large background. By measuring the asymmetry parameters on several rotational lines
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6.1 Vibrationally inelastic scattering of NO (v = 3) from Au(111)

and weighing the results assuming a similar rotational state distributions for v = 2 and

v = 1 it is possible to derive asymmetry parameters for the vibrational state. These

are given as red and blue open squares for v = 2 and 1, respectively.

It is found that the asymmetry parameters for the v = 3→ 3 channel are positive and

the asymmetry parameters for the vibrationallly inelastic v = 3 → 2 and v = 3 → 1

channels are negative for all incidence translational energies. This reflects the higher

v = 3 survival probability for O–first collisions and the corresponding higher relaxation

probability for N–first collisions. Interestingly, the asymmetry parameters in the v =

3 → 2 and v = 3 → 1 are constant over the range of 0.27 eV and 0.89 eV, but are

much weaker for the lowest incidence translational energy of 0.08 eV. In section 6.3.3 I

will argue, that this effect might be the result of a dynamical steering process in which

forces between the molecule and the surface reorient the molecule prior to the collision.

6.1.7 Incomplete equilibration of spin–orbit states

Fig. 6.8 shows the ratio of the population in the Ω = 1/2 spin–orbit state X2Π1/2(v) to

the population in the Ω = 3/2 spin–orbit state X2Π3/2(v) for different orientations and

vibrational states as function of the incidence translational energy. It is found, that the

population in the Ω = 1/2 state is under all conditions (orientation, vibrational state)

higher than in the Ω = 3/2 state, which is approximately 120 cm−1 (0.0149 eV) lower

in energy.

In the v = 3 → 3 channel, the spin–orbit population ratio is found to be rather

independent of the incidence orientation and translational energy and has a value of

≈1.5. The spin–orbit population ratio in the v = 3 → 2 channel is even higher and

decreases with incidence translational energy in the range of 0.27 eV to 0.89 eV.
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)

Figure 6.8: Population ratio in the spin–orbit states – Population ratio of the

Ω = 1/2 and Ω = 3/2 spin–orbit from an interpolation of experimental data from Fig. 6.5.

Molecules were initially prepared in NO X2Π1/2(v = 3, J = 0.5) and scattered from a clean

Au(111) surface at normal incidence. The blue dashed line indicates equal population in

both states.
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6.2 Vibrationally inelastic scattering of NO prepared in

high vibrational states from Au(111)

6.2.1 Experimental overview

Fig. 6.9 shows a schematic of the experiment for the vibrationally inelastic scattering

of highly vibrationally excited NO from Au(111).

Mixtures of NO seeded in a carrier gas (see table 6.1) were expanded into vacuum in a

Figure 6.9: Schematic of the vibrational relaxation scattering experiment for

NO prepared in high vibrational states – NO molecules are prepared in a high vibra-

tional state using three laser pulses in the pump–dump–sweep technique. Then, molecules

scatter from the clean Au(111) surface at normal incidence. After scattering, vibrational

state distributions are probed with REMPI spectroscopy. It is also possible to orient NO

molecules prior to the collision by applying a high voltage to the orientation electrode

(shown as a ring electrode, a better drawing is given in Fig. 3.1.). This electric field is

pulsed to ground after scattering, but prior to REMPI detection.

supersonic jet expansion. Molecules were prepared in a highly excited vibrational state

(vi=11 or 16) of NO X2Π1/2(vi, J = 0.5, f) in the differential chamber with the pump–

dump–sweep technique. Pump–dump–sweep was performed using three laser pulses.

First, electronic excitation (pump step) was performed with the Q11(0.5) transition of
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)

the A2Σ+(v′ = 2)← X2Π1/2(v′′ = 0) band at 204.708 nm (λ1) using one of the home–

built OPO laser systems (0.5 mJ/pulse, 3 mm beam diameter). Second, molecules were

de–excited (dump step) with the second home–built OPO laser system (1 mJ/pulse,

4 mm beam diameter) via the Q11(0.5) transition of A2Σ+(v′ = 2) → X2Π1/2(v′′) at

λ2 = 450.503 nm for v′′ = 16 or at λ2 = 336.101 nm for v′′ = 11, respectively. Subse-

quently, we used the same sweep transition (λ3 = 450.87 nm) as described in chapter

5 to suppress fluorescence from the A2Σ+(v′ = 2) state. The sweep laser pulse (≈8

mJ/pulse, 5 mm diamter) was fired 13 ns after the pump and dump pulses. The pump

and dump pulses were overlapped in time.

In order to obtain information about all possible v → v scattering channels, we mea-

sured REMPI spectra of surface scattered molecules over wide ranges of wavelengths

(between 235 nm and 315 nm for vi = 11 and between 245 nm and 350 nm for vi = 16)

using the second harmonic of the Sunlite OPO (Continuum, ≈ 1 mJ/pulse, 2 mm beam

diameter). REMPI spectra were measured in wavelength ranges of 5 nm per scan at

a scanning speed of 0.01 nm/s. We also recorded background spectra (with blocked

dump pulse).

In practice, measuring an entire 245 nm to 350 nm spectrum with the corresponding

background required approximately 2–3 subsequent days. We thus took measures to

account for long–term drifts in the signal intensity of the four laser experiment. This

was achieved by regularly measuring 1 nm reference REMPI scans probing always the

same wavelength range. Then the signal intensities of the measured 5 nm scans were

corrected for the average intensity of the corresponding reference scan.

We also performed scattering experiments with oriented molecules. Because of the

small dipole moment of NO in v = 11 (compare Fig. 4.7), we used a higher electric

orientation field strength of ±33 kV/cm (15 kV at 4.5 mm distance between the elec-

trode and the surface) compared to the v = 3 scattering experiments. The molecules

orientation was flipped by switching the polarity of the electric field. We always mea-

sured REMPI spectra for both orientations as well as signal and background spectra

in each 5 nm wavelength interval before moving to the next wavelength interval (again

to minimize errors from long–term drifts).
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6.2.2 Example of a REMPI spectrum

During the collision of highly vibrationally excited and initially non–rotating NO mole-

cules with the Au(111) surface, the incident population is transferred to many different

ro–vibrational states. This leads to very congested REMPI spectra when probing sur-

face scattered molecules. Fig. 6.10 shows the REMPI spectrum detecting scattered

NO molecules after the collision of NO X2Π1/2(v′′ = 11, J = 0.5) (isotropic incidence

angular distribution, incidence translational energy of 0.51 eV) with the Au(111) sur-

face. The top panel shows the four laser signal from the pump–dump–sweep and probe

experiment. Almost the entire intensity in the REMPI spectrum results from (1+1)

ionization of different ro–vibrational states in NO X2Π via the A2Σ+ state (ionization

via the γ–bands). We could not find any evidence for contributions from ionization

via the B2Π state (ionization via the β–bands). This was expected, since the A2Σ+

state has a 40 times higher ionization cross section compared to the B2Π state in the

probed wavelength range.1 The middle panel shows the REMPI spectrum when the

dump laser is blocked. This background spectrum has contributions due fluorescence

from the A2Σ+(v′ = 2) not suppressed by the sweep pulse. The distinct lines with high

intensity in the background spectrum belong to the incident molecular beam, which

is not completely separated from the scattered signal in time or space, because the

population is probed very close to the surface. The γ–bands (1st step of the REMPI

scheme) are often labelled according to the convention that γ(v′, v′′) means that mole-

cules in X2Π(v′′) are excited via A2Σ+(v′) ← X2Π(v′′). I marked line positions of the

Q11(0.5) and Q22(1.5) lines of relevant γ(v′, v′′)–bands in the figure and labelled them

according to this convention. The bottom panel shows an enlargement of a wavelength

1The difference in the ionization cross sections for the A2Σ+ and B2Π states can be ex-

plained in terms of their dominant electronic configurations. The A2Σ+ state has the electronic

configuration ...(σ2p)2(π2p)4(π*2p)0(σ*2p)1 and ionization simply removes the Rydberg electron

...(σ2p)2(π2p)4(π*2p)0(σ*2p)1 → ...(σ2p)2(π2p)4 +e−. As opposed to this, ionization via the B2Π state

involves a valence–Rydberg excitation with a change of two electron orbitals: ...(σ2p)2(π2p)3(π*2p)2 →
...(σ2p)2(π2p)4 + e−.(150) The ionization cross section of the A2Σ+ state varies relatively weakly with

the intermediate vibrational state, e.g. (7.0±0.9)10−19 cm−1 for A2Σ+(v′ = 0), (8.5±0.8)10−19 cm−1

for A2Σ+(v′ = 1) and (6.0 ± 1.0)10−19 cm−1 for A2Σ+(v′ = 2).(150) In addition, it has been re-

ported to change only weakly with the ionization wavelength (for A2Σ+(v′ = 0) the ionization cross

section goes from 1.158 · 10−18 cm−1 at 225 nm to 1.135 · 10−19 cm−1 at 324 nm according to another

reference (151)). This insensitivity towards the intermediate vibrational state and the ionization wave-

length makes REMPI spectroscopy via the A2Σ+ state of NO very suitable to probe vibrational state

distributions.
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6.2 Vibrationally inelastic scattering of NO prepared in high vibrational
states from Au(111)

range in the signal spectrum mostly containing contributions from the γ(1, 8) band.

The resolution is high enough to assign the rotational lines in the different rotational

branches.

6.2.3 Concept for the analysis of ro–vibrational state distributions

The evaluation of rotational and vibrational state distributions from REMPI spectra

as shown in Fig. 6.10 is a major task for computer assisted data analysis. The concept

of this data analysis is schematically presented in Fig. 6.11. The entire data analysis is

performed with Wolfram Mathematica. Further details on the data analysis and tables

with vibrational state distributions can be found in the appendix.

In a first step (panel A), REMPI spectra are corrected for the photon density, which
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Figure 6.11: Steps in the data analysis for determining vibrational state distri-

butions – The panels are explained in the text. The data shown belongs to a measurement

for v = 11 at an incidence translational energy of 0.51 eV with an isotropic incidence an-

gular distribution. Figure adapted from the appendix of Ref. (6).

means they are divided by the laser pulse energy and the wavelength.

In a second step (panel B), we determine rotational state distributions. This is done

by fitting individual non–overlapping ro–vibrational transitions in the REMPI spectra.

These transitions are found by calculating line positions of all transitions in the γ–
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)

bands which can contribute to the REMPI spectra. Then a simple algorithm calculates

which lines are not overlapped by other transitions within a defined critical minimum

wavenumber range of ±0.7 cm−1 around the line center. Thereby, the algorithm as-

sumes no population to be present in higher vibrational states than v = 12 for vi = 11

and v = 16 for vi = 16 and above a maximum rotational state Jmax that depends on

the incidence translation energy.1 The number of non–overlapping lines decreases for

higher incidence translational energies (because rotational distributions become hotter),

lower vibrational states (these are in general at lower wavelength, where more REMPI

bands overlap, see Fig. 6.10) and for higher incidence vibrational states (because more

vibrational states are populated). Nevertheless, by averaging data from different rota-

tional branches similar to the analysis of the experiments for NO (v = 3) scattering,

reasonable rotational state distributions can be obtained for many scattering channels.

In the next step (panel C) the entire REMPI spectrum is fit with predefined rotational

state distributions. For this step, signal and background spectra are binned in intervals

of 1 cm−1. Then, a corrected REMPI spectrum (panel C, black spectrum) is calcu-

lated by multiplying the background spectrum with a factor of 0.8 and subtracting the

result from the signal spectrum. The factor of 0.8 accounts for that the dump pulse

also reduces fluorescence with a fluorescence depletion of approximately 20 %. The

fit assumes similar rotational state distributions for all scattered vibrational states be-

longing to one incidence translational energy and orientation.

As a result of the fit, we obtain the relative band intensities of all γ(v′, v′′)–bands in

the probed wavelength range, which are the only variable fitting parameters (panel D).

The different symbols in the figure describe which vibrational state of A 2Σ+ is used

for ionization. Most vibrational states are probed via different γ–bands.

In the next step (panel E), we select always the same set of γ–bands for the final av-

eraging of the data. This set of data was selected according to the criteria that 1) the

γ–bands have strong Franck–Condon factors, 2) a large fraction of the band falls within

the detected wavelength range, and 3) the bands are not too strongly overlapped with

other REMPI bands. The determination of vibrational state distributions with this set

of REMPI bands has been tested in a control experiment (140). In this experiment, we

1We first assumed very high values Jmax and later tightened this constraint in case no population

at high J values was observed. This way more lines are treated as non–overlapping and we obtain more

data points in the rotational state distributions.
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generated a known vibrational state distribution via Franck–Condon pumping, mean-

ing that we optically pumped the B2Π1/2(v′ = 3, J = 0.5) state of NO with one of

the home–built OPO laser systems. The B2Π1/2(v′ = 3, J = 0.5) state then fluoresces

to the electronic ground state and creates a vibrational state distribution according to

the emission coefficients of the X2ΠΩ(v′′) ← B2Π1/2(v′ = 3, J = 0.5) bands. We then

probed population in X2Π(v′′) (which is generated in the rotational states J = 0.5 and

1.5 due to the selection rule ∆J = ±1) via the γ(v′, v′′)–REMPI bands. We managed to

obtain good agreement between calculated and measured vibrational state distributions

without correcting the REMPI signal for Franck–Condon factors. This corresponds to

the assumption of saturating the first step of the (1 + 1) REMPI scheme and having

the same ionization cross sections for the different selected bands.

In the last step of the analysis (panel F), we average the band intensities of the selected

bands. Furthermore, we apply a density–to–flux correction based on ro–vibrational

state dependent velocity distributions which have recently been measured in our labo-

ratory by Bastian Krüger.1 The effect of the correction to relative population of a final

vibrational state is typically smaller than 20%.

6.2.4 Incidence translational energy dependence of the vibrational

relaxation

Fig. 6.12 shows vibrational state distributions of NO after scattering from Au(111)

with an isotropic incidence angular orientation distribution, for two different incidence

vibrational states (vi = 16 and 11) and at five different incidence translational energies.

There are several important trends in the vibrational state distributions:

1. The vibrational state distributions both for vi = 11 and 16 are remarkably similar

in a sense, that they peak at around v = 5–6, largely independent of the incidence

translational energy Ei
trans.

2. The vibrational relaxation probability for vi = 11 (meaning the loss of at least one

quantum of vibrational energy) strongly increases with the incidence translational

1The measurement of speed distributions involved changes to the experimental setup, including a

new MCP detector, a translation stage for the REMPI laser and larger windows on the surface chamber

to perform optical pumping closer to the surface. We previously (6) published data using a density–

to–flux correction based on an extrapolation of data from vi = 3 scattering measured by Golibrzuch et

al. (10, 149).
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Figure 6.12: Vibrational state distributions – Final vibrational state distributions

of NO scattered from Au(111) with different incidence vibrational states vi (vi = 16 in the

top panel and vi = 11 in the bottom panel) and at different incidence translational energies

(given as figure legends). The error bars give an estimate of the error (90 % confidence

interval) in each vibrational state. The error bars are calculated from comparing results

calculated for different γ(v′, v′′)–bands probing the same vibrational state v′′. For v′′ = 2

in vi = 11 and v′′ = 2, 3 in vi = 16 only one γ(v′, v′′)–band was scanned and the error bars

represent an estimated error.
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energy, also see Fig. 6.13. This effect is very similar to the results for the scattering

of NO(vi = 3).

3. For vi = 16, the relaxation probability is almost always near 100 % within the

experimental error. For this very high incidence vibrational state, the scatter-

ing produces always the same vibrational state distributions, regardless of the

incidence translational energy.

Fig. 6.13 shows the relaxation probability as function of the incidence vibrational state

and the incidence translational energy. Incidence vibrational as well as translational

energy enhance the vibrational relaxation.
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Figure 6.13: Relaxation probability – Probability of loosing at least one quantum

of vibrational energy upon collision with Au(111) for NO molecules initially prepared in

different vibrational states vi as function of the incidence translational energy Etrans. The

data for vi = 3 is taken from Ref. (10) and has been shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.9

on page 22 of this thesis. The lines are drawn to guide the eye. The calculation of the

relaxation probability assumes that no population is transferred to vibrational states that

are not detected in the experiment (v = 0 for vi = 3 and v = 0, 1 for vi = 16, 11).
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)

6.2.5 Orientation dependence of the vibrational relaxation

Fig. 6.14 shows how the incidence orientation effects the scattered vibrational state

distributions. For vi = 11 (Fig. 6.14 B) vibrational relaxation is clearly enhanced by

an N–atom first orientation. This is consistent with our previous results for vi = 3.

Interestingly, this effect disappears completely when molecules are prepared in the very

high vibrational state vi = 16 (Fig. 6.14 A). In this case, the driving force towards

vibrational relaxation becomes that strong, that the incidence orientation — as well as

the incidence translational energy — are less crucial.

The inset of Fig. 6.14B shows the orientation dependent vibrational relaxation prob-

ability as function of the incidence translational energy. This data is based on the

analysis of short REMPI scans probing only the γ(3, 11)–band around 310 nm (140)

and orientation dependent relaxation probabilites were calculated using the relaxation

probabilities for isotropically oriented molecules (Fig. 6.13) as a reference. The effect of

the orientation on the relaxation probability clearly decreases with increasing incidence

translational energy.

A peculiarity about the data presented in Fig. 6.14 is that the sum of the populations

P (v) in the detected vibrational states is not equal for both incidence orientations.

Instead, for vi = 11 the sum
∑11

v=2 P (v) is by a factor of 1.15 higher for molecules

oriented with the O–atom towards the surface compared to molecules oriented with the

N–atom towards the surface. The same trend is observed for vi = 16 and the summed

populations
∑16

v=2 P (v) differ by a factor of 1.20 for the two incidence orientations.1

These population differences are too large to be within the experimental error. The

data thus suggests, that there is at least a 20 % channel of collision events not detected

in the experiment. A possible channel would be bond dissociation. I will discuss this

idea in section 6.3.4.

1Without density–to–flux correction the given factors are even larger (1.17 for vi = 11 and 1.21 for

vi = 16). Similar factors are obtained by simply integrating the REMPI spectra over the entire scanned

wavelength range (1.23 for vi = 11 and 1.17 for vi = 16), although the later treatment is not entirely

methodologically sound, because some vibrational states are probed by more γ–bands than others.
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Figure 6.14: Orientation dependent vibrational state distributions – Final vi-

brational state distributions of highly vibrationally excited NO (vi = 16 and vi = 11 in the

top and bottom panels, respectively) scattering from Au(111) as function of the incidence

orientation. Molecules are preferentially oriented with the O–atom (red triangles) or the

N–atom (blue circles) towards the surface. Population distributions are not normalized.

The inset in (B) shows the orientation–dependent relaxation probability as function of the

incidence translational energy. The black squares, red triangles, and blue circles indicate

isotropic orientation, O–first orientation and N–first orientation, respectively.
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6.2.6 Rotational state distributions: Rotational rainbow scattering

and rotational cooling upon vibrational relaxation

Fig. 6.15 shows experimental rotational state distributions (and corresponding mean ro-

tational energies) produced by collisions of NO X2Π1/2(v = 11, J = 0.5) with Au(111)

with different incidence translational energies as probed in different scattered vibra-

tional states. This data is based on fitting individual rotational lines in the REMPI

spectra. Rotational state distributions shown in the left panel panel are based on an

analysis of the γ(3, 11), γ(1, 8) and γ(1, 6) bands for the scattered vibrational states

v = 11, 8 and 6, respectively.

Similar to our observations for vi = 3, measured rotational state distributions are highly
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Figure 6.15: Rotational excitation as function of the incidence translational

energy and the scattered vibrational state – left: Rotational state distributions

generated by collisions of NO X2Π1/2(v = 11, J = 0.5) with Au(111) probed in different

scattered vibrational states v = 11 (upper panel), v = 8 (middle panel), v = 6 (lower

panel) and for three different incidence translational energies 0.51 eV (black triangles),

0.14 eV (blue circles) and 0.05 eV (red squares). The lines are drawn to guide the eye.

right: Mean scattered rotational energy as function of the final vibrational state and for

different incidence translational energies.
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non–thermal and we observe a pronounced rotational rainbow structure. The O–first

rotational rainbow (at high J) is most strongly pronounced in the vibrational elastic

channel (in this case v = 11→ 11). It reduces in the v = 11→ 8 channel and is almost

non–existent in the v = 11 → 6 scattering channel. In general, the loss of vibrational

quanta is accompanied by a decrease of rotational excitation (rotational cooling upon

vibrational relaxation). Molecules scattering under conditions where they transfer more

vibrational energy to the surface at the same time take up less rotational energy from

their incidence translation. Here, the data for the lowest incidence translational energy

of 0.04 eV is an exception and the rotational excitation is almost independent of the

detected vibrational state.

Fig. 6.16 shows the rotational state distributions when the NO molecules in X2Π1/2(v =

11, J = 0.5) are scattered with an N–atom first or O–atom first incidence angular ori-

entation distribution. The shown data belongs to the measurement with an incidence

translational energy of 0.51 eV.

In particular for the vibrational elastic channel, the incidence angular distribution has

a strong effect of the scattered rotational state distributions. The O–first rotational

rainbow in the v = 11→ 11 channel is strongly enhanced by collisions when scattering

the NO molecules with the O–atom first. Again, the rotational rainbow structure can

also be observed in the vibrationally relaxed channels (e.g. the v = 11 → 8 channel).

However, difference in rotational excitation between the initially oriented molecules

decreases with increasing loss of vibrational energy to the surface.
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Figure 6.16: Orientation dependence of the rotational state distributions –

left: Rotational state distributions as influenced by the angular distribution when NO

X2Π1/2(vi = 11, J = 0.5) scatters from the Au(111) surface with 0.51 eV incidence trans-

lational energy. The different panels (from top to bottom) correspond to the rotational

state distributions probed in three different scattered vibrational states (v = 11, 8, and 6).

Molecules in the incident molecular beam were preferentially oriented with the O–atom

towards the surface (red squares), the N–atom towards the surface (blue circles) or have

been scattered with an isotropic incidence angular molecular distribution (green triangles).

The lines are drawn to guide the eye. right: Orientation–dependent mean rotational en-

ergies as function of the final vibrational state (again for 0.51 eV incidence translational

energy).
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6.3 Discussion

6.3 Discussion

6.3.1 Vibrational relaxation in the framework of an electron transfer

model

The results for the vibrational state distributions of NO scattering from Au(111) unam-

biguously show, that the vibrational relaxation is enhanced by incidence vibrational as

well as translational excitation and N–atom first orientation of the scattering molecule.

These trends can be qualitatively understood by analysing semi–empirical model po-

tentials of NO and NO− species near the surface (see Fig. 6.17) following the work of

White et al.(152). The plotted neutral NO/Au(111) potential uses parameters devel-

oped for the NO-Ag(111) interaction and is modified to fit the position of the potential

energy well for NO approaching a Au(111) surface at an hexagonal close-packed hollow

site (1.82 Å, reported in Ref. (67)). Details on the potentials can be found in the

supplementary material of Ref. (6). The interaction of the anionic species with the

surface is approximated by the image charge effect (equation 2.12 on page 15). The en-

ergetically most advantageous bond length for electron transfer is at the outer classical

turning point of the vibration.(2) These bond seperations are thus used in the panels of

Fig. 6.17. This treatment of vibrationally excited molecules as stretched molecules(117)

is justified by the high probability density near the classical outer turning point. The

anionic potential is strongly affected by the orientation, since the lowest unoccupied

molecular orbital (LUMO) of NO has a higher probability density on the N–atom than

on the O–atom (according to density functional theory, 30 % of the electronic charge

is located an the O–atom (153)).

This simple analysis suggests, that there is an energetic barrier towards electron trans-

fer, when the NO molecule approaches the surface. See Fig. 6.17. Within this model,

the barrier towards ET ranges from 0.7 eV to 0.1 eV between vi = 3 and vi = 16

and is always higher for O–atom first orientation than for N–atom first orientation. It

does not only explain the observations that incidence vibrational energy and N–atom

first orientation (at least for vi = 3 and vi = 11) promote the electron–transfer driven

vibrational relaxation, but also the enhancement at increased incidence translational

energy. The incidence translational energy helps in ascending the barrier towards ET.

Independently of this energetic argumentation, the enhancement of the vibrational

relaxation by N–atom first collisions is also supported by the steric argument, that
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Figure 6.17: Vibrational relaxation in the framework of an electron transfer

model – The figure shows semi–empirical model potentials for NO and NO− species in the

vicinity of the metal surface. The different panels describe the energetics with NO bonds

length restricted to the outer classical turning points of the molecule’s vibration in the

incidence vibrational states vi = 3 (left panel), vi = 11 (middle panel) and vi = 16 (right

panel). The curves are constructed following the lines of White et al. (152). The anionic

potentials are strongly orientation dependent and are calculated for orientation angles of

68◦ (expectation value 〈θ〉 for O–atom first orientation, red dash–dotted line), 90◦ (side–on

orientation, green solid line) and 68◦ (〈θ〉 for O–atom first orientation, blue dotted line). In

principle, the neutral potential (black line) is also orientation dependent, which is however

much weaker than for the ionic curves and has thus been omitted in the figure. Figure

from Ref. (6).
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electron transfer requires an orbital overlap between occupied orbitals in the metal (or

occupied electronic bands in the terms of solid state physics) and the N–atom centered

π∗–LUMO of the NO molecule. The observation that vibrational state distributions

among the relaxed vibrational states for the scattering of vi = 16 and 11 might indi-

cate, that the collision always generates the same vibrational state distributions once

the barrier towards ET has been crossed. The observation that vibrational relaxation is

not affected by the molecules orientation and incidence translational energy for vi = 16

and the relaxation probability approaches 100 % can be attributed to the vanishing of

the barrier for this very high vibrational state. This means, that there is a complex

interplay between the factors of the incidence vibrational energy, translational energy

and orientation that all affect the probability of the transient electron transfer that

underlies the vibrational relaxation.

One of the referees of our publication (6) argued, that the electron can also tunnel

through the barrier and that the barrier width would affect the tunnelling probability.

However, the width of barrier is also smallest near the curve crossing and the trends

for tunnelling are qualitatively expected to be similar to those for crossing the barrier

classically.

6.3.2 Rotational rainbows and the origin of rotational cooling

A particularly interesting finding in the scattered rotational state distributions is that

molecules loosing vibrational energy during the collision generally have less rotational

excitation than molecules scattered without vibrational energy loss. This rotational

cooling upon vibrational relaxation is highly counter–intuitive, because one might ex-

pect that the collision leads to an energy transfer from incidence vibration to scattered

rotation. I will show that the observed rotational state distributions can be ratio-

nalized with classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, if it is assumed that the

rotational excitation and the vibrational relaxation are —at least to a first approxima-

tion — energetically decoupled. Instead, the vibrational relaxation only acts as filter

to the rotational state distributions.

Fig. 6.18 shows results from MD simulations treating the NO molecule as a rigid ro-

tor on the empirical orientation dependent potential V (z, θ) from Ref. (87). This

strongly asymmetric potential — which was developed by fitting experimental rota-

tional state distributions for the (orientation dependent) scattering of NO (v = 0→ 0)
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)

from Ag(111) — has the functional form

V (z, θ)/eV =
10

((z/a0) + 0.16 cos θ + 0.16 cos2 θ)8 (6.5)

− 1

((z/a0) + 0.2 cos θ)3 − exp

[
−
(

4

(z/a0)
− 1

)2
]

5

(z/a0)4 ,

where a0 is the Bohr radius. A contour plot of the potential is shown in Fig. 2.17

(page 36 of this thesis).

Panel A of Fig. 6.18 shows the rotational angular momentum for five different incidence

translational energies (I chose the energies used for the vi = 3 scattering experiments) as

function of the orientation angle θ. Each angular momentum corresponds to a specific

rotational energy which is given in panel B. At angles θ of 0◦ and 180◦ (corresponding

to O–first and N–first end–on orientations) no angular momentum and thus no rota-

tional excitation is generated by the collisions with the surface. Instead, there are two

extrema at θ ≈ 48◦ and θ ≈ 144◦ where most incidence translation is converted into

scattered rotation. The exact rotational state distributions predicted by the simula-

tion depend on the combination of 1) the rotational energy as function of θ (panel B)

and 2) the incidence angular distribution in the experiment. The incidence angular

distributions for isotropic as well as pre–oriented (the shown angular distributions for

oriented molecules correspond to the high–field limit) molecules have been calculated

earlier in this thesis (section 4) and are given in panel C. Panel D of Fig. 6.18 shows

the calculated rotational state distribution, in case a molecular beam with isotropic

incidence angular distribution scatters from the surface. The rotational state distribu-

tions have a component dominated by collisions with incident angles > 90◦ (J ≈ 0–12,

the N–first rotational rainbow) and a second component mostly generated from colli-

sions with incident angles > 90◦ (high J , O–first rotational rainbow). Both rotational

rainbows shift to higher J with increasing incidence translational energy, although this

effect is more pronounced for the O–first rotational rainbow.

Up to this point in the discussion, I basically reviewed how rotational state distributions

were explained in 1991 and the new question is what happens in case molecules change

their vibrational state. The simplest assumption is that the vibrational relaxation (in

which energy is transferred from the vibration of the molecule to electronic degrees of

freedom in the metal) is an effect completely decoupled from the rotational excitation
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Figure 6.18: Explanation of the rotational rainbows and rotational cooling –

Classical molecular dynamics simulations using the VSW–potential V (z, θ) developed for

the scattering of NO from Ag(111). A filtering effect for the orientation angle θ can explain

rotational cooling upon vibrational relaxation. The different panels are described in the

text.
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)

(in which translational energy of the molecule is converted to scattered rotational en-

ergy). Both effects however depend strongly on the incidence orientation. This means,

that the vibrational relaxation could act as an angular filter to the rotational state

distributions.

As a simple example, panels E and F of Fig. 6.18 show rotational state distributions

generated assuming that all molecules with an incidence angle θ in a range of θ = 0◦..90◦

scatter from the surface without vibrational relaxation (panel E) and all other molecules

(θ = 90◦..180◦) relax to a lower vibrational state (panel E). In this case, the scattering

experiment is expected to generate a very hot rotational state distribution in the vibra-

tionally elastic channel and a very cold rotational state distribution in the vibrational

inelastic channel. The later of these effects corresponds to the rotational cooling upon

vibrational relaxation and the first effect could in analogy be labelled rotational heating

upon vibrational non–relaxation. This concept is also described in Fig. 6.19.

The predictions of this simple model agree well with our experimental observations. For

N-atom first O-atom first

li�le rotational excitation

large vibrational relaxation

large rotational excitation

li�le vibrational relaxation

Figure 6.19: Rotational cooling in vibrational relaxation of NO scattering from

Au(111). – N–atom first collisions lead to more effective vibrational relaxation but less

rotational excitation. In contrast, O–atom first collisions lead to more rotational excitation

but less probable vibrational relaxation.

vi = 3, the rotational state distributions in vs = 3 show pronounced O–first rotational

rainbows, as this state has enhanced population from O–first collisions. As opposed to

this, molecules scattered in the v = 3 → 2 channel have small rotational excitation as

this channel is almost exclusively populated collisions with N–atom first orientation. A

very similar argumentation can be used to explain the rotational state distributions for
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6.3 Discussion

vi = 11 (see Fig. 6.15 and 6.16). Here, N–atom first collisions again favour strong vi-

brational relaxation and small rotational excitation. When it is assumed, that the loss

of an increasing number of vibrational states ∆v during the collisions imposes stronger

constraints to the angular orientation distributions of relaxing molecules, this concept

can also explain, that the mean rotational energy decreases with increasing ∆v.

6.3.3 Dynamical steering at low translational energy

An important question in gas–surface (as well as gas phase) reaction dynamics is

whether a molecule that approaches a surface (another molecule) in a certain specific

geometry is reoriented to a different geometry due to long–range interaction forces.

This effect is known as dynamical steering and can have strong impact on chemical

reactivity.

As an example from the gas phase, it was observed that the Cl + HD reaction strongly

favors DCl formation over HCl formation. This result could only be reproduced by

quantum mechanical calculations, in case steering effects due to van der Waals inter-

actions were taken into account. The calculations suggest that in case the Cl atom ap-

proaches the D atom first, the reaction predominantly generates the DCl + H product.

However, when the Cl atom approaches the H atom first, van der Waals interactions

steer the system towards perpendicular geometries, which are less reactive.(154)

In gas–surface dynamics, dynamcial steering is more difficult to investigate due to

the multi–dimensionality of the systems. Nevertheless, dynamical steering effects are

blieved to be important. For example, the enhanced dissociation probability of H2 at

Pd(100) for an incidence translational energy of 0.02 eV compared to the probability

at 0.25 eV, has been explained by a dynamical steering effect at the lower incidence

translation, which steers molecules approaching a surface over an on–top site to a hol-

low site. At the higher incidence translation, the interacation time is too short for this

steering to occur and the reactivity decreases.(111, 155, 156)

A different type of dynamical steering would be, intermolecular forces steering an ap-

proachung molecule to a different molecular orientation with respect to the surface

(described by the orientation angle θ). Indeed, there are indications, that (at least)

this type of dynamical steering occurs at low incidence translational energy in the ex-

periment described in this thesis.
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)

Fig. 6.7 shows that the asymmetry parameter in the v = 3 → 2 and v = 3 → 1 chan-

nels is constant over the range of incidence translational energies between 0.27 eV and

0.89 eV, but drops significantly for the lowest incidence energy of 0.08 eV. This result

is very suprising, because there is no reason to believe that the electron transfer driven

vibrational relaxation becomes independent of the incidence molecular orientation at

the lowest incidence translation. Another interesting observation at this lowest inci-

dence translational energy is that the rotational temperature (Fig. 6.6) as well as the

relative populations of the different spin–orbit states (Fig. 6.8) become independent of

the molecular orientation. Furthermore, there is hardly any O–first rotational rainbow

that can be observed in the rotational state distributions of the v = 3 → 3 channel at

this translational energy (panel (e) of Fig. 6.5).1 These observations point towards a

picture, in which the incident orientation determined by the electric Stark field (which

is weak compared to any inter–molecular forces) are diminished. This is likely to be

the result of a dynamical steering process.

Of course, at very low incidence translational energy, molecules also have a probability

to undergo trapping followed by desorption. Experiments from Wodtke et al. for NO

scattering from Au(111) in vi = 2 show that trapping is unimportant above 0.3 eV,

but is significant at lower incidence translational energy (0.1–0.26 eV).(157) The fate

of these trapped molecules, e.g. their probabilities of loosing vibrational energy to the

surface is not yet well understood. The trapping channel is thus a dark channel that

could also be orientation dependent and might effect the detected vibrational state

distributions in a manner that is difficult to predict.

6.3.4 The possibility of NO bond dissociation

Another important question is whether the scattering of highly vibrationally excited

NO from Au(111) involves a reaction channel in which NO molecules dissociate. Even

in cases, where molecules only approach the barrier towards disscociation, this might be

important to the reaction dynamics. For the interaction of H2 at Cu(111) it has been

1The maximum of this O–first rotational rainbow is predicted to be at around J = 18.5 and the N–

first rotational rainbow at J ≈ 10.5 according to the classical MD simulations. The broadening of the

rotational rainbow structure, e.g. due to quantum effects, thermal motion of the surface atoms, surface

corrugation and the velocity spread in the incident molecular beam (∆E/E ≈ 15%) might make it

difficult to clearly distinguish these roational rainbows. Nevertheless, the rotational state distributions

should be different for the opposite incidence orientations.
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shown, that vibrational energy transfer can be enhanced by trajectories that traverse

but do not cross the transition state towards dissociation.(158)

As stated in section 6.2.5, a peculiarity of the experimental data for the scattering of

oriented, highly vibrationally excited NO was, that the sum of the detected populations

between v = 2 and v = 11 (as well as the sum between v = 2 and v = 16 for vi = 16)

did not match for the different orientations. The extrapolation of the vibrational state

distributions to v = 0 as well as theoretical work (66) indicate, that the states v = 0

and v = 1 have rather small populations. Furthermore, the orientation experiments

were performed at translational energies (0.5 eV) where trapping is thought to be

unimportant.(157) This suggests, that the population mismatch might be the result of

a reaction channel in which NO molecules dissociate upon the collision. In this regard,

it is interesting that a recent DFT study (159) reported a calculated dissociation barrier

of NO on Au(111) of 3.4 eV. An NO molecule in vi = 16 has a vibrational energy of

3.3 eV (2.4 eV for vi = 11). Adding the translational energy of 0.5 eV yields a total

energy of 3.8 eV (2.9 eV for vi = 11), which is comparable to the calculated dissociation

energy.

So far, we have not managed to directly probe NO bond dissociation. Dissociation is

difficult to detect with Auger electron spectroscopy, because the relevant species have

very high desorption rates even at liquid nitrogen temperature (N2 on Au(111) desorbs

at circa 40 K in a temperature programmed desorption experiment (160)). We also

tried to find an N2 (2+1) REMPI signal by ionizing via a′′1Σ+
g ← X1Σ+

g (161) at 202–

203 nm. Unfortunately, this REMPI signal is superposed by a strong background from

non–resonant NO ionization. In principle, NO+ and N+
2 ions can be separated in the

ion detection due to their different mass to charge ratio. The time–of–flight resolution

in the experiment was however insufficient for signal separation.

6.3.5 A brief comparison to theoretical models

6.3.5.1 Independent electron surface hopping (IESH) model from the Tully

group

The computer code for the calculations from Shenvi et al. (see section 2.4.3), which

were able to reproduce the vibrational state distribution for NO 2Π1/2(v = 15) scat-

tering from Au(111) at a translational energy of 0.05 eV (the Huang experiment) is
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)

available to our group. Calculations published by Shenvi et al. (2) used the independent

electron surface hopping (IESH) algorithm to calculate trajectories and to account for

electronically non–adiabatic effects. However, the code also includes implementations

for molecular dynamics with electronic friction (MDEF) and adiabatic molecular dy-

namics simulations and all three methods use the same PES(s). We recently published

(7) a comparison of our experimental vibrational state distribtions to calculations with

these methods.

Even prior to this new publication, some problems with the model were apparent. In

particular, Golibrzuch et al. have shown, that calculations on the PES from Shenvi et

al. predict a high number of multi–bounce collisions even at elevated incidence transla-

tional energies.(56) This is in disagreement with experimental observations, in partic-

ular at high scattered translational energies(10), where molecules scatter with narrow

angular distributions that peak at specular scattering (10). In addition, — with regard

to this work — also the observation of pronounced rotational rainbow structure in the

rotational state distributions cannot be explained by multi–bounce events. Golibrzuch

et al. thus called the high number of multi–bounce collisions in the calculations a

“multi–bounce artefact” and suggested, that it results from “subtle errors in the adi-

abatic interaction potential”. They furthermore showed that an improved agreement

between experimental and theoretical results can be obtained by simply filtering only

the single–bounce collisions from the theoretical calculations (provisional multi–bounce

correction).(56)

Fig. 6.20 compares experimental vibrational state distributions at two different in-

cidence translational energies to calculations using IESH and MDEF algorithms, re-

spectively. Results are given with and without applying the provisional multi–bounce

correction. It is found that both calculations strongly underestimate the effective-

ness of vibrational relaxation, regardless of whether all trajectories are included in the

evaluation or only single–bounce trajectories are evaluated. At high incidence transla-

tional energy, the number of multi-bounce collisions in the IESH calculations is small

anyhow (at Ei
trans = 1 eV, approximately 2/3 of the trajectories exhibit single–bounce

collisions and most other trajectories exhibit double–bounce collisions). Furthermore,

the calculated probability of vibrational relaxation decreases with increasing incidence

translation. This is the opposite trend observed in the experiment. In this light, the
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Figure 6.20: Comparison of experimental vibrational state distributions to the-

oretical calculations – IESH and MDEF calculations underestimate the effectivness of

vibrational relaxation for higher vibrational states (vi = 11 and vi = 16) at elevated in-

cidence translational energy. Open symbols indicate calculated vibrational state distribu-

tions in case only single–bounce trajectories are filtered from the calculation. Calculations

have been performed by C. Bartels. Adapted with permission from (7). Copyright 2015

American Chemical Society.
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agreement between experiment and theory at low incidence translational energy ap-

pears coincidental.

The prediction of Shenvi et al.(2) that — according to the IESH calculations — the

vibrational relaxation should be strongly dependent on the molecule’s orientation was

part of the motivation to investigate this effect experimentally. Fig. 6.21 compares IESH

calculations for oriented molecules to experimental data for the scattering of NO(v = 3)

at high translational energy, where strong orientation effects have been observed in the

experiment. The left panels (A–C) show the vibrational state distributions. Panel A

shows the results of an IESH calculation performed with starting geometries where

orientation angles in the range of 0..30◦ (O–first orientation) and 150..180◦ (N–first

orientation) were selected from a superset of randomly oriented molecules. In this case,

the calculated results agree with the experimental data (panel C) in that the vibra-

tional relaxation is strongly enhanced by an N–atom first orientation. However, in

panel B) the correct incidence angular distributions as used in the experiment were

chosen (compare Fig. 4.8 on page 65). In this case, the orientation dependence of the

vibrational relaxation is almost entirely lost. This means, that the IESH calculations

qualitatively predict the correct orientation dependence of the relaxation rates, but do

not agree with the experimental data under more realistic scattering conditions.

A similar behaviour is found when comparing experimental and calculated rotational

state distributions. Calculations with orientation angles in the range of 0..30◦ and

150..180◦ (N–first orientation) (panel D) give the same qualitative trends as the ex-

periment (panel F): O–first collisions produce much higher rotational excitation than

N–first collisions. The effect is however completely lost, when correct incidence angular

distributions are used for the calculations.

In summary, the comparison between the IESH theory and the experiment clearly

show severe disagreement regarding vibrational as well as rotational state distribu-

tions. What are possible reasons for this disagreement? As discussed in Ref. (7), the

computational approach consists of two major parts: 1) the construction of the PES

(or PESs) and 2) the (non–adiabatic) propagation.

The comparison of computational and experimental results suggest, that there are

major problems with the PES. Calculations on the currently implemented PES pro-

duce the multi–bounce artefact independently of whether the propagation is performed
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Figure 6.21: Comparison of IESH calculations to experimental data for the

scattering of NO v = 3 from Au(111) – (left) Comparison betweeen calculated and

experimental vibrational state distributions for NO(v = 3 → v) scattering. (right) Com-

parison of theory and experiment for the rotational state distributions generated in the

vibrationally elastic v = 3 → 3 scattering channel. Red colour indicates O–first orienta-

tion, while blue colour indicated N–first orientation. The different panels are described in

the text. Calculations have been performed by Christof Bartels.
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)

adiabatically or non–adiabatically. Furthermore, the rotational rainbow structure is

(at least under realistic incident angular distributions) not captured. The adiabatic

PES for the calculations was constructed by fitting energy values from DFT (PW91

functional).(67, 70) DFT has difficulties in describing electron transfer, because the

electrons are treated as a fluid. Furthermore, recent results (162) suggest severe prob-

lems in the fit of the DFT data, because results from ab initio molecular dynamics

differ significantly from calculations with the fitted PES.

Due to these deficiencies in the PES, it is too early to answer the question, whether

part 2) of the calculation — the non–adiabatic propagation — is in general capable of

describing the large vibrational energy transfer observed in the experiment, especially

at high incidence translational energy.

6.3.5.2 Electronic friction (EF) model from the Saalfrank group

The IESH calculations discussed in last last subsection are not the only theoretical

work predicting the wrong trend on how the vibrational energy transfer depends on

the incidence translational energy. Based on a two–dimensional V (z, r)1, quantum

mechanical study with electronic friction (EF), Monturet and Saalfrank also suggested,

that the vibrational relaxation should decrease with incidence translational energy (see

section 2.4.3).(69) The reason for this prediction was that the lower translational energy

increases the interaction time between the molecule and the surface. Within the EF

model, the vibrational relaxation is calculated as a rate Γv→v−1. In the harmonic

version of the theory, the relaxation occurs stepwise (∆v = −1) and the rate constants

are related via

Γv→v−1 = vΓ1→0. (6.6)

The experimental observation, that the vibrational relaxation becomes more effective

with increasing translational energy, can thus only be explained in case the vibrational

rate constants strongly depend on the incidence translational energy.

6.3.5.3 Monte Carlo wave packet study from Li and Guo

An older study published in 2006 is a Monte Carlo wave packet study from Li and

Guo.(66) The Monte Carlo study allows a wave packet to jump between a neutral and

1z is the molecule–surface distance and r the NO bond length.
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an anionic state to account for electron–transfer and uses two–dimensional, empirical

PESs V (z, r). The authors of this work state, that their model is rather empirical.(66)

Interestingly, the model nevertheless made some very reasonable predictions regarding

the incidence energy of translation dependence of the vibrational relaxation. In par-

ticular, the authors calculated vibrational state distributions for vi = 2 and vi = 15 at

different incidence translational energies, which are qualitatively in fairly good agree-

ment with our vibrational state distributions for vi = 3 and vi = 16, respectively (see

Fig. 8 of Ref. (66)). In particular, it was correctly predicted, that the vibrational energy

transfer is promoted by incidence translation Ei
trans for low incidence vibrational states

(vi = 2) and becomes independent of Ei
trans for vi = 15. The authors explained this

behaviour arguing with the energetics of the underlying electron transfer very similar

to our argumentation in section 6.3. They analyzed the crossing seam between neutral

and anionic PESs and discuss the vibrational relaxation in terms of an energetic barrier

towards electron transfer.1 An interesting feature of their model is that it yields the

number of electron jumps in each collision trajectory. For vi = 15 the wave–packet

jumps between neutral and anionic states several times. As opposed to this, vi = 2

collisions only have a 20% change for an electron jump to occur at all. This means,

that the vibrational relaxation (for high vibrational states) is a multiple ET reaction

within this model.

6.4 Conclusions

The new experimental work for scattering of vibrationally excited NO from Au(111)

shows that incidence translational energy, N–first molecular orientation and incidence

vibrational energy drastically promote the vibrational energy transfer. These results

can be understood by treating the vibrational relaxation as a process driven by transient

electron transfer (ET). The complex interplay of the control parameters (vibrational,

translational energy and orientation) results from the energetics of this ET process.

Furthermore, collisions of NO with the surface produce strongly non–thermal rotational

state distributions with pronounced rotational rainbow structure. The rotational state

distributions are the result of a strongly anisotropic NO/Au(111) interaction potential

1I actually overlooked the work from Li an Guo prior to the literature search for this PhD thesis.

I apologize to the authors for not citing their work in my previous publications.
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6. Vibrationally inelastic scattering of oriented NO from Au(111)

and can be modelled with classical molecular dynamics simulations. The effect of the

rotational cooling upon vibrational relaxation is attributed to an anisotropy existing in

the vibrational relaxation rates as well as in the rotational excitation.

The experimental data of this work further provides indications for a dynamical steer-

ing effect at low incidence translational energy and for a contribution of molecules that

undergo bond dissociation.

So far, there exists no theoretical model capable of accurately predicting ro–vibrational

state distributions under the various incidence conditions tested in this work. The cur-

rent implementation of the only model with 6 degrees of freedom — which could thus

in principle achieve this goal — seems to have major deficiencies in the adiabatic PES.

These problems need to be solved before further conclusions can be made. The two

dimensional study from Le and Guo accurately predicted the correct incidence energy

of translation dependence of the vibrational relaxation. The study suggest that the

vibrational relaxation of highly vibrationally excited NO scattering from Au(111) is

the result of multiple electron transfer events.
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Production of a molecular beam

of highly vibrationally excited

CO using perturbations

The interesting dynamics of highly vibrationally excited NO upon collisions with a

Au(111) surface lead to the desire of extending these experiments to other diatomic

molecules. Here, the CO molecule is an attractive candidate and its dynamics in gas–

surface interactions in low vibrational states have been extensively studied.(45, 163)

We thus developed a new approach, that we call pump–pump–perturb and dump (P3D),

which allows for the generation of an intense molecular beam of CO X1Σ+ in high

vibrational states (we tested the generation of v = 17 and v = 18). The approach

uses the effect of intensity borrowing from molecular perturbations in order to transfer

population to the vibrationally excited target state by multi–step optical pumping

via formally dipole forbidden singlet–triplet electronic transitions. The success of the

approach is demonstrated by laser induced fluorescence and REMPI spectroscopy. The

idea for the project originates from Prof. Robert W. Field, who spend part of his

sabbatical in 2011/2012 in Göttingen and helped in developing the pumping scheme

and understanding the experimental data. We published some of the content from this

chapter in J. Chem. Phys.(11).
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7. Production of a molecular beam of highly vibrationally excited CO
using perturbations

7.1 Introduction and description of the concept

Molecular beam scattering is a key experimental technique for studying quantum–state

resolved gas phase as well as gas–surface reaction dynamics.(164, 165, 166, 167) Since

the development of Stimulated Emission Pumping (SEP)(116, 117), it is also possible

to study the dynamics of molecules carrying several eV of vibrational energy. SEP

has been proven to be a very successful technique to study the spectroscopy of excited

molecules including I2, C2H2, CH2O, NO, HCN, H(or D)FCO, HCP, Tropolone, CS2,

SO2, SCCl2, CH2O, HCO, and O2 (see Ref.(11, 117, 168) and references therein). The

use of SEP to excite molecules to higher vibrational states with high molecular beam

densities in order to perform scattering experiments with surfaces or other gas phase

molecules has so far only been demonstrated with a much smaller number of molecules:

O2, NO, and CH2O.

With respect to the CO molecule, highly vibrationally excited molecules in the elec-

tronic ground state X1Σ+ have been generated by electron impact desorption from

transition metal surfaces (169) and by energy pooling of CO molecules adsorbed on

NaCl upon infrared irradiation (170, 171). Of course, both of these methods cannot be

used for a state–specific preparation of highly vibrationally excited CO for scattering

experiments.

Fig. 7.1 shows the optical pumping scheme we used to generate a molecular beam

of highly vibrationally excited CO. The first electronically excited singlet state in

CO is the A1Π state. This electronic state can in principle be directly accessed via

A1Π ← X1Σ+, which is called the 4th–positive system (172) and has a very strong

transition strength (173). Unfortunately, this band lies deep in the vacuum UV and

the generation of tunable, pulsed vacuum UV radiation is experimentally challenging

(it is typically done by four–wave mixing in gas cells). The idea of P3D in the CO

molecule is to use electronic triplet states in multi–step optical pumping. While op-

tical transitions between singlet and triplet states are nominally spin–forbidden, some

transitions can gain significant oscillator strength due to intensity borrowing from

molecular perturbations. Specifically, spin–orbit mixing between a3Π1 and A1Π (re-

mote perturber) allows for accessing the a3Π1 state via Cameron band excitation (174)

a3Π1(v′ = 0)← X1Σ+(v′′ = 0), which we call pump1(λ1) as shown in Fig. 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: P3D concept for CO in a potential energy diagram. – Pump1(λ1)

excites to v = 0 of the metastable triplet state (a3Π1), shown as black arrow. The second

pump step pump2(λ2) (red arrow) excites to a specific roational level of the predominantly

e3Σ−(v = 12) state, which is interacting with A1Π(v = 8) via spin–orbit interaction.

From there, a third laser pulse (dump(λ3)) can be used to enhance emission to a single

ro–vibrational state (v >> 0) in X1Σ+, green arrow. This population can be probed via

(1+1)–REMPI spectroscopy, e.g. via A1Π(v = 8) (blue arrow).
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7. Production of a molecular beam of highly vibrationally excited CO
using perturbations

We then excite to a specific rotational state in e3Σ−(v = 12) via a spin allowed triplet–

triplet transition e3Σ−(v = 12) ← a3Π1(v = 0) (pump2(λ2)). At low J , the predom-

inantly e3Σ−(v = 12) state has significant A1Π(v = 8) character as these states are

near degenerate and interact via spin–orbit interaction. The mixed e3Σ−(v = 12) ∼
A1Π(v = 8) state has a µs–lifetime and emits not only back to a3Π (following the

Franck–Condon factors of the e3Σ−(v = 12)→ a3Π(v) system) , but also to vibrational

states of X1Σ+ (following the Franck–Condon factors of the A1Π(v = 8) → X1Σ+(v)

system). This effect is known as intensity borrowing (175) and is explained in Fig. 7.2.

Similar to SEP, emission to a specific ro–vibrational state in X1Σ+ can be enhanced

with another laser pulse (dump step) and the population can be probed with REMPI

spectroscopy.

7.2 Experimental

A pulsed supersonic molecular beam of rotationally cold CO molecules is generated by

expanding mixtures of CO seeded in a carrier gas as given in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: Different CO/carrier gas mixtures with

the speed and translational energy Etrans of molecular

beams used for testing P3D.

mixture speed / (km/s) Ei
trans / eV

20% CO in Kr 0.34 0.017
20% NO in Ar 0.50 0.037
10% CO in H2 1.45 0.303

In the differential chamber (9 cm downstream from the expansion, see also Fig. 3.1) the

laser beams for the pump1, pump2, and dump steps cross the molecular beam, which

are overlapped in space and time. Population in different vibrational states of X1Σ+

are probed with REMPI spectroscopy in the surface chamber (26 cm distance from the

nozzle).

Figure 7.3 shows an energy diagram describing the optical transitions relevant for P3D

in more detail. The pump1 excitation produces population in CO a3Π1(v = 0, J = 1)

via Cameron band excitation(174), similar to previous work(108, 176). This is done
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Figure 7.2: Explanation of the effect of intensity borrowing – Multistep optical

pumping generates population in the mixed e3Σ−(v = 12) ∼ A1Π(v = 8) state (abbreviated

as e∼A in the figure). This state naturally emits in the visible back to a3Π (visible emission

via the Herman bands). However, the interaction with the A1Π state also leads to a gain of

oscillator strength to the electronic ground state X1Σ+ (UV emission via the 4th positive

system). This effect is known as intenstity borrowing. Unperturbed rotational levels of

A1Π(v = 8) state have a lifetime τ of 10 ns. Unperturbed rotational levels of e3Σ−(v = 12)

have a lifetime of 5 µs. The lifetime of a mixed rotational state lies between these borderline

cases and reflects the strength of the interaction between the zero–th order singlet and

triplet states.
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via either of the transitions

a3Π1(v = 0, J = 1,−, e) λ1←− X1Σ+(v = 0, J = 0,+, e) at λ1 = 206.277 nm, (7.1)

which is the R(0) line (black pump1(λ1) transition in Fig. 7.3) or via the Q(1) line (red

pump1(λ1) transition in Fig. 7.3)

a3Π1(v = 0, J = 1,+, f)
λ1←− X1Σ+(v = 0, J = 1,−, e) at λ1 = 206.293 nm. (7.2)

These transitions can be efficiently pumped with the home–built OPO laser system

(1 mJ/pulse at 3 mm beam diameter). The choice of the excitation transition in the

pump1(λ1) step determines the parity of molecules prepared by P3D, as the parity

selection rule (+)↔ (−)1 strictly holds for all optical pumping steps.

Pump2(λ2) excites CO to e3Σ− via the Herman bands (178),

e3Σ−(v = 12)
λ2←− a3Π1(v = 0, J = 1) at λ2 ≈ 368 nm, (7.3)

to low rotational levels that interact (perturb step) via local spin–orbit interaction with

A1Π(v = 8),

e3Σ−(v = 12) ∼ A1Π(v = 8). (7.4)

The interaction between these states has been documented in the literature (174, 179,

180) and is quantitatively treated in Appendix B.

As already mentioned, the mixed state naturally fluoresces via the Herman bands, and

— due to intensity borrowing — also via the 4th–positive system. The Herman band

emission back to vibrational levels in a3Π lies in the visible and is detected with a pho-

tomultiplier tube (PMT, Hamamatsu R212 UH, 185–650 nm) in combination with a

400 nm longpass filter (Thorlabs FEL0400). Emission to X1Σ+ (4–th positive system)

is detected with a UV sensitive PMT (Hamamatsu R7154, 160–320 nm). The emission

1According to Hougen (177), the rotational levels of all diatomic molecules can be classified as

(+) or (−) according to their total parity, i.e., according to the behavior of the complete molecular

wave function (apart from translation) when the laboratory-fixed Cartesian coordinates of all particles

are replaced by their negatives. Often (also in this thesis) the word parity is sometimes used for the

(e)/(f)–symmetry of a wavefunction (the total parity of the complete wavefunction exclusive of a (−1)J

or (−1)J−1/2 rotational factor for molecules with an even or odd number of electrons, respectively).

For the CO molecule (even number of electrons) (+)–parity states have (e)–symmetry for even J and

(f)–symmetry for odd J . At the same time, (−)–parity states have (f)–symmetry for even J and (e)–

symmetry for odd J . The parity selection rule (+)↔ (−), (+) = (+) and (−) = (−) thus corresponds

to the (e)/(f)–symmetry selection rule (e)↔ (e), (f)↔ (f), (e) = (f).
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Figure 7.3: Energy level diagram and transitions important for P3D in CO

– The pump1(λ1) step excites to the J = 1 level of metastable a3Π1(v = 0). By using

the Q(1) or R(0) transition respectively, the (+) or (−) parity component (only separated

by the Λ–splitting of ∼0.013 cm−1) is accessed. Pump2(λ2) excites to the perturbed

e3Σ−(v = 12) state. Note, that the F2 levels in e3Σ−(v = 12) appear as dark states, as

the spin selection rule ∆Σ = 0 does not allow them to be accessed from a3Π1 (F2 levels

of e3Σ− have Ω = |Σ| = 1 character, whereas the wave functions of F1 and F3 levels

are linear combinations of Ω = Σ = 0 and Ω = |Σ| = 1). The dotted lines indicate

the perturbations between levels of e3Σ−(v = 12) and A1Π(v = 8) relevant to this work,

interacting via spin–orbit interaction. The selection rules for the spin–orbit interaction

are that the interacting states have same J (as for any perturbation), same parity ((+)

or (−)) and ∆Λ = −∆Σ = ±1. Pumping of the perturbed rotational levels accessed in

e3Σ−(v = 12) results in fluorescence to high vibrational states in the electronic ground

state X1Σ+(v � 0) (the exact distribution among vibrational states is given by Franck–

Condon factors times the cubed transition frequency (see Fig. 7.6)) following the selection

rules ∆J = 0,±1 and the parity selection rule (+)↔ (−). These selection rules also apply

for (1+1) REMPI spectroscopy via the predominantly A1Π state, which can be used to

probed the population in X1Σ+. The population in a specific ro–vibrational level in X1Σ+

can be enhanced with a dump laser. The colour coding is consistent with Figs. 7.4 and

7.5. Figure and figure description adapted from (11). Copyright 2012 American Chemical

Society.
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to X1Σ+ follows the Franck–Condon factors (multiplied with the cubed transition fre-

quency) of the A1Π(v = 8)→ X1Σ+(v) system, as shown in Fig. 7.6. In this work, we

probe population generated in the vibrational states v = 17 and v = 18 of X1Σ+ via

(1+1) REMPI spectroscopy,

CO+ + e−
λ4←− A1Π(v = 8)

λ4←− X1Σ+(v = 17, 18) (7.5)

at λ4 ∼ 234 nm for v = 17 and λ4 ∼ 244 nm for v = 18. Population transfer to specific

ro–vibrational states in X1Σ+ can be enhanced in a dump(λ3) step

A1Π(v = 8)
λ3−→ X1Σ+(v � 0), (7.6)

at λ3 ∼ 234 nm for v = 17 and λ3 ∼ 244 nm for v = 18. Pump2(λ2), dump(λ3) and

probe(λ4) steps were performed with different frequency doubled, Nd:YAG pumped

dye lasers (Sirah PRSC–DA–24, CSTR–LG–24, and CSTR–DA–24, respectively). The

CSTR–LG–24 laser was borrowed from the beamer 1 setup. All of them have a 3 GHz

bandwidth. The pump2(λ2) step was performed with a power of 0.5 mJ/pulse (5 mm

beam diameter). The dump and probe steps were both performed with 1 mJ/pulse

at 3 mm and 5 mm beam diameter, respectively. All laser pulses were linearly po-

larized parallel to the plane defined by the molecular beam and the laser beams (p–

polarization).

7.3 Results

The spin–orbit interaction between the e3Σ−(v = 12) and the A1Π(v = 8) state, which

have accidental near degeneracy at low J , can be demonstrated with laser induced flu-

orescence (LIF) spectroscopy (see Fig. 7.4). For these spectra, molecules were pumped

to either the (+) or the (−)–parity components of a3Π1(v = 0, J = 1), and the wave-

length of the pump2(λ2) laser was scanned. Thereby, we either monitored the visible

Herman band emission (fluorescence back to a3Π) or the ground state emission in the

UV (4th positive system). Strong ground state emission (which is only possible due

to intensity borrowing from molecular perturbations) is observed for all pumped tran-

sitions, except for P32(1, e). This is because the e3Σ−(v = 12, J = 0) level accessed

by this transitions cannot interact with A1Π(v = 8) due to the perturbations selection

rule ∆J = 0. This is because A1Π (the A1Π has Λ = 1 and thus has rotational levels
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with J ≥ 1 only) does not have a J = 0 level and the selection rule ∆J = 0 can not

be fulfilled. We also performed similar LIF experiments via e3Σ−(v = 13), where acci-

dental near degeneracies with A1Π are not present at low J (see the orange line in the

perturbation diagram of CO in Fig. B.2 on page 168). In this case, no UV emission to

X1Σ+ was detected, reflecting the absence of intensity borrowing from singlet–triplet

mixing.

The degree of mixing can be further characterized by measuring the lifetimes of the

Figure 7.4: Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) spectra demonstrating the spin–

orbit interaction e3Σ−(v = 12)↔ A1Π(v = 8) – The top panel shows LIF spec-

tra of the e3Σ−(v = 12) ← a3Π1(v = 0) band after excitation to the (−)−parity state

of a3Π1(v = 0) in pump1(λ1); the bottom panel after excitation to the corresponding

(+)−parity state. Fluorescence monitoring visible e3Σ− → a3Π emission is shown as solid

lines, whereas the e3Σ− → X1Σ+ emission to the ground state in the UV is shown as

dashed lines. Interestingly, the P32(1e) line only appears in the visible spectrum, reflecting

the absence of spin–orbit interaction for the J = 0 level accessed by this transition. Note,

that mixed states also have shorter radiative lifetimes τ (given as labels next to the tran-

sitions) compared to the deperturbed lifetime of 5 µs for the e3Σ− state. Figure adapted

from reference (11). The wavelength was shifted to accurate line positions measured by A.

Meling (181).
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mixed A1Π(v = 8) and e3Σ−(v = 12) levels. These can in principle be obtained from

the decay of the laser induced fluorescence. However, since the lifetime of these states

is longer than the fly–out time of the detection volume (1 mm3) of the PMT optical

imaging system, these measurements are challenging. We thus performed lifetime mea-

surements τobs for gas mixtures with different velocities (as given in Table 7.1). We

found that τ−1
obs scaled linearly with the speed of the molecular beam and thus extrap-

olated τ−1
obs to zero beam velocity, τ . The lifetimes τ of the rotational levels accessed in

the pump2(λ2) step are given as labels next to each transition in Fig. 7.4, as well as in

Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Lifetimes and mixing coefficients of the accessed

e3Σ−(v = 12) ∼ A1Π(v = 8) levels.

Rot. level τa)/µs (this work) τcalc
b)/µs Mix. A1Π(v = 8)c)

J = 1,F3 1.8± 0.3 1.9 0.0033
J = 1,F1 1.5± 0.3 1.8 0.0035
J = 2,F3 1.7± 0.3 1.8 0.0037
J = 2,F1 1.8± 0.3 2.1 0.0029
J = 0,F3 4.9± 0.9 5.0 0

a) Experimental value from laser induced fluorescence decay extrapo-

lated to zero beam velocity.

b) Derived from calculated mixing fraction of A1Π(v = 8) and the

lifetimes of the deperturbed states of 10 ns for A1Π and 5 µs for e3Σ−.

c) Partial A1Π(v = 8) character calculated from spectroscopically de-

termined molecular constants. The calculation is explained in Ap-

pendix B. Results agree with literature (182).

As expected, the lifetimes of the mixed states are substantially shorter than the lifetime

(τ = 4.9 ± 0.9 µs) of the unperturbed e3Σ−(v = 12, J = 0) level. Rotational levels of

e3Σ−(v = 13) were also found to have lifetimes in the order of 5 µs.

The lifetimes of the different rotational levels can also be calculated from spectroscop-

ically determined molecular constants (183), taking the spin–orbit interaction between

e3Σ−(v = 12) and A1Π(v = 8) as well as the spin–uncoupling within the e3Σ−(v = 12)

state into account. These calculations can be found in Appendix B. The calculated

lifetimes agree well with the experimental data (see Table 7.2). The table also gives

calculated mixing fractions. The partial A1Π(v = 8) character of the predominantly

e3Σ−(v = 12, J = 0) levels are relatively small (e.g. 0.33% fractional A1Π(v = 8)

character in e3Σ−(v = 12, J = 1,F3)).
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Despite the small mixing coefficient, the mixed e3Σ−(v = 12) ∼ A1Π(v = 8) states

have a significant quantum yield φX for ground state emission. The quantum yield for

ground state fluorescence φX to X1Σ+ (versus emission to a3Π) is given by1

φX ≈ 1− τ

τe
= 1− 1.8µs

4.9µs
≈ 0.6, (7.9)

where τe is the lifetime of the unperturbed e3Σ− state and we used an averaged value of

τ = 1.8 µs for the lifetime of the mixed F1 and F3 states. Although the mixing fractions

are quite small (e.g. 0.35% fractional A1Π character in e3Σ−(v = 12, J = 1,F1), see

Table 7.2), a larger fraction of spontaneous emission goes to X1Σ+ (4th–positive band)

compared to the spin–allowed Herman band emission to a3Π. This is because the

lifetime of the unperturbed A1Π state of 10 ns is by a factor of 200 shorter than the

lifetime of the e3Σ− state.(184)

Figure 7.5 shows (1+1)–REMPI spectra probing the optically prepared population

in the X1Σ+(v = 17) state (very similar results were obtained for the X1Σ+(v =

18) state). Depending on the transitions used for pump1(λ1) and pump2(λ2) steps,

spontaneous emission from the mixed states excited in this work always populates

two rotational states in X1Σ+(v). These states in X1Σ+(v >> 0) always have the

opposite parity ((+)/(−) parity) as the starting level in X1Σ+(v = 0) excited in the

pump1(λ1) step (compare Figures 7.5 and 7.3). Excitation of pump1(λ1) = R(0) and

pump2(λ2) = R32(1, e) populates the rotational levels J ′′ = (1,−) and (3,−), giving

rise to five REMPI lines R(1), Q(1), R(3), Q(3), and P(3) (black solid line in panel

(A) of Fig. 7.5). Instead, excitation of pump1(λ1) = Q(1) and pump2(λ2) = Q32(1, f)

populates the rotational levels J ′′ = (0,+) and (2,+), giving rise to four REMPI lines

R(0), R(2), Q(2), and P(2) black solid line in panel (D)). At the used laser power,

the dump laser increased the population in each of the accessed rotational levels in

1Equation 7.9 is derived as follows: The fluorescence rate constant of the mixed state kmixed = 1/τ

depends linearly on the partial mixing fractions fe and fA of the e3Σ− state and A1Π states with the

deperturbed rate constants of ke = 1/τe = 1/(4.9 µs) and kA = 1/τA = 1/(10 ns), respectively.

kmixed = 1/τ = feke + fAkA = fe/τe + fA/τA (7.7)

Only the fraction fAkA leads to ground state emission to X1Σ+. Thus, the quantum yield φX is given

by

φX =
fAkA

feke + fAkA
=

fAkA

(1− fA)ke + fAkA

Eq. 7.7
=

τe − τ
τ e − τA

τA�τe≈ 1− τ

τe
. (7.8)

The fraction 1− φX is emitted to the a3Π state.
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Figure 7.5: P3D demonstrated with REMPI spectroscopy – Comparison of

REMPI spectra of CO (v = 17) for different excitations in pump1(λ1) and pump2(λ2), with

and without dump laser, probed by (1+1) REMPI spectroscopy through A1Π(v = 8). Ex-

citation of R(0) by pump1(λ1) and R32(1, e) (compare Fig. 7.3) by pump2(λ2) (black solid

line in panel (A)) gives rise to populations of J ′′ = (1,−) and (3,−) in CO X1Σ+(v = 17).

The REMPI spectrum was unchanged when using the R12(1, e) line for pump2(λ2) instead.

Excitation of Q(1) in pump1(λ1) and Q32(1, f) (or Q12(1, f)) in pump2(λ2) (black solid line

in panel (B)) results in population of J ′′ = (0,+) and (2,+) instead. Using a dump3(λ3)

pulse (dashed lines in each panel) enhances the population of a single ro–vibrational state.

On average, the dump laser enhances the emission to a single ro–vibrational state by an

average factor of ∼ 7 compared to spontaneous emission from the predominantly e3Σ−

level of the e3Σ−(v = 12)/A1Π(v = 8) pair of interacting levels. The strongest ampli-

fication was observed for the R(1) transition (factor of ∼ 15). The absolute intensities

of REMPI spectra from panel (A) cannot be directly compared to those from panel (B),

because measurements were performed on different days.
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7.4 Discussion

X1Σ+(v = 17) by an average factor of ∼ 7 (dashed lines in Fig. 7.5). Wavelengths

for the dump(λ3) step are given as labels in each of the panels. Despite the strong

amplification of the REMPI signal, we did not observe a depletion of the pump2 LIF

signal induced by the dump laser.

7.4 Discussion

The amplification of the REMPI signal by the dump laser clearly shows that we effi-

ciently and state–selectively produced CO in v = 17 and 18.

Based on calculated Franck–Condon factors for the A1Π(v = 8) → X1Σ+(v) system

(see Fig. 7.6), P3D can be extended to the production of CO in vibrational states up to

v = 20, corresponding to a vibrational energy of 4.7 eV. The generation of even higher

vibrational states or states with unfavourable FCFs would require using other pertur-

bations for P3D. In principle, any strong perturbation between A1Π and the states

of the triplet manifold (a′3Σ+, e3Σ−, d3∆) occuring at low J–states can be exploited

(see Figs. B.1 and B.2 of the Appendix). For example, Blokland et al. (185) recently

used the mixed A1Π(v′ = 1, J = 1,−) ∼ d3∆1(v′ = 5) level to generate translationally

cold (Stark decelerated) CO X1Σ+(v = 0, J = 0) molecules, which become populated

by spontaneous emission from the mixed state, which was — similar to this work —

accessed by two–step optical pumping via a3Π1.

As already mentioned, pumping a rotational level of the e3Σ−(v = 12)/A1Π(v = 8) pair

of interacting states, yields a quantum yield of ground state fluorescence of φX ∼ 60%.

From the calculated Franck–Condon factors of the A1Π(v = 8) → X1Σ+(v) system

multiplied with the cubed transition frequencies (right panel of Fig. 7.6), it can be es-

timated, that a fraction of 6% of molecules emitted to X1Σ+ by spontaneous emission

ends up in the vibrational target state X1Σ+(v = 17). This population is approxi-

mately equally separated among two rotational states. Thus, pumping a mixed level

in e3Σ−(v = 12) leads to a quantum yield of approximately 0.6 · 0.06 · 0.5 = 1.8% in

a specific rotational state of X1Σ+(v = 17). The observation, that the dump lasers

enhances the REMPI signal originating from such a rotational state by an average fac-

tor of 7 (see Fig. 7.5) suggests, that P3D transfers a fraction of 7 × 1.8% = 12% of
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Figure 7.6: Franck–Condon–factors (FCF) of the A1Π(v = 8)→ X1Σ+(v) sys-

tem – (left) Franck–Condon–factors (FCFs) calculated with the programs RKR1 2.0 (186)

and LEVEL 8.0 (187). They agree with those previously determined by Field in 1972

(183). (right) The FCFs are multiplied with the cubed transition frequency. This gives an

estimate of the vibrational state distribution among vibrational states in X1Σ+ produced

by spontaneous emission from mixed e3Σ−(v = 12) ∼ A1Π(v = 8) levels.
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7.5 Conclusions

the population generated in a3Π to the ro–vibrational target state.1 Thus, the dump

step in P3D was not saturated, which is consistent with the observation of a lack of a

(dump laser induced) fluorescence depletion in the LIF signal from the pump2 step.2

Here, additional work would be beneficial to fully characterize and optimize the transfer

efficiency of P3D. A possible issue when increasing the dump laser power might be a

laser induced loss of population due to ionization.3

In this work, we performed P3D via the predominantly triplet component of the

e3Σ−(v = 12)/A1Π(v = 8) pair of interacting levels. An alternative approach was

to perform the optical pumping via the predominantly singlet component of the same

pair of mixed states. In this case, the pump2(λ2) step would be about 100 times weaker,

but the dump(λ3) step could be easily saturated. It is possible, that this scheme leads

to a better overall efficiency of population transfer.

7.5 Conclusions

For the first time, a molecular beam of CO molecules has been selectively prepared

in a high vibrational state (v = 17, 18). The state preparation is based on multi–step

optical pumping exploiting well characterized singlet–triplet interactions. This is a key

step for future studies on the vibrational dynamics of the molecule, e.g. in gas–surface

collisions.

P3D is currently being implemented in another experimental setup (the Stark deceler-

ator) in order to study collisions of highly vibrationally excited CO with a low work

function (Cs–covered) Au(111) surface (181).

1This step of the calculation is simplified, because a more careful treatment would require to take

into account, that the pump and dump steps are performed simultaneously and not sequentially.
2For example, SEP in the NO molecule was performed with fluorescence depletions in the order of

20% (see Fig. 5.3 on page 72). However, the fluorescence depletion is in general only observed in a well

optimized setup, where the beam profile of the dump laser is much larger, than that of the probe laser.

In addition, fluorescence can also be generated by stray light (in particular for strong dipole–allowed

transitions such as the pump2 step in P3D). Thus, the lack of an observed fluorescence depletion in

P3D can easily be an experimental artefact.
3A. Mehling observed a REMPI signal induced by ionizing a3Π1 molecules with the dump laser

during the implementation of P3D on the Stark decelerator (181). The ionization probability is however

believed to be rather small.
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8

Outlook

In this thesis, I present a lot of additional data for molecular beam surface scattering

of NO with Au(111) and new ideas for their molecular level interpretation. Follow–up

experiments that are currently being performed on that system by Bastian Krüger fo-

cus on the measurement of time–of–flight distributions of surface scattered molecules. I

contributed to this research by designing a new ion detector, which is shown in Fig. 8.1.

The main advantage of the new ion detector compared to the one used previously, is the

increased ion detection volume in front of the surface. This allows for the measurement

of very accurate angular and time–of–flight distributions of surface scattered molecu-

les. Furthermore, the signal to noise ratio is improved by a factor > 10 compared to

the previous detector. With this new detector, the scattering experiments with NO

prepared in excited vibrational states are planned to being extended to other surfaces

(possibly Ag(111), Ge(111), insulators or even nano–structures). This will answer the

question of what aspects of the surface are relevant for the observed energy transfer

between the molecular vibration and electronic degrees of freedom in the surface. My

current understanding of this energy transfer is that it is governed by electron transfer

and that the most important aspect of the surface for the vibrational energy transfer

is the surface work function. Future experiments might prove this hypothesis.

More difficult than changing the surface, is changing the impinging gas–phase molecule

in the experiment. As discussed in the last chapter of this thesis, we developed a new

method for the preparation of CO in high vibrational states. Measuring vibrational

state distributions (similar to the NO scattering experiments) with this technique will

require large effort. Three important points need to be considered: First, REMPI
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8. Outlook

Figure 8.1: Design of the new ion detector – (left) Exported image from Autodesk

Inventor showing the design of the ion detector. The detector sits on a movable slid for

easy mounting in the optimal position. (right) Ion trajectories calculated with Comsol

Multiphysics. At appropriate voltages, ions are efficiently guided to the detector, even

when a large starting volume for the trajectories is chosen. This allows for an accurate

determination of angular and time–of–flight distributions of surface scattered molecules.

The large ion lens also shields the MCP from scattered light used for ionizing surface

scattered molecules.
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schemes for the different vibrational states need to be tested. Furthermore, it might

become necessary to improve quantum state purity (similar to the pump–dump–sweep

approach in NO)1 and the density (depending on the detection efficiency of the overall

setup) of the incidence molecular beam. An easier first experiment is to probe the elec-

tron emission of highly vibrationally exited CO scattering from a low–work function

Au(111) surface. This requires deflecting residual a3Π molecules populated by optical

pumping, as these are known to also generate electron emission.(57, 59, 60)

From the theory side, it would certainly be very beneficial to revisit the NO/Au(111)

system with improved ab initio models, taking the new experimental results into ac-

count. This work has already started.(162) Here, it can be used that some features

of the calculations strongly depend on the electronic structure part of computational

chemistry (e.g. the rotational structure and the translational inelasticity are mostly

affected by the adiabatic PES) and not so much on the nuclear propagation part (which

also contains the non–adiabatic effects).

1An alternative is a two–step optical preparation with STIRAP with vacuum UV directly via the

A1Π state, which has never been tested.
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Appendix A

Basics of angular momentum

coupling and an effective

Hamiltonian for diatomic

molecules

This section reviews some theory concerning angular momentum theory (anuglar mo-

mentum operators, Clebsch–Gordan coefficients, 3–j symbols, and Euler angles, the

derivation of the a rigid rotor wavefunction) and an effective Hamiltonian for diatomic

molecules. It mostly follows the book of Brown and Carrington (101), but also of Zare

(100) and the PhD thesis of Samuel Meek (102).

A.1 Angular momentum operators

In classical mechanics, a particle of mass m and velocity v has a linear momentum of

p = mv (A.1)

and an angular momentum of l given by

l = r× p. (A.2)

The conversion to quantum mechanics is achieved by replacing p by (~/i)∇ with

the Nabla operator ∇ given by

∇ =
∂

∂x
x̂ +

∂

∂y
ŷ +

∂

∂z
ẑ. (A.3)
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A. Basics of angular momentum coupling and an effective Hamiltonian for
diatomic molecules

The commutation relation between the Cartesian components of l are given by ((100),

page 2)

[lx, ly] = ilz, [ly, lz] = ilx, [lz, lx] = ily (A.4)

This means that not all of the components of the angular momentum can be measured

exactly at the time.

Often, a general angular momentum operator j is introduced, which obeys the same

commutation rules (later the label l will exclusively be used for the orbital angular

momentum of the electrons):

[jx, jy] = ijz, [jy, jz] = ijx, [jz, jx] = ijy (A.5)

We further define the square of the angular momentum operator by

j2 = j2
x + j2

y + j2
z , (A.6)

which has the following commutation properties:

[
j2, jx

]
=
[
j2, jy

]
=
[
j2, jz

]
= 0. (A.7)

Thus we can construct states |jm〉 that are simultaneous eigenfunctions of j2 and a

component of j for which we choose jz. These obey the eigenvalue equations ((100),

page 3)

〈jm| j2 |j′m′〉 = j(j + 1)δj,j′δm,m′ (A.8)

〈jm| jz |j′m′〉 = m′δj,j′δm,m′ , (A.9)

where m can take successive values between m = −j and m = j that differ by unity.

δm,m′ is the Kronecker delta with the properties that δm,m′ = 1 for m = m′ and

δm,m′ = 0 for m 6= m′.

We further define the raising j+ and lowering j− operators

j+ = jx + ijy, j− = jx − ijy, (A.10)

which give the off-diagonal matrix elements

〈jm| j± |j′m′〉 =
[
j(j + 1)−m′(m′ ± 1)

] 1
2 δj,j′δm,m′±1. (A.11)
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A.2 Coupling of two angular momentum vectors: Clebsch-Gordan
Coefficients and 3j-Symbols

A.2 Coupling of two angular momentum vectors: Clebsch-

Gordan Coefficients and 3j-Symbols

Most problems in spectroscopy involve at least two different angular momenta j1 and

j2 that compose the total angular momentum j

j = j1 + j2 (A.12)

It is easy to show, that the sum of two angular momenta is also an angular momen-

tum in a sense, that it obeys the commutation rules as given in equation A.5.

A system with two angular momenta can be described in two different useful

ways.((100), page 43) The first way is a description using the complete set of commut-

ing angular momentum operators j2
1, j1z, j2

2 and j2z. Here, the states |j1m1, j2m2〉 ≡
|j1m1〉 |j2m2〉 are eigenfunctions of these operators

j2
1 |j1m1, j2m2〉 = j1(j1 + 1) |j1m1, j2m2〉

j1z |j1m1, j2m2〉 = m1 |j1m1, j2m2〉

j2
2 |j1m1, j2m2〉 = j2(j2 + 1) |j1m1, j2m2〉

j2z |j1m1, j2m2〉 = m2 |j1m1, j2m2〉

The |j1m1, j2m2〉 states span a space of dimension (2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1) and are called the

uncoupled representation.

Another representation called the coupled representation of dimension 2j + 1 for each

J value uses the commuting angular momentum operators j2
1, j2

2, j2 = (j1 + j2)2 and

jz = j1z + j2z. In that case the eigenvalue equations with the eigenfunctions |j1j2jm〉
— often abbreviated as |jm〉 — are

j2
1 |jm〉 = j1(j1 + 1) |jm〉

j2
2 |jm〉 = j2(j2 + 1) |jm〉

j2 |jm〉 = j(j + 1) |jm〉

jz |jm〉 = m |jm〉

These two representations are connected via the unitary transformation

|jm〉 =
∑
m1,m2

C(j1j2j;m1m2m) |j1m1, j2m2〉 (A.13)
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A. Basics of angular momentum coupling and an effective Hamiltonian for
diatomic molecules

and the inverse transformation

|j1m1, j2m2〉 =
∑
j,m

C(j1j2j;m1m2m) |jm〉 (A.14)

respectively, where the elements of the transformation

C(j1j2j;m1m2m) ≡ 〈j1m1, j2m2| |jm〉 ≡ 〈jm| |j1m1, j2m2〉 (A.15)

are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, which are chosen to be real. The Clebsch-Gordan

coefficients vanish unless the relations m = m1 + m2 (so-called triangulation relation)

and |j1 + j2| = j = |j1 − j2| is satisfied. In general, the angular momenta j1 and j2

add vectorially, while their projections (magnetic quantum numbers) m1 and m2 add

algebraically. Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are tabulated in many textbooks. The easi-

est way to obtain them with modern computer software such as Wolfram Mathematica

however is to let the software calculate Wigner 3–j symbols (the command is Three-

JSymbol). The Wigner 3–j symbols are connected to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients

via ((100), page 50)(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3

)
≡ (−1)j1−j2−m3(2j3 + 1)−

1
2 〈j1m1, j2m2|j3 −m3〉 (A.16)

〈j1m1, j2m2|j3m3〉 ≡ (−1)j1−j2+m3(2j3 + 1)
1
2

(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 −m3

)
. (A.17)

A.3 Transformation under rotation

An arbitrary rotation of two coordinate systems with respect to each other can be

described using three angles. In spectroscopy, we often want to relate space fixed

coordinates (X, Y and Z) to molecule fixed coordinates (x, y, and z). Starting from a

reference orientation with x, y and z coincident with X, Y and Z, the molecule fixed

coordinates are rotated with the following three rotations ((100), pp. 45–46):

1. a counter-clockwise rotation about the initial Z-axis through an initial angle φ

(0 < φ ≤ 2π)

2. a subsequent rotation about the resultant Y –axis through an angle θ (0 < θ ≤ π)

3. a final rotation about the resultant Z–axis through an angle χ (0 < χ ≤ 2π)
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A.4 Wave function of a rigid rotor

Here the angles χ, θ and φ are called the Euler angles.

It can be shown, that the full transformation between space fixed and molecule

fixed coordinate systems xy
z

 = R

XY
Z

 (A.18)

is obtained by the direction cosine matrix R given by ((100), p. 81)

R =

 cosφ cos θ cosχ− sinφ sinχ sinφ cos θ cosχ+ cosφ sinχ − sin θ cosχ
− cosφ cos θ sinχ− sinφ cosχ − sinφ cos θ sinχ+ cosφ cosχ sin θ sinχ

cosφ sin θ sinφ sin θ cos θ

 .

(A.19)

How does a nuclear momentum eigenstate |JM〉 behave under rotation? Obviously,

a rotation does not change the total angular momentum J , but only the projection M

on the space fixed axis. Thus, the rotation R(φ, θ, χ) transforms |JM〉 into a linear

combination of other M values.

R(φ, θ, χ) |JM〉 =
∑
M ′

DJ
M ′M (φ, θ, χ) |JM ′〉 , (A.20)

where DJ
MM ′ (φ, θ, χ) are the elements of a (2J + 1) × (2J + 1) matrix called Wigner

rotation matrix. Often books present the elements of that matrix in the form of a

reduced rotation matrix dJMM ′ (φ, θ, χ), which is related by the equation

DJ
MM ′ (φ, θ, χ) = exp

(
−iφM ′ − iχm

)
dJMM ′ (φ, θ, χ) . (A.21)

In Wolfram Mathematica the elements DJ
M ′M are obtained via the command WignerD.

A.4 Wave function of a rigid rotor

In the molecular frame, the Hamiltonian of a rigid rotor with rotational constants

(A 6= B = C) is given by ((102), page 44)

Ĥ = AJ2
z +BJ2

y + CJ2
x . (A.22)

Using that J2 = J2
x + J2

y + J2
z , this expression can be rewritten as

Ĥ = BJ2 + (A−B)J2
z . (A.23)
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A. Basics of angular momentum coupling and an effective Hamiltonian for
diatomic molecules

The molecule fixed angular momentum operator Jz commutes with the space fixed

angular momentum operator JZ . Thus, we use the angular momentum wave function

|JM〉, which is an eigenstate of J2 (eigenvalue J(J + 1)) and of JZ (eigenvalue of M).

A rotation around the Euler angles (φ, θ, χ) is equivalent to rotating the coordinate

system around (−χ,−θ,−φ) and vice versa. Thus, a wave function at a position s

(φ, θ, χ) can be evaluated by rotating it through the Euler angles (−χ,−θ,−φ) and

then evaluating the transformed function at θ = φ = χ = 0. Combining this fact with

the definition of the Wigner D matrix, the wavefunction can be expressed as

|JM〉 (φ, θ, χ) = R(−χ,−θ,−φ) |JM〉 (0, 0, 0) (A.24)

Using equation A.20 this can be rewritten as (writing Ω′ for M ′)

|JM〉 (φ, θ, χ) =
∑
Ω′

|JΩ′〉 (0, 0, 0)DJ
Ω′M (−χ,−θ,−φ). (A.25)

The rotation matrix has the symmetry property

DJ
M ′M (−χ,−θ,−φ) = (−1)M

′−MDJ
−M ′−M (φ, θ, χ) (A.26)

and thus we obtain

|JM〉 (φ, θ, χ) =
∑
Ω′

|JΩ′〉 (0, 0, 0)(−1)Ω′−MDJ
−Ω′−M (φ, θ, χ). (A.27)

This expression can be further simplified, as Jz commutes with the Hamiltonian with

the eigenvalue Ω

JzD
J
−Ω′−M (φ, θ, χ) = Ω′DJ

−Ω′−M (φ, θ, χ) (A.28)

and thus |JΩ′〉 (0, 0, 0) is only non–zero for Ω′ = Ω, which reduces the sum
∑

Ω′ to a

single element. By normalizing the wave function, we finally obtain an expression for

the wave function of the rigid rotor

|JΩM〉 = (−1)Ω−M
[

2J + 1

8π2

] 1
2

DJ
−Ω−M . (A.29)
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A.5 Hund’s case a) basis functions

Historically, this result has first been obtained by solving the set of differential

equations the wave functions satisfy

JZ |JΩM〉 = −i ∂
∂φ
|JΩM〉 = M |JΩM〉

Jz |JΩM〉 = −i ∂
∂χ
|JΩM〉 = Ω |JΩM〉

J2 |JΩM〉 =

[
∂2

∂θ2
− cot θ

∂

∂θ
− 1

sin2 θ

(
∂2

∂φ2
+

∂2

∂χ2
− 2cosθ

∂2

∂φ∂χ

)]
|JΩM〉

= J (J + 1) |JΩM〉 (A.30)

subject to the boundary conditions, that χ is arbitrarily fixed to χ = 0 and that the

wave function is normalized.

A.5 Hund’s case a) basis functions

The wavefunctions of a rigid rotor are important in the spectroscopy of diatomic mo-

lecules and are used in the Hund’s case a) basis functions. A diatomic molecule can

have several angular momenta, which are given in the following list ((175), page 72).

Here, li is the orbital angular momentum of the i–th electron, si is the spin of the ith

electron and R is the rotation of the nuclear framework. The nuclear spin is neglected,

as the hyperfine splitting is not resolved in this work.

• total electronic angular momentum L =
∑
i

li

• total electron spin S =
∑
i

si

• total angular momentum J = R + L + S

• total angular momentum excluding electronic spin N = J− S

• nuclear rotational angular momentum R = N− L

The Hamiltonians for diatomic molecules are often evaluated in Hund’s case (a) basis

functions. In Hund’s case (a) (Fig. A.1), L and S both precess about the internuclear

z–axis with the projections Λ and Σ. The nuclear rotation angular momentum R is

directed perpendicular to the internuclear axis. Thus, the total angular momentum J

makes the projection Ω = Λ + Σ on the z-axis and the projection M on the space fixed
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A. Basics of angular momentum coupling and an effective Hamiltonian for
diatomic molecules

Figure A.1: Hunds case a) couping case – The figure is described in the text. Figure

taken from my Masters thesis (96).

Z–axis.

The Hund’s case (a) wave function can be written as a product of an electronic orbital

part |nΛ〉, an electronic spin part |SΣ〉, a vibrational part |v〉, and a rotational part

|JΩM〉.
|ψ
(
n2S+1ΛΩ; vJM

)
〉 = |nΛ〉 |SΣ〉 |v〉 |JΩM〉 (A.31)

The rotational part of the Hund’s case a) wavefunction is given as in Eq. A.29.

A.6 Effective Hamiltonian for diatomic molecules

The spectroscopy of diatomic molecules often uses the concept of an effective Hamil-

tonian ((101), chapter 7) that only operates within a single vibrational and electronic

state. The Hamiltonian used by Field et al. (175) is given by

Ĥ = Ĥev + ĤSO + Ĥrot + ĤSS + ĤSR, (A.32)

where Ĥev is the vibronic part of the Hamiltonian. ĤSO, ĤSS, and ĤSR are the spin–

orbit, spin–spin and spin–rotation operators, respectively. Derivations for these opera-

tors and how they act on Hund’s case a) wavefunctions can be found in the literature,
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A.6 Effective Hamiltonian for diatomic molecules

and here only the results are given.

The Rotational Hamiltonian is simply giving the energy of two nuclei rotating

around each other ((175), page 96)

Ĥrot = BR2 =
(
1/2µR2

) (
R2
x +R2

y

)
, (A.33)

where we have used, that the rotation is perpendicular to the z–direction and thus

Rz = 0. Using that R = N− L = J− L− S, Ĥrot can be rewritten to the form

Ĥrot =
(
1/2µR2

) [
(Jx − Lx − Sx)2 + (Jy − Ly − Sy)2

]
(A.34)

=
(
1/2µR2

) [(
J2 − J2

z

)
+
(
L2 − L2

z

)
+
(
S2 − S2

z

)
+
(
L+S− + L−S+

)
−
(
J+L− + J−L+

)
−
(
J+S− + J−S+

)]
. (A.35)

The first three terms of Ĥrot have diagonal matrix elements only. This means, we can

write an eigenvalue equation of the form

B
[(

J2 − J2
z

)
+
(
S2 − S2

z

)
+
(
L2 − L2

z

)]
|JΩM〉 = Erot(R) |JΩM〉 (A.36)

with the eigenvalues

Erot(R) =
(
~2/2µR2

) [
J(J + 1)− Ω2 + S(S + 1)− Σ2 + L(L+ 1)− Λ2

]
. (A.37)

Usually, the term
(
~2/2µR2

) [
L(L+ 1)− Λ2

]
is incorporated to the electronic energy.

Thus we obtain:

ERot(v, J) = Bv
[
J(J + 1)− Ω2 + S(S + 1)− Σ2

]
(A.38)

The remaining three terms of the rotational operator couple the orbital, spin and

total angular momenta and and are responsible for perturbations between different

electronic states.((175), page 98)

1.
(
1/2µR2

)
L±S∓ causes homogeneous (∆Ω = 0) spin-electronic perturbations be-

tween basis functions of the same Ω and S, but different Λ and Σ.

2. −
(
1/2µR2

)
J±S∓ is called the S-uncoupling operator. It gives rise to heteroge-

neous (∆Ω ± 1) electronic-rotational perturbations with the same S and Λ, but

different Σ.
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3. −
(
1/2µR2

)
J±L∓ is called the L-uncoupling operator and causes heterogeneous

(∆Ω±1) electronic-rotational perturbations between states of the same S and Σ,

but different Λ and Ω.

For this work, the S-uncoupling operator will become relevant. This operator has

the matrix elements ((175), table on page 97)

〈Λ, S,Σ, J,Ω| −BvJ±S∓ |Λ, S,Σ± 1, J,Ω± 1〉 = −Bv
√
S(S + 1) · J(J + 1) (A.39)

The diagonal Matrix elements of the spin–orbit Hamiltonian ĤSO (diagonal in

all quantum numbers) that splits the energy a system into 2S+ 1 components if Λ 6= 0

is given by ((175), page 183)

〈Λ,Σ, S,Ω, v| ĤSO |Λ,Σ, S,Ω, v〉 = AΛ,vΛΣ, (A.40)

where AΛ,v is the spin–orbit coupling constant.

This spin–spin Hamiltonian ĤSS is diagonal in the Hunds case a) basis set and

has the non-zero matrix elements ((175), page 196)

〈S,Σ| ĤSS |S,Σ〉 =
2

3
λ
[
3Σ2 − S (S + 1)

]
. (A.41)

Finally, the spin–rotation Hamiltonian ĤSR is a contribution accounting for the

interaction between the electron spins and the magnetic field created by nuclear motion

and has the diagonal matrix elements ((175), page 193)

〈Λ, S,Σ, J,Ω,M | ĤSR |Λ, S,Σ, J,Ω,M〉 = γ
[
Σ2 − S(S + 1)

]
(A.42)

and the ∆Ω = ∆Σ = ±1,∆Λ = 0,∆S = 0 off-diagonal elements,

〈Λ, S,Σ, J,Ω,M | ĤSR |Λ, S,Σ± 1, J,Ω± 1,M〉 =

γv/2 [J(J + 1)− Ω(Ω± 1)]0.5 [S(S + 1)− Σ(Σ + 1)]0.5 . (A.43)
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Appendix B

Calculation of mixing coefficients

and lifetimes of the CO

e3Σ−(v = 12) levels interacting

with A1Π(v = 8)

The effective Hamiltonian described in the previous section describes the electronic

structure of diatomic molecules within one vibrational and electronic state. This de-

scription is not a good approximation when rotational levels of different electronic states

are near degenerate.

In the CO molecule, the A1Π state (which has a large transition strength from/to the

electronic ground state X1Σ+) is embedded in a triplet manifold (see Fig. B.1). Any

local perturbation follows the selection rule ∆J = 0. The degree of mixing due to

perturbations is large, when interacting rotational levels are close in energy. Figure B.2

shows a perturbation diagram of CO from the PhD thesis of A. Lefloch. The figure

shows the energy of the different electronic states in the CO molecule as function of the

rotational state J . I marked the A1Π(v = 8) and e3Σ−(v = 12) pair of interacting states

with red and blue colored lines, respectively. This pair of states is near degenerate at

low J (only low J levels are accessible with high beam density by optical pumping

of the rotationally cold molecular beam), which is important to obtain strong mixing.

For comparison, the figure also shows the A1Π(v = 1) ∼ d3∆1(v′ = 5) interaction pair

exploited by Blokland et al. (green and brown lines) (185).
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B. Calculation of mixing coefficients and lifetimes of the CO e3Σ−(v = 12)
levels interacting with A1Π(v = 8)

Figure B.1: Triplet manifold in the CO molecule – The A1Π state of CO is embed-

ded in a triplet manifold, giving rise to perturbations between different electronic states.

Reprinted with permission from (179). Copyright 2000, AIP Publishing LLC.

I now explain the quantitative treatment between rotational levels of A1Π(v =

8) and e3Σ−(v = 12) of same parity and J interacting via off diagonal spin–orbit

interaction.

The e3Σ− state has a total electron spin of S = 1, a molecule fixed projection of the

total electronic angular momentum on the z–axis of Λ = 0. The projection of S on the

z–axis can take the values Σ = +1, 0,−1. As Λ = 0, Ω = Λ + Σ takes the same values

as Σ. We use basis set of linear combinations of Hund’s case a) basis functions (written

in the abbreviated form |SΛΣ〉), chosen to be symmetrized with respect to a reflection
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in a plane containing the internuclear axis.

Φ1(e3Σ−) =
1√
2

(|1, 0−, 1〉+ |1, 0−,−1〉) ((e)–symmetry)

Φ2(e3Σ−) = |1, 0−, 0〉 ((e)–symmetry)

Φ3(e3Σ−) =
1√
2

(|1, 0−,−1〉+ |1, 0−, 1〉) ((f)–symmetry)

The states Φ2(e3Σ−) = 3Σ−0 (e) and Φ1(e3Σ− = 3Σ−1 (e) interact via the S-uncoupling

operator (Equation A.39)

〈Λ, S,Σ = 0, J,Ω = 0| −BvJ±S∓ |Λ, S,Σ± 1, J,Ω± 1〉

= −Bv
√
S(S + 1) · J(J + 1) = −Be

√
2 · J(J + 1),

where Be is the rotational constant of the e3Σ− state, which is —together with other

relevant molecular constants — given in Table B.1.

Table B.1: Molecular constants of the Hamiltonian matrix.

Parametera) Valuea)/ cm−1 Physical origin

e3Σ−(v = 12) Ee 75583.112 Vibronic energy
Be 1.07159 Rotational constant

λ 0.783b) Spin–Spin constant
A1Π(v = 8) EA 75632.97 Vibronic energy

BA 1.41567 Rotational constant
Off diagonal AS10 -4.03 Off diagonal spin–orbit constant

a) From Ref. (183).

b) Calculated from C = −0.522 cm−1 via C = − 2
3
λ.

In addition, we include the spin–spin interaction with the matrix elements as given by

Equation A.41. The operators−B(L+S−+L−S+) and J+L−+J−L+ do not contribute,

because the e3Σ−(v = 12) state has zero electronic orbital angular momentum. The

spin–rotation operator ĤSR does in principle contribute, but the contribution is small

and thus neglected in the calculation.

The A1Π(v = 8) state is also described with (e)/(f)–symmetrized basis functions of the
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B. Calculation of mixing coefficients and lifetimes of the CO e3Σ−(v = 12)
levels interacting with A1Π(v = 8)

Figure B.2: Perturbation diagram of CO – The interaction pair e3Σ−(v = 12) ∼
A1Π(v = 8) is marked with read and blue lines, respectively. For comparison, the A1Π(v =

1) ∼ d3∆1(v′ = 5) interaction pair exploited by Blokland et al. (green and brown lines) is

also given. Figure adapted from Ref. (188).
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abbreviated form |SΛΣ〉 given by

Φ4(A1Π) =
1√
2

(|0, 1, 0〉+ |0,−1, 0〉) ((e)–symmetry) (B.1)

Φ5(A1Π) =
1√
2

(|0, 1, 0〉 − |0,−1, 0〉) ((f)–symmetry). (B.2)

(B.3)

The basis states between A1Π and e3Σ− interact via the off diagonal spin orbit

matrix element

AS10 ≡ 〈1Π((e)/(f))|HSO|3Σ−1 ((e)/(f))〉 , (B.4)

following the selection rules ∆Λ = −∆Σ = ±1 and (e) = (f).

The evaluation of the matrix elements in the basis of {Φ1(e3Σ−),Φ2(e3Σ−),Φ4(A1Π)}
[(e)–symmetry] and {Φ3(e3Σ−),Φ5(A1Π)} [(f)–symmetry] results in the following Hamil-

tonian matrix:


H1 H2 AS10 0 0
H2 H3 0 0 0
AS10 0 H4 0 0
0 0 0 H5 AS10

0 0 0 AS10 H6

 , (B.5)

which has the elements

H1 = Ee +BeJ(J + 1) +
2

3
λ

H2 = −
√

2Be [2J(J + 1)]0.5

H3 = Ee +Be [J(J + 1) + 2]− 4

3
λ

H4 = EA +BA [J(J + 1)− 1]

H5 = Ee +BeJ(J + 1) +
2

3
λ

H6 = EA +BA [J(J + 1)− 1] .

The Hamiltonian matrix factors into a 3× 3 and a 2× 2 parity block, which is due to

the selection rule (e) = (f) for molecular interactions.

Calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian matrix yields the en-

ergies as well as the mixing coefficients α2
i , β

2
i , γ2

i , δ2
i and ε2i , which describe the wave

functions defined by

ψi = αi ·Φ1(e3Σ−) +βi ·Φ2(e3Σ−) + γi ·Φ3(e3Σ−) + δi ·Φ4(A1Π) + εi ·Φ5(A1Π). (B.6)
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B. Calculation of mixing coefficients and lifetimes of the CO e3Σ−(v = 12)
levels interacting with A1Π(v = 8)

The mixing coefficients for the different levels in J = 1 and J = 2 of e3Σ−(v = 12)

are given in Table B.2. For each J , states are labeled by F3, F2 and F1 starting from

the highest to the lowest energy, corresponding to J = N − 1, N,N + 1. At J = 0,

the energy difference between the (deperturbed) e3Σ−(v = 12) and the A1Π(v = 8)

states is large (approx. 50 cm−1) compared to the off diagonal spin–orbit interaction of

AS10 = −4.03 cm−1. Thus, the predominantly e3Σ−(v = 12) levels have relatively small

A1Π character (given by δ2
i and ε2i in Table B.2).

Table B.2: Energy, lifetimes, and mixing coefficients for the predominantly e3Σ−(v = 12) state

interacting with A1Π(v = 8).

Calculation Experimental

Label E/cm−1 α2 β2 γ2 δ2 ε2 τ/µs E/cm−1 τ/µs

J = 1 F3 75589.0 0.4224 0.5743 0.0000 0.0033 0.0000 1.88 75588.9 1.8

F2 75585.5 0.0000 0.0000 0.9933 0.0000 0.0067 1.15

F1 75582.9 0.5708 0.4257 0.0000 0.0035 0.0000 1.82 75582.7 1.5

J = 2 F3 75595.5 0.4537 0.5426 0.0000 0.0037 0.0000 1.76 75595.0 1.7

F2 75589.8 0.0000 0.0000 0.9936 0.0000 0.0064 1.20

F1 75585.0 0.5398 0.4573 0.0000 0.0029 0.0000 2.05 75584.4 1.8

From the mixing coefficients and the unperturbed lifetimes (10 ns for the A1Π state

and 5 µs for the e3Σ− states) the lifetimes of the mixed states τ can be calculated via

the equation
1

τ
=

1− (δ2 + ε2)

5µs
+
δ2 + ε2

10ns
. (B.7)

These calculated lifetimes are also included in Table B.2. The lifetimes of the F1 and

F3 levels are very similar and agree with the experimentally measured lifetimes within

the experimental error. The lifetimes of the F2 levels are significantly shorter as the

partial A1Π character of the wave functions is larger. However, the F2 levels cannot be

accessed by optical pumping from a3Π1, due to the ∆Σ = 0 spin selection rule.
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Appendix C

Time delays in a

pump–dump–sweep–probe

molecular beam scattering

experiment

Fig. C.1 shows the time delays of a typical pump–dump–sweep–porbe molecular beam

scattering experiment as described in Section 6.2. The exact delays between firing the

different lasers depend on the speed of the molecular beam and the values given in the

figure belong to a mixture of 60% NO seeeded in Argon as a carrier gas.

The time delays are controlled using three delay/pulse generators (model DG535, Stan-

ford Research Systems, Inc.). The molecular beam is generated by the supersonic jet

expansion between t = 0 and 170 µs. Then the vibrational excitation with the pump,

dump and sweep lasers is performed in the differential chamber (compare Fig. 3.1 on

page 40) at 445 µs (optimized to the strongest laser induced fluorescence signal). The

incoming beam is probed in front of the surface in the UHV chamber at 707 µs (without

electric field). The scattered beam has to be detected at a later time (726.4 µs). In case

an electric field is used for orienting molecules prior to the collision, the electric field is

pulsed to ground shortly before the REMPI detection. This pulsing has to occur after

the NO molecules collided with the surface (because otherwise the orientation is lost)

and before the REMPI detection (otherwise the generated ions are not guided to the

microchannel plate (MCP) detector and line positions shift due to the Stark effect).
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C. Time delays in a pump–dump–sweep–probe molecular beam scattering
experiment

Another detail is that the voltage of the MCP is also pulsed (not shown in Fig. C.1).

The voltage on the front plate was typically pulsed up from 1500 V to 1900 V 2 µs

before firing the REMPI laser. Pulsing the MCP voltage leads to a better ion detection

efficiency, because background ions lead to a saturation of the electron multiplier in the

MCP.

Nozzle 

opened   closed 

 OPOs  

Sweep laser

(optional) 

Electric

field (optional)

pulsed 

off  on 

REMPI 

laser probing

incoming or 

scattered

molecules 

0 ns

Pump and Dump
13 ns

Sweep

0 s 170 s 455 s 707 s

726.3 s 726.4 s

926 s

Figure C.1: Time delays in pump–dump–sweep–probe molecular beam scat-

tering experiment. – The sequence of nozzle opening, firing of the pump–dump and

sweep lasers and the REMPI detection (either of the incidence or the scattered molecular

beam) is shown for a gas mixture of 60% NO seeeded in Argon. In case the molecules are

oriented prior to the collision an electric field is used, which is pulsed to ground prior to

REMPI detection. Figure adapted from the masters thesis of B. C. Krüger (140) with his

permission.
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Appendix D

Mathematica notebook for

calculating line positions in the

γ–bands of NO

A major step for the data analysis of the REMPI spectra when scattering NO from

Au(111) is to calculate accurate line positions of all rotational branches in the γ–bands

of NO. Very accurate line positions are provided as tables in the Lifbase spectra simu-

lation software (189). Unfortunately, these are only given up to a vibrational state of

v′ = 5 in the A2Σ+ state. I wrote a Wolfram Mathematica notebook to reproduce the

line positions from spectroscopic constants from the literature.

The notebook uses Brown’s Hamiltonian as described by Amiot et al. (144) to de-

scribe the electronic ground state X2Π with molecular constants from Ref. (190). The

constants for the Λ–splitting are taken from Danielak et al. (104) and the hyperfine

splitting is neglected. The same reference (104) also provided molecular constants for

the A2Σ+ state.
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D. Mathematica notebook for calculating line positions in the γ–bands of
NO

Calculation of line positions using Brown’s Hamiltonian

Ground State X

Molecular constants

Molecular constants are taken from Amiot JMS v94 150-172 (1982), except for the lambda splitting 

constants p and q from J Mol. Spec. 181, p 394 (1997) : "Danielak et al, Reinvestigation of the 

Emission g Band System (A2S/–X 2P) of the NO Molecule"

In[1]:= H*vibrational energy*L
Gvalues = 80., 1875.989, 3723.887584, 5543.744427, 7335.602566, 9099.496772,

10 835.4498, 12 543.47257, 14 223.56027, 15 875.68886, 17 499.81434, 19 095.86584,

20 663.74636, 22 203.32257, 23 714.42691, 25 196.84627, 26 650.3196,

28 074.53079, 29 469.10186, 30 833.58502, 32 167.45539, 33 470.10789<;

In[2]:= H*Spin orbit splitting *L
Avalues = 8123.13361, 122.889, 122.634851, 122.369369, 122.09145,

121.80029, 121.49416, 121.17045, 120.82828, 120.46445, 120.07645,

119.66327, 119.21941, 118.74181, 118.22581, 117.6677, 117.0596,

116.39869, 115.67594, 114.88285, 114.01360, 113.05406, 112.00095<;

Advalues = 817.217, 16.384, 15.443, 14.493, 13.468, 12.38, 11.136,

10.004, 8.577, 7.272, 5.801, 3.854, 2.032, -0.214, -2.481, -5.09,

-8.17, -11.37, -15.11 , -19.51, -24.09, -28.72, -34.86 < * 10^H-5L;

In[4]:= H*Rotation *L
Bvalues = 81.69611363, 1.67854221, 1.66094026, 1.64330405, 1.62563277,

1.60791947, 1.59016139, 1.57235322, 1.55448322, 1.5365486, 1.51853385,

1.50042899, 1.48221531, 1.46388212, 1.44540152, 1.4267538, 1.4079099,

1.3888362, 1.3694984, 1.34985, 1.3298521, 1.3094217, 1.2885226<;

Ddvalues = 85.47641, 5.49197, 5.50917, 5.52657, 5.54595, 5.56581, 5.58701,

5.61131, 5.63497, 5.6664, 5.69483, 5.72941, 5.76618, 5.81139, 5.86022,

5.91587, 5.981, 6.05393, 6.1381, 6.2333, 6.3498, 6.4655, 6.5952< * 10^H-6L;

Hvalues = 81.39, 1.11, 0.89, 0.65, 0.38, 0.04, -0.35, -0.79, -1.28,

-1.82, -2.42, -3.1, -3.91, -4.89, -6.09, -7.57, -9.41,

-11.66, -14.4, -17.5, -21.2, -25.3, -29.7< * 10^H-12L;

In[7]:= H*hyperfine splitting*L
pe = 1.1681 * 10^H-2L;

Αpe = 5.9 * 10^H-5L;

qe = 1.031 * 10^H-4L;

Αqe = -5.2 * 10^H-7L;
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In[11]:= VibrationalEnergy@v_D := Gvalues@@v + 1DD
Bv@v_D := Bvalues@@v + 1DD
Dv@v_D := Ddvalues@@v + 1DD
Hv@v_D := Hvalues@@v + 1DD
Av@v_D := Avalues@@v + 1DD
DAv@v_D := Advalues@@v + 1DD;

pvcal@v_D := pe - Αpe * Hv + 0.5L;

qvcal@v_D := qe - Αqe * Hv + 0.5L;

Calculation of the energy levels

First we calculate the energy levels with spin orbit splitting neglecting hyperfine splitting.

The Hamiltonian has been evaluated in the publication: “Amiot et al., Can. J. Phys., Vol 56, page 

251, 1978”. (Browns Hamiltonian)
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Definition of the e - and f-parity blocks :

In[19]:= H11e@v_, J_D := HVibrationalEnergy@vD + 0.5 * Av@vD + 0.5 * z * DAv@vD
+ z * Bv@vD - z * Hz + 1L * Dv@vD + z * Hz + 1L Hz + 2L * Hv@vD

L �. z ® HHJ + 0.5L^2 - 1L;

H22e@v_, J_D := HVibrationalEnergy@vD - 0.5 * Av@vD - 0.5 * Hz + 2L * DAv@vD
+ Hz + 2L * Bv@vD - Hz + 1L * Hz + 4L * Dv@vD + Hz + 1L Hz^2 + 8 z + 8L * Hv@vD
- 0.5 HJ + 0.5L * pvcal@vD - HJ + 0.5L * qvcal@vDL �. z ® HHJ + 0.5L^2 - 1L;

H12e@v_, J_D :=

H-z^0.5 * Bv@vD + 2 z^0.5 * Hz + 1L * Dv@vD - z^0.5 * Hz + 1L H3 z + 4L * Hv@vD
+ 0.5 * z^0.5 * HJ + 0.5L * qvcal@vDL �. z ® HHJ + 0.5L^2 - 1L;

H11f@v_, J_D := H11e@v, JD;

H22f@v_, J_D := HVibrationalEnergy@vD - 0.5 * Av@vD - 0.5 * Hz + 2L * DAv@vD
+ Hz + 2L * Bv@vD - Hz + 1L * Hz + 4L * Dv@vD + Hz + 1L Hz^2 + 8 z + 8L * Hv@vD
+ 0.5 HJ + 0.5L * pvcal@vD + HJ + 0.5L * qvcal@vDL �. z ® HHJ + 0.5L^2 - 1L;

H12f@v_, J_D :=

H-z^0.5 * Bv@vD + 2 z^0.5 * Hz + 1L * Dv@vD - z^0.5 * Hz + 1L H3 z + 4L * Hv@vD
- 0.5 * z^0.5 * HJ + 0.5L * qvcal@vDL �. z ® HHJ + 0.5L^2 - 1L;

In[25]:= BrownHamiltone@v_, J_D := K H11e@v, JD H12e@v, JD
H12e@v, JD H22e@v, JD O

BrownHamiltonf@v_, J_D := K H11f@v, JD H12f@v, JD
H12f@v, JD H22f@v, JD O

LinePositionsForThesis3.nb     3
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Generation of energy table

In[27]:= Nmax = 45;

EnergyTableXe@v_D :=

Table@Eigenvalues@BrownHamiltone@v, NN + .5DD + offset, 8NN, 0, Nmax<D;

EnergyTableXf@v_D := Table@Eigenvalues@BrownHamiltonf@v, NN + .5DD + offset,

8NN, 0, Nmax<D
column = Table@n + 0.5, 8n, 0, Nmax<D;

FullTable@v_D :=

Transpose@8column, EnergyTableXf@vD@@All, 1DD, EnergyTableXf@vD@@All, 2DD,

EnergyTableXe@vD@@All, 1DD, EnergyTableXe@vD@@All, 2DD<D ;

vSelect = 10;

offset = 948.494851; H*this value should be fixed. It

gives the energy shift relative to the 1�2 e level,

values fit pretty well with the data from Amiot et al. *L
NumberForm@TableForm@Prepend@FullTable@vSelectD@@1 ;; 10DD,

8"J", "3�2f,F2", "1�2f,F1", "3�2e,F2", "1�2e,F1"<DD, 8D
Out[33]//NumberForm=

J 3�2f,F2 1�2f,F1 3�2e,F2 1�2e,F1

0.5 18508.347 18391.314 18508.347 18391.302

1.5 18512.962 18395.816 18512.962 18395.793

2.5 18520.653 18403.315 18520.653 18403.281

3.5 18531.419 18413.812 18531.419 18413.767

4.5 18545.261 18427.305 18545.26 18427.249

5.5 18562.176 18443.796 18562.175 18443.729

6.5 18582.163 18463.283 18582.162 18463.206

7.5 18605.222 18485.766 18605.22 18485.678

8.5 18631.351 18511.245 18631.347 18511.147

9.5 18660.547 18539.719 18660.543 18539.611

In[34]:= EnergyXF2f@v_, J_D := Eigenvalues@BrownHamiltonf@v, JDD@@1DD + offset;

EnergyXF1f@v_, J_D := Eigenvalues@BrownHamiltonf@v, JDD@@2DD + offset;

EnergyXF2e@v_, J_D := Eigenvalues@BrownHamiltone@v, JDD@@1DD + offset;

EnergyXF1e@v_, J_D := Eigenvalues@BrownHamiltone@v, JDD@@2DD + offset;

Excited A state

Molecular constants from J Mol. Spec. 181, p 394 (1997) : "Danielak et al, Reinvestigation of the 

Emission g Band System (A2S/–X 2P) of the NO Molecule" In the article the value for gamma was 

contrained to certain values of up to A(v=4) only. The agreement of linepositions is much better 

without this parameter anyhow.
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Molecular constants 

In[38]:= omegaeA = 2374.372;

omegaexeA = 16.159;

omegaeYeA = -3.73 * 10^H-2L;

BeA = 1.9955860;

ΑeA = 1.8714 * 10^H-2L;

ΓeA = -4.78 * 10^H-5L;

DeA = 5.640 * 10^H-6L;

ΒeA = 2.55 * 10^H-8L;

TeAX = 43 906.191;

In[47]:= VibrationalEnergyA@v_D :=

omegaeA * Hv + 0.5L - omegaexeA Hv + 0.5L^2 + omegaeYeA Hv + 0.5L^3;

BvcalA@v_D := BeA - ΑeA * Hv + 0.5L + ΓeA * Hv + 0.5L^2;

DvcalA@v_D := DeA + ΒeA Hv + 0.5L;

Calculation of energy tables

In[50]:= EnergyAe@v_, J_D := TeAX + VibrationalEnergyA@vD +

BvcalA@vD * HJ - 0.5L HJ + 0.5L - DvcalA@vD HJ - 0.5L^2 * HJ + 0.5L^2

EnergyAf@v_, J_D := TeAX + VibrationalEnergyA@vD +

BvcalA@vD * HJ + 0.5L HJ + 1.5L - DvcalA@vD HJ + 0.5L^2 * HJ + 1.5L^2

LinePositionsForThesis3.nb     5
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Generation of energy table

In[52]:= NmaxA = 50;

EnergyVektorAe@v_D := Table@EnergyAe@v, NN + .5D + offsetA, 8NN, 0, NmaxA<D;

EnergyVektorAf@v_D := Table@EnergyAf@v, NN + .5D + offsetA, 8NN, 0, NmaxA<D
columnA = Table@n + 0.5, 8n, 0, NmaxA<D;

FullTableA@v_D :=

Transpose@8columnA, EnergyVektorAf@vD, EnergyVektorAe@vD<D ;

vSelectA = 2;

offsetA = 0;

NumberForm@
TableForm@Prepend@FullTableA@vSelectAD@@1 ;; 10DD, 8"J", "f,F2", "e,F1"<DD, 7D

H* In the table, the first row is messed up, there is no Omega 3�2,

J=0.5 levels and this messes up the order*L

Out[59]//NumberForm=

J f,F2 e,F1

0.5 49744.44 49740.54

1.5 49752.24 49744.44

2.5 49763.93 49752.24

3.5 49779.51 49763.93

4.5 49798.99 49779.51

5.5 49822.37 49798.99

6.5 49849.64 49822.37

7.5 49880.81 49849.64

8.5 49915.86 49880.81

9.5 49954.81 49915.86

Calculation of line positions for X-A transitions

In[60]:= EnergyXF2f@v_, J_D := Eigenvalues@BrownHamiltonf@v, JDD@@1DD + offset;

EnergyXF1f@v_, J_D := Eigenvalues@BrownHamiltonf@v, JDD@@2DD + offset;

EnergyXF2e@v_, J_D := Eigenvalues@BrownHamiltone@v, JDD@@1DD + offset;

EnergyXF1e@v_, J_D := Eigenvalues@BrownHamiltone@v, JDD@@2DD + offset;

Definition of branches
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In[64]:= P11@vX_, vA_, J_D := EnergyAe@vA, J - 1D - EnergyXF1e@vX, JD;

P22@vX_, vA_, J_D := EnergyAf@vA, J - 1D - EnergyXF2f@vX, JD;

Q11@vX_, vA_, J_D := EnergyAe@vA, JD - EnergyXF1f@vX, JD;

Q22@vX_, vA_, J_D := EnergyAf@vA, JD - EnergyXF2e@vX, JD;

R11@vX_, vA_, J_D := EnergyAe@vA, J + 1D - EnergyXF1e@vX, JD;

R22@vX_, vA_, J_D := EnergyAf@vA, J + 1D - EnergyXF2f@vX, JD;

P12@vX_, vA_, J_D := EnergyAe@vA, J - 1D - EnergyXF2e@vX, JD;

R12@vX_, vA_, J_D := EnergyAe@vA, J + 1D - EnergyXF2e@vX, JD;

Q12@vX_, vA_, J_D := EnergyAe@vA, JD - EnergyXF2f@vX, JD;

Q21@vX_, vA_, J_D := EnergyAf@vA, JD - EnergyXF1e@vX, JD;

P21@vX_, vA_, J_D := EnergyAf@vA, J - 1D - EnergyXF1f@vX, JD;

R21@vX_, vA_, J_D := EnergyAf@vA, J + 1D - EnergyXF1f@vX, JD;

In[76]:= MaxJ = 10.5

Out[76]= 10.5
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In[77]:= NmaxTable = MaxJ;

PositionTable@vXsel_, vAsel_D := ReplacePart@
Table@8NN + 0.5, P11@vXsel, vAsel, NN + 0.5D, P22@vXsel, vAsel, NN + 0.5D,

Q11@vXsel, vAsel, NN + 0.5D, Q22@vXsel, vAsel, NN + 0.5D,

R11@vXsel, vAsel, NN + 0.5D, R22@vXsel, vAsel, NN + 0.5D,

P12@vXsel, vAsel, NN + 0.5D, R12@vXsel, vAsel, NN + 0.5D,

Q12@vXsel, vAsel, NN + 0.5D, Q21@vXsel, vAsel, NN + 0.5D,

P21@vXsel, vAsel, NN + 0.5D, R21@vXsel, vAsel, NN + 0.5D<, 8NN, 0, NmaxTable<D,

881, 2<, 81, 3<, 81, 5<, 81, 7<, 81, 8<, 81, 9<, 81, 10<, 81, 12<< ® 0D;

H*nonexisting transitions have been set to 0 cm-

1 *L
PositionVektor@vXsel_, vAsel_, BranchNo_D :=

PositionTable@vXsel, vAselD@@All, BranchNoDD;

In[83]:= NumberForm@TableForm@Prepend@PositionTable@3, 2D@@All, 1 ;; 7DD,

8"J", "P11", "P22", "Q11", "Q22", "R11", "R22"<DD, 7D
Out[83]//NumberForm=

J P11 P22 Q11 Q22 R11 R22

0.5 0 0 43306.2 0 43310.11 0

1.5 43301.35 43186.02 43305.23 43193.81 43313.04 43205.5

2.5 43297.15 43185.48 43304.91 43197.17 43316.64 43212.76

3.5 43293.61 43185.51 43305.25 43201.1 43320.89 43220.58

4.5 43290.72 43186.11 43306.25 43205.59 43325.79 43228.97

5.5 43288.49 43187.27 43307.9 43210.65 43331.35 43237.92

6.5 43286.91 43189. 43310.21 43216.27 43337.56 43247.44

7.5 43285.99 43191.3 43313.17 43222.46 43344.42 43257.52

8.5 43285.72 43194.16 43316.78 43229.22 43351.94 43268.17

9.5 43286.1 43197.6 43321.04 43236.55 43360.1 43279.38

10.5 43287.14 43201.6 43325.96 43244.44 43368.92 43291.16

NumberForm@TableForm@Prepend@PositionTable@3, 2D@@All, 8 ;; -1DD,

8"P12", "R12", "Q12", "Q21", "P21", "R21"<DD,

7D H*Continuation of the table*L
Out[84]//NumberForm=

P12 R12 Q12 Q21 P21 R21

0 0 0 43310.11 0 43317.89

43182.12 43193.81 43186.02 43313.04 43305.23 43324.71

43177.69 43197.17 43185.48 43316.64 43304.91 43332.19

43173.82 43201.1 43185.51 43320.89 43305.25 43340.32

43170.52 43205.59 43186.11 43325.79 43306.25 43349.11

43167.79 43210.65 43187.27 43331.35 43307.9 43358.55

43165.62 43216.27 43189. 43337.56 43310.21 43368.64

43164.03 43222.46 43191.3 43344.42 43313.17 43379.39

43163. 43229.22 43194.16 43351.94 43316.78 43390.78

43162.54 43236.55 43197.6 43360.1 43321.04 43402.83

43162.66 43244.44 43201.6 43368.92 43325.96 43415.52
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Appendix E

Further details on the analysis of

REMPI spectra from scattering

NO(vi = 11, 16) from Au(111)

Fitting of the REMPI spectra from scattering NO(vi = 11, 16) from Au(111) was per-

formed with predefined rotational state distributions. We used rotational state distri-

butions of the functional form

fROT (J) = A1 · (2J + 1) exp

[
−hcB[v, J ]J(J + 1)

kBT1

]
+B1 exp

[
−(J − b)2

2w2

]
, (E.1)

where h and c are the Planck constant and the speed of light, respectively. B[v, J ]

is the rotational constant. The function consists of a Boltzmann part (weighed with

A1) described by a temperature (T1) mostly describing the part of the population dis-

tribution at low J and a Gaussian function (weighed by B1) with a width w and a

shift in J given by b. Parameters were obtained by fitting rotational state distributions

(where available) from the analysis of individual rotational lines similar to those shown

in Fig. 6.15 and Fig. 6.16. The fitting of the REMPI spectrum was performed with

an averaged rotational state distribution at each incidence translational energy. The

parameters used for fitting the vibrational state distribution are given in Table E.1.1

It should be noted, that the same rotational state distributions are used for fitting

1The rotational state distributions in Fig. 6.15 and Fig. 6.16 have been converted to a flux. The

parameters given in Table E.1 belong to a fit of rotational state distributions as density and are thus

a bit hotter.
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the spectra belonging to one incidence orientation and incidence translational energy.

Thus, the effect of the vibrational cooling upon vibrational relaxation is negelect. Ta-

ble E.2 shows which γv′,v′′–bands were used for the analysis of the vibrational state

distributions and which intensities in each band were obtained from fitting the REMPI

spectra. The corresponding table for vi = 16 is given in Table E.3.

Average population distributions (in density) are obtained by averaging the the band

intensities of γ(v′, v′′) belonging to the same vibrational state v′ (see Tables E.4 and

E.5 for the incidence vibrational states vi = 11 and vi = 16, respectively).

In order to convert these population distributions into a flux, we use velocity distribu-

tions of NO scattered from Au(111) in vI = 11, which have only very recently been

measured in our laboratory by Bastian Krüger. This unpublished data shows, that the

translation–to–rotation coupling mTR is similar to the data from Golibrzuch et. al(10)

(given by equation 6.2), but that the translation–vibration coupling mTV is weaker and

is for vi = 11 given by

mTV = 0.0075− 0.111 · Ei
trans/eV. (E.2)

It is thereby assumed, that NO vi = 16 scattering exhibits (for which velocity distri-

butions have not yet been measured) approximately the same translation–to–rotation

coupling as molecules scattering in vi = 11. As shown in Tables E.4 and E.5, the effect

of this correction is very small. The reason so much effort was made to perform this

correction was to verify, that it cannot explain the observed population mismatch in

the summed scattered vibrational state distributions, when scattering NO molecules

(vi = 11 and 16) with opposite incident orientations from the Au(111) surface (com-

pare sections 6.2.5 and 6.3.4).

An entire experimental REMPI spectrum when NO X2Π1/2(v = 16, J = 0.5) scatters

from Au(111) at an incidence translational energy of 0.52 eV (isotropic incidence an-

gular distribution) is shown in Fig. E.1. The figure also shows a simulated spectrum

(black line). Spectrum and simulation are binned in intervals of 1 cm−1 (as used for

fitting). Although the fit is performed with fixed rotational state distributions, a rea-

sonable agreement between spectrum and simulation is achieved.
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Table E.1: Parameters in the function fROT (J) used for fitting vibrational

state distributions.

Measurement A1 T1/K B1 b w

v = 11 0.95 eV, iso 0.95 553 5.34 37.3 11.0
0.69 eV, iso 0.80 504 7.44 37.9 11.0
0.51 eV, iso 0.52 906 11.64 35.0 6.0
0.14 eV, iso 1.40 594 0.00 – –
0.05 eV, iso 2.59 320 0.00 – –

0.51 eV, O–first 0.37 895 15.69 34.7 6.1
0.51 eV, N–first 0.72 696 10.32 34.2 6.1

v = 16 0.97 eV, iso 1.75 1238 6.66 50.0 8.0
0.66 eV, iso 1.58 1179 7.42 46.9 8.0
0.52 eV, iso 1.35 1344 8.06 40.0 8.0
0.23 eV, iso 1.10 1070 0.00 – –
0.05 eV, iso 3.25 430 0.00 – –

0.52 eV, O–first 1.35 1344 8.06 40.0 8.0
0.52 eV, N–first 1.35 1344 8.06 40.0 8.0
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Table E.2: Band intensities from fitting the REMPI spectra when scattering NO X2Π1/2(v =

11, J = 0.5) from Au(111). The bands γ(2,4), γ(3,5), γ(0,6), γ(0,7), γ(6,9), γ(5,9), γ(7,10),

γ(6,10), γ(5,10), γ(2,10), γ(7,11), γ(6,11), γ(5,11), γ(6,12), γ(7,12), γ(8,12) were also fitted, but

results were not included in the final evaluation of population distributions.

band assignment fitted band intensities

0.95 eV 0.69 eV 0.51 eV 0.14 eV 0.05 eV 0.51 eV 0.51 eV

v γ–band ν̃/cm−1 iso iso iso iso iso O–first N–first

1 γ(0,1) 42322.9 3.73 8.60 1.36 2.99 2.13 1.54 1.26

2 γ(0,2) 40474.9 1.52 2.09 2.79 2.20 2.83 2.55 2.67

3 γ(0,3) 38655.0 4.77 4.05 4.94 4.98 5.41 4.33 5.02

γ(1,3) 40996.9 1.89 4.66 2.51 3.67 3.89 2.22 1.84

4 γ(0,4) 36863.0 5.62 3.94 4.02 3.66 3.34 3.70 4.39

γ(1,4) 39205.0 6.36 4.92 4.42 4.24 3.54 4.18 5.23

5 γ(0,5) 35099.0 6.14 2.93 4.64 3.51 4.01 3.85 4.91

γ(1,5) 37441.0 8.75 7.58 6.93 4.98 3.36 5.76 6.81

γ(2,5) 39750.2 4.31 2.61 4.58 3.56 1.30 5.02 5.27

6 γ(1,6) 35704.9 7.19 3.84 5.41 5.82 5.02 5.02 5.83

γ(2,6) 38014.2 6.25 6.62 5.80 6.92 4.46 5.30 3.95

7 γ(1,7) 33996.7 6.64 2.99 5.69 4.30 4.96 5.53 5.12

γ(2,7) 36306.0 5.41 4.90 6.31 3.43 1.00 6.63 5.85

γ(3,7) 38582.4 3.93 3.13 4.85 2.55 2.65 5.06 4.16

γ(4,7) 40825.7 2.75 4.29 3.39 3.33 2.73 3.79 2.93

8 γ(1,8) 32316.5 2.46 3.96 2.80 2.55 4.05 3.68 2.00

γ(2,8) 34625.8 4.24 2.35 3.25 4.24 5.30 3.76 2.57

γ(3,8) 36902.2 3.28 3.47 4.87 3.89 4.19 5.92 3.98

γ(5,8) 41355.5 1.44 7.18 3.32 2.34 3.82 3.70 2.42

9 γ(2,9) 32973.5 2.22 1.59 2.59 3.27 3.70 3.74 1.64

γ(3,9) 35249.9 2.50 2.38 2.57 4.40 5.42 3.49 1.82

γ(4,9) 37493.2 2.22 2.59 2.91 2.99 2.07 3.28 2.19

10 γ(3,10) 33625.6 1.71 1.62 2.09 3.10 4.50 3.21 1.07

γ(4,10) 35868.9 1.47 2.18 1.79 3.59 4.02 2.58 1.63

11 γ(3,11) 32029.4 0.61 2.20 2.46 3.11 5.75 3.71 1.17

γ(4,11) 34272.7 1.89 2.07 2.35 5.07 6.17 3.24 1.48

12 γ(4,12) 32704.6 0.27 0.00 0.60 0.21 0.20 0.86 0.28

γ(5,12) 34914.6 0.45 1.27 0.76 1.07 0.18 0.88 0.66
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Table E.3: Band intensities from fitting the REMPI spectra when scattering NO X2Π1/2(v =

16, J = 0.5) from Au(111). Again, several more γ(v′′, v′)–bands were also used for fitting, but

not for averaging to obtain vibrational state distributions. The table is continuued on the next

page.

band assignment fitted band intensities

0.97 eV 0.66 eV 0.52 eV 0.23 eV 0.05 eV 0.52 eV 0.52 eV

v γ–band ν̃/cm−1 iso iso iso iso iso O–first N–first

2 γ(0,2) 40474.9 1.42 3.50 1.53 3.36 3.19 1.81 1.78

3 γ(0,3) 38655.0 3.75 3.36 2.86 2.33 4.13 3.09 2.96

4 γ(0,4) 36863.0 5.45 3.01 5.76 5.34 2.06 6.31 5.39

γ(1,4) 39205.0 4.10 5.26 4.09 4.50 5.32 2.30 2.24

5 γ(0,5) 35099.0 5.21 6.36 7.27 1.09 5.08 7.49 4.51

γ(1,5) 37441.0 4.77 3.88 6.27 7.41 2.48 7.01 8.12

γ(2,5) 39750.2 3.33 2.90 2.89 3.54 2.49 2.86 1.93

6 γ(1,6) 35704.9 7.93 9.99 8.17 7.36 6.89 9.35 8.56

γ(2,6) 38014.2 5.47 3.17 5.77 7.19 4.24 6.33 6.02

7 γ(1,7) 33996.7 4.79 4.04 4.17 6.15 4.72 7.34 6.99

γ(2,7) 36306.0 6.58 2.99 7.63 6.41 3.98 8.85 6.10

γ(3,7) 38582.4 3.99 3.43 2.94 1.23 2.38 3.47 3.58

8 γ(1,8) 32316.5 2.70 6.71 4.61 3.85 3.45 5.60 5.15

γ(2,8) 34625.8 3.81 3.80 3.42 3.76 5.09 5.97 4.51

γ(3,8) 36902.2 5.25 2.33 5.05 4.15 1.26 6.93 5.24

9 γ(1,9) 30664.2 2.18 2.05 1.14 2.13 1.73 1.43 0.79

γ(2,9) 32973.5 2.82 6.92 3.24 3.48 3.81 3.16 3.07

γ(3,9) 35249.9 3.93 6.29 4.51 2.01 6.06 5.45 2.36

γ(4,9) 37493.2 2.55 2.05 2.32 4.12 3.11 3.42 3.27

γ(5,9) 39703.2 1.18 0.23 0.58 0.55 1.43 0.63 0.28

10 γ(2,10) 31349.2 0.54 2.76 0.95 2.00 1.23 0.98 0.73

γ(4,10) 35868.9 3.26 2.35 2.64 3.16 4.28 3.41 2.09

11 γ(3,11) 32029.4 0.68 1.32 1.16 1.39 1.84 1.56 0.88

γ(4,11) 34272.7 1.97 1.32 0.29 1.46 4.01 1.14 0.02

γ(5,11) 36482.7 2.06 0.36 0.47 0.37 0.64 1.06 0.75
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Table continued from last page.

band assignment fitted band intensities

0.97 eV 0.66 eV 0.52 eV 0.23 eV 0.05 eV 0.52 eV 0.52 eV

v γ–band ν̃/cm−1 iso iso iso iso iso O–first N–first

12 γ(3,12) 30461.3 0.64 1.11 0.20 1.06 1.12 0.50 0.53

γ(4,12) 32704.6 1.03 1.92 1.48 1.01 1.49 1.02 1.39

γ(5,12) 34914.6 1.51 0.98 1.57 0.90 2.25 1.17 0.60

13 γ(4,13) 31164.9 0.42 1.11 0.43 0.81 1.03 0.70 0.42

γ(5,13) 33374.8 0.02 0.00 1.82 0.40 0.64 2.15 1.81

γ(6,13) 35551.3 1.22 0.99 0.00 0.32 0.07 0.53 0.86

14 γ(4,14) 29653.5 0.06 0.13 0.08 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.18

γ(5,14) 31863.5 0.00 0.15 0.28 0.11 0.78 0.42 0.10

γ(6,14) 34039.9 1.41 0.00 0.07 1.67 1.73 1.22 0.43

15 γ(5,15) 30380.9 0.67 0.17 0.14 0.40 0.50 0.29 0.39

γ(6,15) 32557.3 0.26 0.75 1.11 0.32 0.80 0.73 0.78

γ(7,15) 34699.9 0.83 0.77 1.04 1.90 1.56 2.41 1.35

16 γ(6,16) 31103.5 1.08 0.94 0.38 1.44 1.56 0.55 0.41

γ(7,16) 33246.2 0.69 0.51 1.39 1.05 0.84 2.02 1.39

17 γ(6,17) 29679.0 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.14 0.01 0.02

γ(7,17) 31821.7 0.31 0.09 0.28 0.10 0.46 0.41 0.15
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Table E.4: Vibrational state distributions generated when NO X2Π1/2(v = 11, J =

0.5) scatters from Au(111) at different incidence translational energies and orientations.

The distributions are given as density (which is the average of the band intensities from

Table E.2) and as a flux (after applying th density–to-flux conversion). Distributions

are normalized to the summed population in the vibrational state v =2–11, because

population in v = 1 has a high error and population in v = 0 can not be detected.

0.97 eV 0.69 eV 0.51 eV 0.14 eV 0.05 eV 0.51 eV 0.51 eV
v iso iso iso iso iso O–first N–first

Population as density

1 0.102 0.247 0.036 0.078 0.054 0.041 0.034
2 0.041 0.060 0.075 0.057 0.071 0.068 0.071
3 0.091 0.125 0.100 0.112 0.117 0.088 0.092
4 0.163 0.127 0.113 0.103 0.087 0.105 0.129
5 0.175 0.126 0.144 0.104 0.073 0.131 0.152
6 0.183 0.150 0.150 0.165 0.120 0.138 0.131
7 0.128 0.110 0.135 0.088 0.071 0.141 0.121
8 0.078 0.122 0.095 0.084 0.109 0.114 0.073
9 0.063 0.063 0.072 0.092 0.094 0.094 0.050

10 0.043 0.055 0.052 0.087 0.107 0.078 0.036
11 0.034 0.061 0.064 0.106 0.150 0.093 0.035

Population as flux

1 0.114 0.278 0.041 0.088 0.062 0.046 0.038
2 0.045 0.066 0.082 0.064 0.080 0.075 0.079
3 0.097 0.135 0.107 0.122 0.129 0.094 0.099
4 0.171 0.134 0.119 0.109 0.093 0.111 0.135
5 0.178 0.129 0.148 0.108 0.076 0.134 0.156
6 0.183 0.151 0.150 0.168 0.122 0.139 0.131
7 0.124 0.108 0.132 0.087 0.071 0.138 0.118
8 0.074 0.116 0.091 0.081 0.106 0.109 0.070
9 0.058 0.058 0.067 0.087 0.089 0.087 0.047

10 0.039 0.049 0.047 0.079 0.099 0.070 0.033
11 0.030 0.054 0.056 0.094 0.134 0.082 0.031
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Table E.5: Same as Table E.4, but for NO X2Π1/2(v = 16, J = 0.5).

0.97 eV 0.69 eV 0.51 eV 0.14 eV 0.05 eV 0.51 eV 0.51 eV
v iso iso iso iso iso O–first N–first

Population as density

2 0.037 0.095 0.040 0.090 0.086 0.048 0.047
3 0.098 0.092 0.076 0.062 0.111 0.081 0.078
4 0.125 0.113 0.130 0.132 0.100 0.113 0.101
5 0.116 0.119 0.144 0.107 0.090 0.153 0.128
6 0.175 0.179 0.184 0.194 0.150 0.207 0.192
7 0.134 0.095 0.130 0.123 0.100 0.173 0.146
8 0.102 0.117 0.115 0.105 0.088 0.163 0.131
9 0.066 0.096 0.062 0.066 0.087 0.074 0.052

10 0.050 0.070 0.047 0.069 0.074 0.058 0.037
11 0.041 0.027 0.017 0.029 0.058 0.033 0.014
12 0.028 0.036 0.028 0.026 0.044 0.024 0.022
13 0.014 0.019 0.020 0.014 0.016 0.030 0.027
14 0.013 0.003 0.004 0.017 0.024 0.015 0.006
15 0.015 0.015 0.020 0.023 0.026 0.030 0.022
16 0.023 0.020 0.023 0.033 0.032 0.034 0.024

Population as flux

2 0.041 0.106 0.045 0.100 0.096 0.053 0.052
3 0.106 0.100 0.082 0.068 0.122 0.088 0.085
4 0.133 0.120 0.138 0.141 0.107 0.121 0.107
5 0.121 0.125 0.150 0.113 0.096 0.159 0.133
6 0.179 0.184 0.188 0.200 0.155 0.211 0.196
7 0.134 0.095 0.129 0.124 0.101 0.173 0.146
8 0.100 0.114 0.112 0.103 0.087 0.159 0.128
9 0.063 0.092 0.059 0.063 0.084 0.071 0.049

10 0.046 0.065 0.044 0.065 0.071 0.054 0.035
11 0.038 0.025 0.015 0.026 0.054 0.030 0.013
12 0.025 0.033 0.025 0.024 0.040 0.021 0.020
13 0.013 0.017 0.017 0.012 0.014 0.026 0.024
14 0.011 0.002 0.003 0.014 0.020 0.013 0.005
15 0.013 0.013 0.017 0.019 0.022 0.025 0.018
16 0.019 0.016 0.019 0.027 0.026 0.027 0.019
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Figure E.1: Comparison of a measured spectrum to a fit. – The figure shows a

REMPI spectrum (black color) of NO X2Π1/2(v = 16, J = 0.5 scattered from Au(111) at

an incidence translational energy of 0.52 eV with an isotropic rotational state distribu-

tions. The simulation (red color) has been performed assuming identical rotational state

distributions in all vibrational states. Nevertheless, a reasonable agreement between spec-

trum and simulation is obtained. This allows for the determination of the vibrational state

distributions. Figure adapted from the Appendix of Ref. (6). High intensity peaks in the

experimental spectrum are due to molecules from the incoming molecular beam; an effect

that cannot be completely suppressed by the experiment.
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